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o. P R E L I M I NARY 
The Garawa language is spoken by approximately 3 0 0  people living in 
the Northern Territory of Australia in the area bordered by the McArthur 
River on the west, and the Queensland border on the east, and extending 
about 100 miles inland from the coast. 
The Garawa people live adjacent to the Yanyula people and the two 
languages, though different in structure, have a number of cognate (or 
borrowed) roots . Some of the borrowing is said to be recent. The 
Garawa say that originally the Nyanga tribe occupied the coastal region 
of this area, and the Yanyula tribe occupied the country west of Garawa 
and Nyanga land . Inter-tribal relationships among the three tribes were 
amicable, intermarriage being permissible within the restrictions of the 
kinship systems which coincided . 
After the Nyanga tribe died out, the Garawa occupied their coastal 
area and the Garawa and Yanyula tribes continued to live in harmony with 
each other . The acquisition of coastal areas brought new pursuits 
(such as dugong hunting) to the Garawa people, and as their language 
did not have a vocabulary appropriate to these new activities Yanyula 
words were taken into the Garawa language to make good this deficiency 
and adapted to fit into the Garawa grammar system . 
Apart from this, the two languages have some common vocabulary, 
especially in roots of a few nouns, adjectives, and manner words, and 
these fit into the two different grammatical structures . 
The material on which the following analysis is based was collected 
under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics during thirty 
months' residence at Borroloola between June 1968 and November 19 7 1 .  
The authors are indebted to D r  Charles Peck of the Summer Institute 
of Linguistics for his invaluable assistance in analysis and preparation 
of this paper and to many informants during the above period, especially 
Edna Jack . 
This paper was produced with the assistance of a concordance of 
26,18 1 morpheme/words of text in Garawa produced by a joint project of 
1 
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the Oklahoma University Research Institute and the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics which was partially supported by Grant GS-l605 of the Na­
tional Science Foundation. 
The tagmemic model is used in the presentation of this paper, using 
Bidimensional Arrays as developed by Robert E .  Longacre of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics . 
1. I NT RODUC T I ON 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the contrastive clause and 
phrase types of Garawa. This involves a description of the case system 
which is a feature of Garawa clauses and a factor in the separation of 
some of the phrase types. 
Garawa is an ergative type language as far as nouns are concerned. 
Each word within the noun phrase is inflected for ergative case when 
subject of the Transitive verb. Nominative case (� case-marker) indi­
cates object of the Transitive, and subject of the Intransitive and 
Reflexive verb constructions . Subject and Predicate of non-verbal 
clauses also take the (unmarked) nominative case. 
The pronominal system differs in that it is an accusative system 
where the personal pronouns are marked for subject in both the Transitive 
and Intransitive clauses, and for object in the Transitive clause, 
while the Reflexive has a combined form of subject and object pronoun 
which we have termed the Reflexive Pronoun . In addition, there is a 
special set of compound object/subject pronouns used in transitive 
clauses . For more detailed information see 'The Pronominal System of 
Garawa', Section 2 . 1  (published in Oceanic Lingui�tic� , vol . XI, No . 1) . 
In both nucleus and periphery, all components of the noun phrases, 
nouns, pronouns etc . ,  are marked according to the case of the tagmeme 
in which they are manifested, except for the manifestations of Connector 
Particles, Negative Particles, Manner Adverbs, and Location Adverbs, 
which are always uninflected for case. Time may have a manifestation 
which is marked for Ablative, Allative, or Locative Time, or may be un­
inflected. 
2.  C A S E  S U FF I XA T I O N  
Case is an important feature of Garawa clauses and phrases . The 
reaction of certain phrases to case has been adopted as one of the 
criteria for separating some phrase types . The only clause level 
tagmemes which do not have phrases as exponents are Predicate, Tense, 
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Aspect, Connector, Negative and Manner. The language does not contain 
any verb phrases. 
3 
There is concord of case suffixation on all words which may be in­
flected for case within the phrase, with the exception of Kinship, Loca­
tion Modification and Negative Noun Phrases . These exceptions will be 
explained in the discussion of each of these phrase types . 
Charts 1, 2, and 3 show the case suffixes for various classes of 
words . 
Nouns are divided into Common Nouns (which include proper nouns, 
abstract nouns, body parts, etc.) , Kinship Nouns, and Location Nouns. 
Kinship nouns are further divided because of their distribution on phrase 
level, their ability or inability to be inflected for case, or their 
internal structure. Kinship nouns Types 3 ,  4 and 5 do not take case 
suffixes when singular in number . With dual or plural markers on both 
common and kinship nouns of all types, the case allomorphs are determined 
by the dual/plural markers rather than the noun roots. 
The Location Nouns consist of roots meaning 'north ' ,  ' s o u th ' ,  ' e as t ' ,  
and 'wes t ' .  Suffixation adds to the meaning, such as ' no pth-s ide ' and 
' s o u t h - a cros s ' ,  etc . The suffixation is rather extensive and meanings 
of some suffixes appear to be quite subtle so that we have not yet been 
able to define all their meanings. Location nouns must be inflected for 
case, but take only Referent, Locative, Allative and Ablative cases, and 
the allomorphs of the case suffixes do not coincide with those for the 
other classes of nouns. 
A discussion of the case suffixes follows . These have been divided 
into three charts because different columns are required to describe 
the three different groupings of affixes . Chart 1 applies to the largest 
number of words . Chart 2 applies to a small class of kinship nouns, and 
Chart 3 applies to personal pronouns. 
Case suffixes on Location Nouns and a few other residual word classes 
which are not fully analysed are not included in these charts, though 
they are identified in the examples throughout the paper . 
Ca� e S y�xem 6o� Common Noun�, Kin� hip No un� Type 1, AdjecXi v e�, and 
Ce�xain Oxhe� Wo�d� 
Chart 1 gives the case suffixes for all common nouns, type 1 kinship 
nouns, adjectives, and certain other words and morphemes. 
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CHART 1. CASE SUFFIXATION 
Sets o f  Case Ending Suffix e s  
Set Nom Erg Refr 
Loc/Acc/ Al Ab/Tac Transloc 
Ins 
I -!if -wanj i -anj l '" - I na '" -yu � 1  '" -nanj i -yal)ga 
-nj l -na -fi 
2 -!iI -wanj i -I)ganj l -na -yu� 1  -nanj l 
3 -!if -wanj i -nganj i '" -na -yul'l '" -nanj i 
-jl)j ganj i -j l)j gul'l  
4 -!II -nj i -j l)J ga -nj i na -jl)jgul'l  -nanj i -yal)ga 
5 -!II -nj I -I)ganj i -nj I na -I)gul' I -nanj l -nj djaga 
6 -!iI -I)i  -I)ganj l - l) l na -l)gul' l  -nanj I 
7 -nda - n i  -I)ganj i -nj l na -I)gui' l  -nbunanj l 
8 - n l  -l) l n i  -ganj i - b l na -b l yul'l -b i yanj i -b l yal)ga 
9 -!iI -nj I -wa -nJ l na 
The Set 1 of Chart 1 suffixes occur with all singular kinship nouns 
type 1 ,  with all singular common nouns except those ending with In j i / ,  
with all singular adjectives except those ending with Inj l l  or I�a / , 
and following the origin suffix - mu l) g i d j l .  The following allomorphs 
occur: 
(a) The referent suffix allomorph - a n J I occurs with stems ending 
with a consonant; - n J I occurs with stems ending with a vowel . 
(This referent suffix allomorph - n j i is distinguished from the 
ergative suffix allomorph - n j l in that the referent suffix is 
first order and the erga�ive suffix is second order . )  
(b) The locative/accompaniment/instrument suffix allomorph - i n a occurs 
with stems ending with a consonant; - n a  occurs with stems ending 
with a vowel . 
(c) The allative suffix allomorph - y u r l  occurs with all adjective 
stems and noun stems ending with a consonant or II I, and with the 
origin suffix; - � I  occurs with noun stems ending with la/ or luI. 
The Set 2 suffixes occur only with n a n i d j l ' tha t big ' ,  and there are 
no allomorphs . 
The Set 3 suffixes occur with Singular common nouns and singular ad­
jectives, both ending with In j l /. The following allomorphs occur: 
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(a) The referent suffix allomorph - j Q j g a nj i occurs with all adjective 
stems that end with In j i / ,  and with noun stems ending with l i n j l/ ;  
- n g a n j i occurs with noun stems ending with la n j i l  or lu n j l/ . 
(b) The allative suffix allomorph -j Q j g u r l occurs with all adjective 
stems ending with In j l/ ,  and with noun stems ending with Il n j l/;  
-y u r i  occurs with noun stems ending with la n j ll or lu n j l /. 
The Set 4 suffixes occur with adjectives ending in Iral  and following 
dual, plural, and concomitant markers . 
The Set 5 suffixes occur with the singular possessive pronouns .
l 
The Set 6 suffixes occur with w a n j i ,  the interrogative pronoun stem 
and with n a n a , ' tha t ' ,  and n a n d a ,  the demonstrative pronoun stem and its 
allomorph, when they occur without the dual or plural suffix . (n a n d a  
occurs only with the nominative case; n a n a  occurs with all other cases . )  
The Set 7 suffixes occur with n a y l ,  n a Q I , and n a n a Q I ,  demonstrative 
pronoun stem, ' this ' ,  and its allomorph, when they occur without the 
dual or plural suffix . (n a y l  occurs with nominative, referent, and al­
lative cases; n a Q I  occurs with ergative, referent, locative/accompaniment/ 
instrument, allative and ablative/tactile cases; n a n a Q I  occurs as an 
alternative stem with ergative case . )  
The Set 8 suffixes occur with w a n j d j a ,  the interrogative pronoun stem 
allomorph, when it occurs without the dual or plural suffix . 
The Set 9 suffixes occur following the suffix -y u r i , ' deceased ' .  
The Vi 6 6 e4 ent Ca� e S y� tem 6 0 4  Kin� hip No un� Type 2 
The case system of kinship nouns type 2 ,  which comprise about one 
third of the kinship terms of the language, differs from the kinship 
nouns type 1 (see Chart 1, Set 1) in that the same suffix occurs for the 
ergative, locative, and accompaniment tagmemes . 
Chart 2 shows the Set 10 case suffixes that occur in the different 
tagmemes with the kinship nouns type 2 .  
Set Nam 
10 -� 
CHART 2 .  CASE SUFF I XE S  FOR K IN SH I P  NOUNS TYPE 2 
Erg/Lac/Ace Refr Al Ab 
- y u  - y a  � - y a r i  - n a n j i � 
- y a n j i - y u n a n j i 
Transioc 
- ya Q g a  
lFor a fuller explanation o f  case with pronouns see 'The Pronominal System Gf Garawa'. 
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Stems ending with the syllable / n j a /  have this deleted with all but 
the nominative case . 
The referent suffix has allomorphs: - y a n J I which occurs with the 
stem b a Q a � i  ' fa ther 's o Lder brother ' ;  - v a which occurs with all other 
stems . 
The ablative suffix has allomorphs: - y u na n j l  which occurs with the 
stem b a Q a � i ' fa ther 's o Lder bro ther ' ,  b uwa n J a  ' o Lder brother ' ,  and 
b u g a g a n j a ' father ' ;  - na n j i which occurs with all other stems . 
The Vi 6 6 e�ent Ca�e S y�tem 6 o �  Pe��onal P�o noun� 
The case system of personal pronouns ( which does not include pos­
sessive pronouns, see Chart 1, Sets 4 and 5) differs again from that 
shown in Charts 1 and 2 ,  in that the same suffix is used for the subject 
of the transitive and intransitive verbs, and a different suffix is used 
to denote obj ect of the transitive verb . Accompaniment suffix also 
differs from Chart 1 accompaniment suffixes . In addition there is an­
other suffix used in reflexive constructions as the reflexive subject 
marker. Chart 3 shows the Set 11 case suffixes that occur on personal 
pronouns . 
CHART 3 .  CASE SUFFIXES FOR PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
Set Refl Subj Obj Refr �c Al � Transloc Ace 
11 -�ga � -nja -� I -nd� -ndufl � -ndunanj i �  -nduya�ga � -nduwa 
-nbu -nbur l  -nbunanj i -nblya�ga 
The locative, allative, ablative, and trans locative suffixes each 
has an allomorph which occurs in free variation with the allomorphs on 
Chart 3 .  They are respectively, - n b u , - n b u fl ,  - n b u n a n J I ,  - n b l y a � g a . 
3 .  PHRAS E S  
There are eleven contrastive phrase types in Garawa, viz . ,  Modified 
Noun Phrase, Number Phrase, Kinship Noun Phrase, Appositional Phrase, 
Co-ordinate Phrase, Inalienable Possession Phrase, Associate Noun Phrase, 
Concomitant Noun Phrase, Location Modification Noun Phrase, Accompaniment 
Noun Phrase and Negative Noun Phrase . 
Phrases are often discontinuous, but no confusion occurs as all words 
of phrases are inflected for case. 
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3.1 .  MOV I F I EV NOUN PHRAS E 
The Modified Noun Phrase consists of a Deictic, Number, Possessor, 
Modifier and Head; all these are optional but one must occur. Case 
markers occur on all words in the phrase except those that cannot be in­
flected for case. Because of its versatility, the Modified Noun Phrase 
has a very wide distribution on clause level and is common throughout 
the language. 
There is some embedding in this phrase, as the bidimensional array 
in Chart 4 shows. 
CHART 4. B I D IMENS I ONAL ARRAY FOR THE MOD I F I ED NOUN PHRASE 
Modi 6ied Noun Ph�a�e 
:I: Deictic :I: Number :I: Possessor 
1 :I: Modifier :I: Head + Case 
Demonstr. Number Modified Adj ective Kinship Nom 
Pronoun Phrase Noun Noun 1 
Phrase 
(poss) 
Quantity Possessive Attributive Kinship Erg 
Words Pronoun Noun Noun 2 
Clause 
Appositional Kinship Refr 
Phrase Noun 3 
Co-ordinate Kinship Loc 
Phrase Noun 4 
Kinship Acc 
Noun 5 
(d/pl) 
Common Ins 
Noun 
Kinship Al 
Noun 
Phrase 
Ab 
Tac 
Transloc 
lThe word ba f l  is an almost meaningless word that is interspersed throughout Garawa 
speech. In this paper we will translate it as the hesitation word 'um'. 
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The Modified Noun Phrase may occur embedded within the Appositional 
and Co-ordinate Phrases, may expound the Inalienable Possessor or the 
Inalienable Possession tagmeme of the Inalienable Possession Phrase, the 
Head tagmeme of the Associative Noun Phrase, the Location Modification 
Noun Phrase and the Negative Noun Phrase, and the Axis tagmeme of the 
Accompaniment Noun Phrase. The Modified Noun Phrase may expound the 
Subject, Object, Referent, Locative, Accompaniment, Instrument, Allative, 
Ablative, Tactile, Translocative, Topic and Comment tagmemes of the 
clause. 
Permutation Rules 
1. Free permutation occurs within this phrase, although where 
Deictic, Number, or Possessor is manifested as well as Modifier, 
then Modifier is preferred following the Head. 
2 .  When more than one modifier is manifested, one is usually placed 
after the Head (see Example 9) . 
3 .  Within the clause, post-Head modifiers are sometimes permuted 
to the end of the clause (see Example 16). 
4. Deictic is occasionally permuted to the initial position in the 
clause (see Example 17) , but rarely occurs following the Head 
(see Example 1) . 
Restrictions 
1. There is a preferred limit of three optional tagmemes, though 
occasionally four or five may occur (see Example 1 5 ) .  
2 .  All fillers of the Possessor slot apart from the possessive 
pronoun, are marked with referent case and cannot be further 
inflected by the case of the tagmeme in which it occurs. This 
use of referent case indicates possession. 
3 . 
4. 
When the Modified Noun Phrase ( ) fills the Possessor slot, poss 
its Head is obligatory, and it may contain only one other 
tagmeme (see Example 18). 
When the exponent of the Possessor slot is an Appositional 
Phrase, the Primary Head of the Appositional Phrase usually has a 
pronoun, and the Appositional Head a proper noun (see Example 19 ) .  
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Example� 0 6  Modi6ied Noun Ph�a� e 
1. m l g u n u r i -¢ d j  a b u  I I  n j  ba  !)a n I n j  - m u g u-nj  I 
2 .  
neg we : pl : ex : p-subj dis regard 
Head Deictic Modifier 
mamb uga -¢ n a n d a -¢ wa l gu r a - ¢  
boss -nom tha t-nom big-nom 
man-pI-erg 
' We,  many (of us ) men, take notice of tha t big bos s . ' 
Poss Head : kin n type 1 
d j u r a - y l  n a!)a9i -� n l dja!)a n jd j l - n j l n a  
dance-p he : poss-acc fa ther-ace 
' (He ) danced wi th h i s  father . '  
3 .  !)a y u-¢ n u l l dj b a -!)ga g a u n s l l -¢ b a r l  
I-subj want-pres counci l lor-nom um 
Deictic 
�- nga n j  I 
tha t-re fr 
Head : Iocn n 
garu - r i -� y a d j l - n j l 
eas t-p lace-refr coun try -refr 
'I wan t  counci l lors for that eas tern country . ' 
Note: In the above example, 'Deietie' and 'Head', nana-nganj l garu-r l -nj l ,  form a 
Modified Noun Phrase, which in turn forms the Pri. Head of an Appositional Phrase, 
while yadj i -nj i forms the App. Head (being another noun, it cannot be a part of 
the nana-nganj l garu- r l -nj l Modified Noun Phrase) . 
4 .  Head Poss 
5 .  
n a y i n d a -¢ d Ji b a r i -¢ �-¢ 
this -nom woman-nom my-nom 
' This is  my wife . ' 
Note: In the above example, the Deietie, nay l nda, also is a Modified Noun Phrase, 
but is manifesting the Topic tagmeme of the Topic-Comment Clause, while dj l ba r l  
!)ag l  manifests the Comment tagmeme . 
Poss Head : kin n type I 
. . •  !)a l a  n j u l u-¢ �-¢ d ja n d a n JI -¢ 
whi l e  he-subj my-nom man ' s : offspri ng-nom 
Modf 
b a y a g a�a-¢ d j u!)g u 
sma H-nom s i t  
' . . .  whi le h e ,  my sma l.l. chi l.d, s i ts . ' 
Note: Again in the above example, the underlined Modified Noun Phrase forms the 
App . Head, and the pronoun nj u l u 'he', is the Pri. Head of an Appositional 
Phrase. 
1 0  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10. 
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Modf Deictic Head 
g u d i y ana  b u n j u l b u n j u l -�� n a n a - n j i n a g UI}�a-� ---- -
s ome times soft-loc tha t-loc tre e - loc 
'Some times (we chop a: ho �e ) i n  those softwood trees . 
Deictic 
maman umba - y i d u �a l a-� �-mugu-� 
�ose-p s tone-nom tha t-pl-erg 
' Those (ones ) �os t the money . ' 
Deictic Head 
g u l u g a - � g a  gad j i -� n a n l dj l -� b u n d a l - I na 
s leep-pres crocodi �e -nom tha t : big-loc river-loc 
' Crocodi l e s  �ive in that big river . ' 
Modf Head 
, 
d u d i d j ba - y l  b u l a - n d u y a � g a  wa I 9u r a -!!l..!.. m l ya -wa n j l 
craw �-p they : d-transloc 
' The b ig b �ack s nake craw�ed 
big-erg snake -erg 
pas t the two of them . ' 
P oss Head 
Modf 
g u g u � u -wa n j l 
b �ack-erg 
w u l a n l ya l l -� g u d j ba  !l!.l!..!..- n9anj l ma I I 19a fa-� 
yes terday they : pl : p-subj search my-re fr 
' Ye s terday they s earched for my armband . ' 
11. Poss Head Modf 
12. 
n a d j b a - g l y l  n a�a9 1 -� �-� b u d ud a b u d u da-� 
s e e -imp his-nom arm-nom swo � le n-nom 
' See  his swo l � e n  arm ! ' 
... bag  I 
and 
g u y u - y i  
bring-p 
l a � l - n a  d j a � g u r-� 
n orth-ab word-nom 
Deictic Poss 
n a � l - n g u r l  � a g l - n g u r l 
---- -- ---- --
this-al my-al 
Head 
b a n d a - r l  
--_. _.- --
camp-al 
armband-re fr 
' . . .  and brought the word from the north to this camp of mine . ' 
13. Deictic 
�ay u-� y l � l d j b a m l g u n anda-� 
Head 
dJamba-� 
I-subj �eave neg tha t-nom ground-nom 
Poss Poss 
!l!.l!..!..-� !l!.l!..!..-� ga r u - r l  
my-nom my-nom eas t-p�ace : loc 
'I wi � l  no t �eave that �and of mine in the eas t . ' 
14 . 
15. 
16 . 
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Deictic Head 
b a g i  w a gu d i mba  n a - Qga b a f l
l 
� - m u n a n j i  ��-� 
and tide : ri s e s : fas t he-re f1 um tha t-ab country-ab 
' A nd the tide rises fas t from that p Lace . ' 
w a n j dj awa 
where 
Deictic 
n a n d a -!t5 
tha t-nom 
Modf 
Y..!..!lE-!t5 
o ther-nom 
Num 
gu dja �a -!t5 
t Wo-nom 
Poss Head : Kinship Noun Phrase 
�-!t5 gugu l i mba-� � 
my-nom grandch i Ld I (=my ) 
Modf 
walgufa-!t5 
b ig-nom 
' Where (are ) those  o ther two big grandchi Ldren o f  mine ? '  
Head 
d j i guw a r a -!t5 
wa L Laby-nom 
Qa y i -� 
I : p-subj 
n a d j b a  
see  
'I saw two big wa LLabies . ' 
Num 
gu d ja �a-!t5 
two-no m 
Modf 
walgu r a -w uya-!t5 
b ig-pI-nom 
11 
1 7 .  Deictic Head 
1 8 . 
19 . 
20. 
n a n d a -!t5 b a � 1  Qa y l -� d a b a  w a �Qu n a -!t5 
tha t-nom um I : p-subj ki LL big : goanna-nom 
' I  ki LLed that big goanna . ' 
Poss . Head 
w a g a r a m b a  n j u l i -� Qa n j i -Qga n j i  I)a ga l) a n j d j a -n j i ma d j a d j a -!t5 
find he : p-subj your : s-refr mother- re fr axe-nom 
'He found y our mother 's  axe . ' 
wa n j d j awa 
where 
' Where i s  
d j i l a d j b a 
go 
Poss . . 
n aQaQ i -� r u r l - n j i 
his -nom Rorie -refr 
Rorie 's  camp ? ' 
Qa y i -!t5 
I : p-subj 
Pos s  
n aQaQ I - n gu r i  
h is-a1 
Head 
b a r:' � a-� 
camp-nom 
r u r i - n j l  
----
Rorie - re fr 
'I went  to his camp - Rorie ' s  camp . ' 
Head 
b a n d a -� I 
-_._.- -
camp -a1 
Note: In the above Examples 19 and 20, the Possession tagmeme is  a Modified 
Noun Phrase { poss)
. In this phrase the Head is marked for referent (=possessive) 
case and so takes no further case marking. 
lSee footnote on page 7. 
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3 . 1 .1 .  N u mber P hr a s e  
The Number Phrase has been placed in a Subsection of the MOdified 
Noun Phrase as it occurs only as an exponent of the Number tagmeme in a 
Modified Noun Phrase. All words in the Number Phrase, except b a g l ,  
receive case suffixes as assigned in the Modified Noun Phrase. 
The system of numbering is simple as there are only two basic numbers, 
y l oamai I and ya l g u n j i both meaning ' one ' ,  and g ud j a ra ' two ' .  From these, 
the number ' three ' is formed by combining the two as g u d j a �a y l oamaii 
( or ya l g un j l ) and ' four ' is g u d j a ra g ud j a fa or g u dj a r a b a g l g ud j a � a .  
In recent times, this original system has been extended slightly by 
using g u d j a ra b a g l g u d j a r a y l oamai i for ' five ' and also g ud j a ra ba g l  
g ud j a ra b a g l g ud j a ra for ' 8ix ' ,  but this is seldom used, and then only 
through the influence of European culture requiring a more precise 
numbering system. Beyond the number ' four ' the indefinite numbers are 
used, g u d l ya ' 8 o me ' ,  and g a d j a ' many ' .  If a more accurate definition of 
numbers is required, it is possible to say maQi g u d j a r a ' two hands ' for 
ten, or maQI  g u d j a r a  b a g l n u g a m l g u d j a f a  ' two hand8 and two fe e t ' for 
twenty. This can also be repeated several times. 
The Number Phrase has only a few exponents and is not analysed any 
further. 
y I oama I I  
y a l g u n j l 
g u d j a fa 
CHART S .  NUMBER PHRASE 
Numb�Jt. PhJr.a�� 
g u d j a ra y l oamaii 
g u d j a r a ya l g u n j l 
g u d j a fa g u d j a ra 
g u d j a r a b a g i g u dj a ra 
g u d j a ra b a g l g ud j a r a y l o a maii 
g u d j a ra b a g l g u d j a ra b a g l g u d j a r a 
m a Q I  g u dj a r a 
maQ I  g u d j a r a b a g l n u g a m l g ud j a fa 
' one ' 
' one ' 
' two ' 
' three ' 
' three ' 
' four ' 
' four ' 
' fi ve ' 
' 8 ix ' 
' te n ' 
' twenty ' 
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E xample6 0 6  Numb e� Ph�a6 e 
1 .  Num 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5.  
6 .  
r a � i mba Qa y i -¢ Qu n b a-¢ Qa d j af- y u d i - n j i gu d ja fa -¢ 
shoo t I:p-subj duck-nom rifZe-concom-erg two-nom 
'I shot two duc ks with ( my )  r i fZe . '  
Num • •  
gu d ja fa-¢ 
two-nom 
y i �ama l l-¢ 
one-nom 
'I s h o t  t hree ducks . ' 
� a y i -!1I 
I:p-subj 
r a � l mba  
s hoo t 
Num • • • •  
� un b a -¢ 
duck-nom 
y a l u-¢ b r l d j b a 
they :pl-subj s i ng 
gu d ja r a - !!1...!.. 
two-erg 
ya I gu n j  I -w a n j  i 
one-erg 
� a n l n j l- m u g u - n j i ma l i wa ra -!1I 
man-pI-erg na me : o f: corroboree-nom 
' The three men s ing the " ma Ziwarra " corroboree . ' 
This example shows double embedding. The Number Phrase underlined 
fills the number slot of a Modified Noun Phrase of which � a n i n j i ­
m u g u - n j i is the Head. This phrase then forms the Appositional Head, 
and the pronoun y a l u  the Primary Head, of an Appositional Phrase. 
Num . . . . . 
llu dja l'a-!1I � a y l-!1I d a y a  � lludja r a-!1I 
two -nom I:p-subj chop and t Wo-nom 
'I chopped (down) four ( trees ) .  ' 
Num • • •  
b a g  I m i l I lludja r a-!1I ylgama l i -!1I 
and agai n  two-nom one-nom 
' . . .  and aga i n  (I c hopped) three ( tree s ) . '  
Num 
balba � a y l-!1I d j l� 1  b a d j aQu - n j i gu d ja ra- � 
go I:p-subj with dog-refr two-re fr 
'I went w i t h  two dogs . '  
Note: The underlined Number Phrase expounds the Number tagmeme in a Modified 
Noun Phrase which expounds the Axis of an Accompaniment Phrase . 
7 .  Num 
wa l i y aQu-!1I llu d Ja ra - wuya - ¢  � a gl-!1I y a d j l-!1I nj i z I I  a n-!1I 
i s Zand-nom two-d-nom my-nom country-nom New Zea Zand-nom 
' My coun try ,  New Zea Zand,  cons i s ts o f  two is Zands . ' 
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3 .1 .2 .  Kins hip Noun Phra se 
The Kinship Noun Phrase also is placed in a subsection of the Modified 
Noun Phrase as it occurs only as an exponent of the Head tagmeme of a 
Modified Noun Phrase. 
The Kinship Noun Phrase comprises a Kinship Head and a Kinship Pos­
sessor, both tagmemes being obligatory, as shown in Chart 6. 
The Kinship Head is manifested by a Kinship Noun Type 5 ,  a group of 
kinship nouns which comprises a noun stem and an obligatory suffix - m b a .  
Within the Kinship Noun Phrase the Head must b e  singular in number. 
The Kinship Possessor is manifested by a subject Personal Pronoun. 
The Kinship Noun Phrase is unusual in that it is never inflected for 
case. (When the dual or plural forms of the Kinship Head are used, they 
are inflected for case and so fit into the Modified Noun Phrase struc­
ture. ) 
CHART 6 .  B I D IMEN S I ONAL ARRAY F O R  THE K INSHI P  NOUN PHRASE 
K.i..n�h.i..p Nou.n PhlLa� e. 
+ Kinship Head + Kinship Possessor 
Kinship Noun (Type 5 )  Subject Personal Pronoun 
Permutation Rules 
No permutation occurs. 
E xample.� 0 6  K.i..n�h.i..p Nou.n PhlLa�e. 
1. w a n j d j awa n a n d a -� y i l) g a -� g u d j a � a -� w a l g u � a -� 
2. 
where that-nom 
Kin Head 
I) a g i -� gugu l i mb a  
my-nom g randchi ld 
o t h e r-nom two-nom 
Kin Poss 
� 
I ( =my ) 
big-nom 
' Wh e re ( a re )  tho s e  two big g randchi l dren o f  mine ? '  
Kin Head 
l) a n J  i I) a y i -� y a n Jb a  I) a g i - n g a n j i g a � i ga � i mb a  
yo u:refr I:p-subj ta l k  my-refr nephew 
'I spoke to you, my nephew . , 
Kin Poss 
I) a y u  
I ( =my ) 
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3 .  y u g umb a - g a  Q a n j l w a j ga b u n d a l - i na 
4 .  
5.  
6 .  
wai t-pres you : refr down riv e r- loc 
Kin Head Kin Poss 
gugu l i mb a  n i n jdji g i n l Qg l -w a n j l 
grandchi l d  y ou : s ( =your) Kiningki-erg 
' Your grandchi l d, Kiningki ,  is wai ti ng fo r you down a t  the riv e r . ' 
Note: In the examples 2 and 3 above, the Kinship Noun Phrase is uninflected for 
case, even though it is expounding in Example 2 the Head of a Modified Noun Phrase 
that is in Referent Case, and in example 3 the Primary Head of an Appositional 
Phrase in Ergative Case . 
r a Q l mb a - y l 
s hoot-p 
, Lobby , his 
dj l l a d j b a 
go 
Kin Head Kin Poss 
galJa Q a n j dj a-¢ m l m l mb a  � l u b i -w a n j l 
emu-nom g randson he ( =his ) Lobby -erg 
g randson, s h o t  the 
Q a y u-¢ n a Qa - n d u r i  
I-subj he-al 
emu . , 
Kin Head 
m u r l mu r l mb a  
gr : nephew 
Kin Poss 
n i n jdj I 
you : s ( =your) 
' I  go to h im, your nephew . ' 
Kin Head Kin Poss 
m i g u  Q a y l -¢-y a  d j u Q g u  n a Q a - n d u  gaw u d j l mba � 
neg I-subj -desid : p  s i t  s he -ace s i s t e r- in - law I ( =my ) 
'I di d not s i t  with her,  my s i s t e r-in- law.  ' 
3.2. APPOS ITIONAL ANV CO-ORVI NATE PHRAS ES 
The next group of phrases to be discussed comprises the Appositional 
Phrase and the Co-ordinate Phrase, which are grouped together because 
of similarity of construction and distribution. Before continuing with 
their description, we will discuss our reasons for positing the Apposi­
tional Phrase as an alternative to multiple manifestations of the same 
tagmeme. 
3 .2 . 1 . A p po s i t i on a l  P hr a s e  
Frequently we encounter a simple clause such as: 
d j u Q g u  n a y l ba Qa n l nJ i -¢ 
s i t  here man-nom 
' The  man Zives h e re . ' 
An expansion which would be even more frequently used would be: 
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d J u � g u  n a y l b a � a n i n j l -� g a 91 9 1 -� 
s i t  hepe man-nom unc l e -no m 
' The  man. (my ) unc le.  l ives hepe. ' 
It would also be normal to expand this still further to make the 
identity of the uncle still more clear by the addition of the uncle's 
name. The clause would then read: 
dj u � g u  n a ylba � a n l n j l -� g a 9 i 91 -� d j a g sln-� 
s i t  hepe man-nom unc le -nom Jac kson-nom 
' The  man. (my ) unc l e .  Jackson. lives hepe . ' 
The subj ect of the first clause, Q a n ln j l. has been expanded in the 
second and third clauses to further define the subj ect. The relation­
ship between each of these words in the subj ect tagmeme is so close 
as to suggest that they would more reasonably constitute a phrase than 
be regarded as multiple manifestations of the subj ect tagmeme. 
However, as Garawa favours the use of a pronoun wherever applicable, 
a construction preferable to any of the above clauses would have the 
pronoun n j u l u  inserted. This frequently is placed at or near the 
beginning of the clause, so that a fourth example would read: 
n J u l u-� d j u Q g u  �a n l n J I -� g a 9 1 9 1 -� dJ a gs i n -� 
he-subj s i t  man-nom unc le-nom Jackson-nom 
' He.  ( that)  man. (my ) unc l e .  Jackson. lives hepe . ' 
In this clause the pronoun n j u l u, although separated by th6 verb 
from the rest of the subj ect, is j ust as closely related as any of the 
subj ect words in the previous examples. Accordingly, we have discarded 
the concept of multiple manifestations of a tagmeme in favour of that 
of one tagmeme being manifested by the Appositional Phrase, or the Co­
ordinate Phrase which will be explained in the following section. 
The Primary Head of an Appositional Phrase is taken as the most in­
definite in meaning of the manifestations of the subj ect, and the 
succeeding explanatory words are Appositional Heads. Therefore, in the 
final example above, the pronoun n J u l u  is regarded as the Primary Head, 
as it is the most indefinite in meaning. The following parts of the 
subj ect, Q an i n J I  ' man ' ,  g a 9 1 9 i  ' un c l e ' ,  and d j a g s i n ' Jackso n ' ,  are 
Appositional Heads. 
A notable feature of clause construction is the manner in which other 
clause tagmemes interrupt this phrase, particularly when the Primary 
Head is expounded by a personal pronoun. 
The Bidimensional Array in Chart 7 shows that both heads may be 
manifested by phrases, which means that there is frequent embedding. 
Case is obligatory on all words in the phrase, except on Time, Locative 
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and Manner Adverbs, and some Location nouns. 
The Appositional Phrase may occur embedded within the Co-ordinate 
Phrase, may expound the Possessor tagmeme of the Modified Noun Phrase, 
the Head tagmeme of the Location Modified Noun Phrase and the Negative 
Noun Phrase, and the Axis tagmeme of the Accompaniment Noun Phrase. 
The Appositional Phrase may expound the Subject, Obj ect, Referent, 
Locative, Allative, Ablative, Time, Manner, Topic and Comment tagmemes 
of the clause. 
CHART 7. BIDIMENSIONAL ARRAY FOR THE APPOSIT I ONAL PHRASE 
Appo�ltlo nal Ph�a�� 
+ Primary Head + Appos itional Headn + Case 
Modified Noun Phrase Modified Noun Phrase All cases 
Co-ordinate Phrase Co-ordinate Phrase 
Associative Noun Phrase Associative Noun Phrase 
Personal Pronoun Personal Pronoun 
Location Noun Location Noun 
Locative Adverb Locative Adverb 
Manner Adverb Manner Adverb 
Time Adverb Time Adverb 
Permutation Rules 
There is no difference in the fillers of either Primary or Apposi­
tional Heads. However, as one is less explicit in meaning than the 
other, it has been called the Primary Head. The Primary Head may 
precede or follow the Appositional Head, and often, particularly 
when the primary head is manifested by a personal pronoun, it comes 
early in the clause while the Appositional Head is often placed 
finally. 
Additional Note 
As the embedded phrases contain a case tagmeme within themselves, 
and the Location Noun and Locative, Manner and Time adverbs are not 
inflected for case, the case tagmeme applies only to the Personal 
Proncun. 
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Example� 06 Appo�itio nal Ph�a� e 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
4 .  
5.  
g ud j  ba 
s earch 
n a l) a - I) i  
he-refr 
Pri . Head :Mod f . NP 
�-¢ 
mat : gr : un c le-nom 
b a rr 
um 
App . Head : Modf . NP 
n a ga l) l -¢ dJa n d a n j l -¢ 
his-nom Bon-nom 
' My ma terna l gre a t  uncle,  h i s  son. s earches for him . ' 
I)awamba  
o n ly 
d j i l)g l dJ ba I) a y i -¢ 
know I : p-subj 
Pri . Head : 
n u g a m l -¢ �- nj i n a  
tracks-nom tha t-loc 
Mod f . NP App . Head l : Modf . NP App . Head 2 : Modf . NP 
wa b u d a - n a  gu dj i � i -� b a yaga - fi  
water-loc cro s sing-Ioc wes t-place : loc 
'But  I recognis e d  (hi s )  trac ks by the river a t  the cro s s ing in the 
wes t .  ' 
App . Head I :Modf . NP • • •  
� - nga n j l  �- nga n j i  �- nga n JI b a n Jd J i - �  
that-re fr my-refr my-refr bro -in - law-re fr 
PrLHead 
n a ga - !l.!.  
he -re fr 
App . Head 
d u n - �  
Don-re fr 
2 
y a n j b a - y i  
taZk-p 
' (Mo ther) ta l k e d  to him. Don. my bro ther-in- law . ' 
PrLHead App . Head 
m a � a  n a y l b a ma l b u-¢ b Ullaga nja-¢ d j u l) g u - y i 
a lso here o ld : man-nom fa ther -nom s i t-p 
'A lso  the o l d  man, (my ) father. 
App . Head : Co-ord . P  
d a d ag l -¢ � 
Dada ki -no m and 
m u n d a ra ra-¢ 
Mundararra-nom 
b a r  I g U Q � a - �-¢ 
um tree-d-nom 
s a t  there with me . 
Pri . Head :Modf . NP 
�- �-¢ 
tha t-d-nom 
n a n a b a  
there 
, 
I) a g l - n d u  
me-ace 
'Da da k i  and Mundararra. those two tree s ,  (are u s e d  for thisj. ' 
6 .  Pri . Head : Kin . NP • • • .  App . Head :Modf . NP 
m u r i mu r i mb a  I) a y u  d J unsl n -¢ 
s i s ter ' s : daughter ' s : son I(=my ) Johnson-no m 
PrLHead App . Head 
b a g l �-¢ djags i n -¢ b a g l gamudju l u-¢ 
and ma t : gr : un c l e-nom Jac ks on-nom and Kung leberry-no m 
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'My nieae ' 8  80n John8on, (my ) g reat-una te  Jaak80n a n d  Kungtebe rry , 
( 8 e a rahed fo r him) . ' 
Note: The above example illustrates two Appositional Phrases, which manifest the 
first two heads of a Co-ordinate Phrase, with QamudJ u l u as Head 3 of a Co-ordinate 
Phrase .  
7 .  PrLHead App . Head 2 : Modf . NP 
�-� 
that-erg 
8 .  
9 .  
1 0 . 
11 . 
12 . 
n ju l u-� mawa ! -� l a l a n b a - ga 
he-subj ftoat-nom watah-pres 
App.Head 1 
Qa n l n j l - w a n j l 
exp e rt : dugong : hun t e r-erg man-erg 
' He ,  the man, that expert dugong hun te r, watahe8 the ftoa t .  ' 
App . Head PrLHead 
ga r u  
te H 
Qa y i -� 
I : p- subj 
Qa � a - � �-2..!. 
mo ther-re fr ahe-refr 
'I to t d  h e r, mother. ' 
App.Head PrLHead 
• • •  Qa l a  gud l ya-� d J a r l d j b a - w a  �-� 
whi te 8 ome-nom a re : away-cont they : p1-subj 
' . . .  whi te they,  8 0me ( of them) a re 8 t i H  away . ' 
b u  1 I d j  I man j d j  I -w a n j  I 
po tiaeman-erg 
App . Head 
g r usI Q- y u r i - wa 
a r0 8 8 i ng - a1-cont 
guy u  
take 
Pr L Head : Locn N 
y a l u - n j a �-fl-� 
thoy : p1-obj s ou th -p taae-a1 
'The po t iaeman was taking them to the ar08 8 i ng in  the 8 0 u th . ' 
PrLHead App . Head : Modf . NP . • . .  
y a l I -�- y a  �- mugu - �  ga u n s i l u - m ugu - �  
they : p1-subj-desid : p  tha t-p1-erg aounai t t o r-p1-erg 
ga r u  
te H 
b u ga m b a  
a H  
w u d j  i n  i 
few : da Y8 : ago 
' A t t  those aounai t to r8 wan t e d  to te t t  ( him) a few day 8  ago . ' 
PrLHead App.Head 
d j a b a r l  �-¢ b a r l  �-¢-!!!!. b a r l  
onae : again I-subj um I-subj-mY8 e t f  um 
'Again I my8 e t f  (he t d  that ground) . '  
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Pri . Head . . . . . . App . Head 1 App . Head 2 
d ja n d a n j l -9l �-9l I)a�a - n j a �-9l 
daugh te r-nom my -nom mo thel'-nom Edna-nom 
'My daugh ter, ( YOUI') mothe r, E dna . . .  ' 
Pri . Head :Mod f . NP 
l) a y u-9l n u l i d j b a - I) g a  g a u ns i l b a r l  �- n ga n j l  
I-subj wan t-pres counci Z Zo r  u m  that-refr 
App . Head 
�-.u-w �-W 
eas t-p Zace : 1oc-refr countl'y -refr 
'I wan t counci Z Zo rs fo l' that coun t l'y in the eas t .  ' 
• • •  I) a l a  
whi t e  
l) a y u-9l d J u l) g u - g i l l  
I-subj s i t-hab 
App . Head 
m u gu l a ral)u-9l 
Robinson : Ri ve r-1oc 
Pri . Head :Modf . NP 
� - n j  I n a  �-.!!.! 
my -1oc cou n t l'y - 1oc 
' . . .  whi Ze  I u s e d  to Zive at Robinson Rive l'. ' 
Note: 9l signifies locative case on place names . 
Pri. Head : Mod f . NP 
ma l l d j b a .  b u l l -9l !1!.2.!.-9l dja n d a n j l -9l 
fo Z Zow they : d : p-subj my-nom s on-nom 
App . Head 
b a y a g a 4a-9l b a � s-9l 
sma Z Z -nom Barnes-nom 
' They fo Z Zowed my sma Z Z  son,  Barnes . '  
App . Head : Co-ord . P  
wa4amba  
e a t  
b u l a - I) g l - I I 
they : d-refl-hab 
Pri . Head 
wa4a - n j l 
food-refr 
g a g u - nJ I  
fis h-refr 
ma 4a 
. 
wa4a b a -n j l 
a Zs o  goanna-refr 
' (Tho s e )  two a re e a t ing food, fis h  and goanna . ' 
Pri . Head App . Head : Mod f . NP App . Head 2 
d j u l) g u  �-9l n a n a - ma n j d j l �- n d a  ma l b u-9l da:tma n d-� 
s i t  he : p-subj that-spec : t  this-nom o Z d :man-nom Diamon d-nom 
' He,  this o Z d  man, Diamon d, Z i v e d  a t  tha t t ime . ' 
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1 9 . PrLHead : Loc Adv App . Head : Loc Adv 
n a d j b a - I) g a  � � 
see-pres here under 
' (He ) sees  ( the dugong ) here, under ( the  s urface ) .  ' 
2 0 .  Pri.Head : Loc Adv App . Head : Locn N 
n U l) g a l a-� � �-� 
we : d : inc-subj here south-loc 
' We two ( arriv e )  here at the south . ' 
2 1 .  d j a l l - I I g a �u n a n d a -� m i l i l) u n d a y a-� 
2 2 . 
then-hab ca L L  tha t-nom Mi L i ngundaya-nom 
App . Head : Time Adv Pri . Head : Time Adv 
w a n ga l a  wa b u l a  
o L de n : times before 
' Then, in o L de n  time s ,  we u s e d  to ca L L  that one ( high t i de )  
"Mi L i ngundaya " .  ' 
g a mu - n j l  m u g u f i n j dJ a  y a l u-� 
they : pl-subj La ter-refr s tand: in : bow : of : c anoe 
Pri . Head : Loc Adv 
n a n a -w a  
that-way 
App . Head : Co-ord . P  
� � 
s ou th : al north : al 
' They s tand in the bow of the canoe (going) in tha t direc tion,  
to the s o u th and to the nort h .  ' 
3 . 2 . 2 .  Co-o r d i n a te P h r a se 
2 1  
The Co-ordinate Phrase, as stated in Section 3 .2 is similar in 
construction and distribution to the Appositional Phrase. However, it 
differs semantically from the Appositional Phrase in that each succes­
sive head is not explanatory of the previous head, but is completely 
new and separate, although altogether they constitute a single group. 
A clause may include a collective term which names the other separate 
items which co-occur with it. This collective term is considered to be a 
Primary Head of an Appositional Phrase. The co-occurring separate items 
then form a Co-ordinate Phrase which expounds the Appositional Head. 
(See Example 3 following, where g u d u g u d u  ' many ' is a summary of the ex­
ponents of the Heads in the following Co-ordinate Phrase.) 
The Co-ordinate Phrase (see Chart 8) comprises two or more Heads, 
optionally j oined by Links, either b a g l 'and ' ,  or m a � a  ' a L s o ' .  Most 
manifestations of these Heads are phrases, and since these phrases 
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contain a case tagmeme within themselves the additional obligatory case 
tagmeme applies only to exponents that may be inflected for case but do 
not contain a case tagmeme. 
The Co-ordinate Phrase is most common as the exponent of th� Subj ect 
or Obj ect tagmemes, though it may also oc cur in any tagmeme of a clause 
that has a phrase as an exponent. 
The Co-ordinate Phrase may oc cur embedded within the Appositional 
Phrase, may expound the Possessor tagmeme of the Modified Noun Phrase, 
the Head tagmeme of the Location Modification Noun Phrase and the Neg­
ative Noun Phrase, and the Axis tagmeme of the Accompaniment Noun 
Phrase. The Co-ordinate Phrase may expound the Subject, Object, 
Referent, Locative, Allative, Ablative, Time, Manner, Topic and Comment 
tagmemes of the clause. 
CHART 8 .  B I D I MENS I ONAL ARRAY FOR THE CO - ORD INATE PHRASE 
C o - o lLdinate PhlLa� e 
+ Head ± Link + Headn + Case 
Modified NP b a g i ' and ' Modified NP All cases 
Appositional Phrase Appositional Phrase 
Personal Pronoun ma�a  ' a 'L s o ' Personal Pronoun 
Associative NP Associative NP 
Location Noun Location Noun 
Locative Adverb Locative Adverb 
Manner Adverb Manner Adverb 
Time Adverb Time Adverb 
Permutation Rules 
As there is no distinction between the Heads, permutation does not 
apply to this phrase. 
Res trictions 
1 .  The Modified Noun Phrase manifesting any of the Heads is usually 
limited to Head and at most, two other tagmemes. 
2 .  When a Location Noun, a Locative, Manner or Time Adverb mani­
fests one Head, then other head/s must also be manifested by the 
same c lass of word. 
3 . As Location Nouns carry only Locative, Allative, Ablative or 
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Referent case , then case i s  restricted to one of the forementioned 
cases when a location noun is the exponent of any head. 
Additional Note 
As the embedded phrases contain a case tagmeme within themselves, and 
the Location Noun and Locative, Manner and Time Adverbs are not in­
flected for case, the case tagmeme applies only to the personal 
pronoun. 
Example� 06 C o - o�dinate Ph�a� e 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
w a � a m b a  
e a t  
bula - I)g i - l  i 
they : d-refl-hab 
w a � a - n j i 
food-re fr 
Head 1 
�-!!..l..!. 
fish-refr 
' Thos e two a re ea ting food, fis h  and goanna . ' 
Head 1 Link Head 2 
d a d a g i -f/I b a g i m u n d a  r a  r a -f/I n a n a - n g u y a -f/I 
Dadaki-nom and Munda rarra-nom that-d-nom 
' Da daki and Munda rarra, thoae two t re e 8 ,  (are 
Link Head 2 
m a � a  wa � a b a -n j l  
a ls o  goanna-refr 
b a  r i g U Q � a - w u y a -f/I 
um tre e-d-nom 
u8 e d  fo r thi8 ) .  ' 
Head l : Modf . NP 
w u d u m b a  y all-f/I g u d u g u d u-f/I gu d ja r a-f/I 
g e t  they : pl : p- subj many-nom two-nom 
d Jlguwa r a -f/I 
wa l laby-nom 
Link Head 2 : Modf . NP Link Head 3 : Modf . NP • • •  
� m u n d al)u-f/I gu d ugud u-f/I bag i yalgunJ i -f/I w a � a ba-f/I 
and t u rt le -nom many-nom and one-nom goanna-nom 
Link Head 4 : Modf . NP • Link 
b a y a g a � a-f/I � w a l gu ra-f/I wa d j i l  I -f/I � 
sma l l-nom and b ig-nom wi l d : honey-nom and 
Head 5 : Modf . NP 
bl�lwl�l-f/I 
pandanus : nut-nom 
' They g o t  many ( thing8 ) ,  two wa l labie8,  many tu rt le 8 ,  one 8ma l l  
goanna, much w i l d  honey , and pandanu8 nuts . ' 
Note: In the above example, the Co-ordinate Phrase underlined expounds the Ap­
positional Head of an Appositional Phrase, and the summarising indefinite number 
word gudugudu expounds the Primary Head of the Appositional Phrase .  
Head 1 
d a d ld j b a  g a g al l d j b a y a l l -f/I w a b ula 
no : ma t t e r  l aug h : a t  they : pl : p-subj befo re 
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5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
Link Head 2 
� y u rQumba  l u g u l u g u  
a Zso a Z Z : the : time e v e rywh e re 
' No ma t t e r  (what he di d) peop Ze  e v e rywhere Zaughe d a t  him a Z Z  the 
t ime . ' 
Head 1 Link 
n a n a - ma nQa b a � i  dj aQg u r-� Qa y u-� y a n j b a  Qa�a-� b a g i 
that- same um wo rd-no m I-subj t a Z k  mothe r-nom and 
Head 2 
b uw aga n ja-� y ln lQg i mUQa n awa - j Qj g a  b a g u  
fa ther-nom might tomo rrow-re fr Zater 
' I  might  te Z Z  mo ther and fathe r tha t  same s to ry Z a t e r, tomo rrow 
(pe rhaps ) .  ' 
Head l :App . P  Link 
m u r i mu r i mb a  Qa y u  d j u nsln-� b a g i 
s i s te r ' s : daughte r' s : so n  I ( =my ) Jo hns on-nom and 
Head 2 : App . P  . .  Link Head 3 
g u g u-� d j a gs i n-� b a g l  g UQg i l b u r l -� 
mat : g r: unc Ze -nom Jackson-nom and KungZebe rry -nom 
' My niece ' s  son Johnson, (my ) g re a t -uncZe Jackson, and Kung Z e b e rry , 
(searche d fo r him) . '  
Note: The above example has a Kinship Noun Phrase (mur imur i mba Qayu )  as Primary 
Head, and a Modified Noun Phrase (dj unsi n )  as Appositional Head, of an Apposi­
tional Phrase manifesting Head I of the Co-ordinate Phrase exemplified . Head 2 
is a second Appositional Phrase and Head 3 is a Modified Noun Phrase . 
Head 1 Link Head 2 
Qa � g a d a b a - g i l  i wa I i  dj i -� m a � a  g a r:' aQa n j d j a-� 
spe a r-nom kanga roo-nom a Zs o  emu-nom 
' (They ) u s e d  to spear kanga roos and emus . , 
Head 1 
d a b a  n u r l-�- l i n a y !  ga r u - rln jb a -!!.!!.. 
ki Z l  we : pl : ex-subj-hab he re eas t- s i de -Ioc 
Head 2 
b aya?a - r i n jb a - �  m i l l  
wes t- s i de - loc again 
' We u s e d  to  ki Z Z  (kangaroos ) h e re o n  t he e a s t  s i de (and)  again on 
the wes t  s i de . ' 
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9 .  Head 1 
mug u r i n J d j a  y a l u-1lJ � 
s tand : in : bow : of : canoe they : p1-subj eas t : a1 
Head 2 Head 3 Head 4 
b ayul)u � � 
wes t : a1 south : a1 north : a1 
' They s tand in the bow of the canoe ( Zooking) to the eas t,  to the 
we s t, to the s o u th ,  (and) to  the north . ' 
10 . Head 1 Head 2 
Qa r g a d a b a  w u n i -� b a rgu -� y a l u - Q g i - I  I 
spear spear-ins c Z ub - ins they : p1-refl-hab 
' They used to spear e ach o ther w i th spears and s ti c ks . ' 
3 . 3 .  I NA L I E NA B L E  POSS ESS ION PHRAS E 
The Inalienab le Possession Phrase is the construction used to indi­
cate the relationship of a part to the whole of a person, animal or 
article, such as in man-hand, hors e - hoof, canoe -bow . 
The Inalienable Possession Phrase consists of an Inalienable Posses­
sor and an Inalienable Possession (see Chart 9 ) . The Inalienable Pos­
sessor is not marked for possession (referent case). 
The Inalienable Possession slot is filled by a Modified Noun Phrase 
which is expoun�ed only by a Head and optional ly one other tagmeme. 
The Head consists of a body part noun or a noun which is part of the 
whole article. 
The Inalienable Possessor slot may be filled by a Modified Noun Phrase 
or a pronoun which denotes the animal possessor or the part of the whole. 
The Inalienable Possession Phrase may expound the Subj ect, Obj ect, 
Referent, Locative, Allative, Ab lative, Translocative, Topic and Comment 
tagmemes of the clause. 
CHART 9 .  B I D IMEN S I ONAL ARRAY FOR THE I NA L I ENABLE POSSE S S I ON PHRASE 
+ Inalienable Possessor + Inalienable Possession + Case 
Modified Noun Phrase Modified Noun Phrase (limited) All cases 
Personal Pronoun 
Reflexive Pronoun 
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Permutation Rules 
Tagmemes may permute to alternative order. 
Restrictions 
When the reflexive pronoun expounds the Possessor tagmeme, the phrase 
is inflected with nominative case only. ( This use of the reflexive 
pronoun within a phrase is rare. ) 
Additional Note 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
As the embedded phrases and the Reflexive Pronoun contain a case 
tagmeme within themselves the case tagmeme applies only to the 
Personal Pronoun. 
Inal . Possr Inal . Poss 
r a Q i mba  n J u l l -� w u n d u r l -� �-� 
s ho o t  he : p-subj bush turkey -nom wing-nom 
' He s h o t  the bush turkey in the wing . ' 
Note: The possessor 'bush turkey ' is not marked with referent ( =possessive ) cas e .  
Inal . Possr Inal . Poss 
muwa�a - n a  QU i' u -!!!. ya r i dj b a -Qga dj i d i m b i -� 
canoe -loc bow-Ioc pu t-pres tai Z-nom 
' (They ) p u t  the tai Z a t  the bow of the canoe . , 
Inal . Poss Inal . Possr 
n Ul!a m i -� b a  l' I Qa y i -� n a d Jb a  �-� 
track -nom um I : p-subj s e e  mat : gr : unc Ze -nom 
' I  s aw the tracks of (my ) maternaZ great - un c Z e . ' 
n i d j i n b a - y l  ga b l ga b l -� 
tramp Z e -p ca lf-nom 
' The  front hoof of the 
Inal . Possr 
ya rama - w a n j i 
horse-erg 
horse tramp led 
Inal . Poss 
Inal . Poss 
malJ i - w a n j i 
hoof-erg 
the caZf. ' 
Inal . Possr 
�-� 
foreleg-erg 
Inal . Poss r : Modf . NP • •  Inal . Poss 
gu d j b a  Q a y i -� 
s earch I : p- subj 
�-Qga n j i  
that-re fr 
!!!..!.1.!. -!!.l!.. w u y u -!!.l!.. 
s nake-re fr snake : track-re fr 
, I searched for the track of that s na ke . ' 
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6 . Inal . Pos s : Modf . NP 
7 .  
d j  u n u  
perhaps 
b a r !  
um 
Inal . Possr 
�-!!!. 
coun try-Ioc 
l a l) g u  
nort h : loc 
dj a 1 a 
today 
g a ra l a  
descend 
�-� 
that-Ioc 
m uwa - n a  -- -
s tomach- Ioc 
' Perhaps (he ) went down to that bay in the north today . ' 
Note: The 'bay ' (stomach=buZge ) is a part of the 'country ' and 'country ' is not 
marked with referent ( =possessive ) case . 
Inal . Poss : (  Modf . NP 
d a y a  �-� n a y ! ma� i -� 
chop my-nom here hand-nom 
' I  chopped my hand here . ' 
Inal . Possr 
I) aga 
I : refl 
Note: This is an example of the use of the reflexive pronoun as the possessor 
tagmeme manifestation . 
3 . 4 . ASSOC I AT I VE NOU N  PHRAS E 
The Associat ive Noun Phrase has a basic meaning of association in that 
it has an obligatory element which can best be t ranslated as ' having ' .  
The Associative Noun Phrase is used to describe method of t ravel, such 
as hors e - having, motor-car-having, boat -having . This construction 
indicates temporary possession of horse, car or boat, but it is not 
used with aeroplane since ownership is not so clearly defined. Its use 
also includes accompaniment such as 'man wi th a boy ' ,  ' ch i l. d  wi th 
mother ' ,  but here again possession is implied as it would not be used 
for 'boy w i th a man ' .  It would, however, be used for ' boy w i t h  his 
fa ther ' .  Similarly, possession is j ust as strongly implied when the 
phrase indicates instrument, as in ' they fough t  each o ther, s ticks ­
having ' . 
The Associative Noun Phrase comprises an optional Head and an obli­
gat ory Association. As is seen in the Bidimensional Array in Chart 1 0 , 
the exponents of the Head are limited to the Modified Noun Phrase or a 
Personal Pronoun, while the Association 1s expounded only by the Con­
comitant Noun Phrase. Both tagmemes are inflected for case. 
The Associative Noun Phrase may occur embedded within the Apposi­
tional and Co-ordinate Phrases and may expound the Head tagmeme of the 
Location Modification Noun Phrase. The Associative Noun Phrase may ex­
pound the Subj ect, Object, Referent, Locative, Allative, Ablative, Topic 
and Comment tagmemes of the clause. 
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CHART 1 0 . B I D IMEN S I ONAL ARRAY FOR ASSOC I AT IVE NOUN PHRASE 
A�� o ciative Noun Ph�a� e 
± Head + Association + Case 
-' 
Modified Noun Phrase Concomitant Noun Phrase All Cases 
Personal Pronoun 
Permutation Rules 
Permutation of the Head and Association is possible but rarely oc-
curs. 
Restrictions 
1 .  The Modified Noun Phrase is usually limited to Deictic or Head, 
but occasionally it is expounded by the Head and one other 
tagmeme. 
2 .  When the Associative Noun Phrase manifests the Reflexive Subj ect 
of a Reflexive Clause, the Head is inflected for nominative case 
while the Association is marked for ergative case. 
Additional Note 
All words within the Associative Noun Phrase are marked for case. 
As the embedded Modified Noun Phrase contains a case tagmeme within 
itself, the case tagmeme of the Associative Noun Phrase applies only 
to the Personal Pronoun and the Concomitant Noun Phrase. 
Examples of this phrase are given following the description of t he 
Concomitant Phrase. 
3 . 4 . 1 .  Co n comi t a n t  No u n  P hr a s e  
The Concomitant Noun Phrase consists of that part of the Associative 
Noun Phrase that is associated with or possessed by the Head of the 
Associative Noun Phrase. 
The Concomitant Noun Phrase is placed as a sub-section of the As­
sociative Noun Phrase as it occurs only as the exponent of the Associa­
tion tagmeme or as the exponent of the Comment tagmeme in the Topic­
Comment Clause. 
As shown in Chart 1 1 ,  the Concomitant Noun Phrase comprises an op­
tional Deictic , Modifier and Head, one of which must occur , and a 
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Concomitant marker . The Concomitant marker takes the form of a suffix 
which is affixed to all words of the phrase. 
CHART 11 . BID IMENSIONAL ARRAY FOR CONCOM I TANT NOUN PHRASE 
C o ncomi�ant Noun PhlLa.6 e 
± Deictic ± Modifier ± Head + Concomitant Marker 
Demonstrative Pronoun Adj ective Noun { - y ud i }  
Quantifier App . P 
Possessive Pronoun 
Permutation Rules 
Deictic, Modifier and Head may permute to any order though that shown 
in the Array is preferred. 
Restrictions 
It is usual for only one of the three optional tagmemes to occur, ex­
cept when the Modifier is manifested it is preferred that the Head 
should co-occur . 
Exampie.6 06 A.6.6 o ciati v e  and Concomitant Noun PhlLa.6 e.6 
1 .  Assoc : Concom. NP 
mUQa nawa d j i l a d j b a - d j a n a g a r a - y ud i -� 
tomorrow go-f horse -concom-nom 
' Tomorrow (I)  w i l l  go on horse back . ' 
Note: In the above example the subject 'I' is understood from the context and i s  
the Head o f  the Associative Noun Phrase, with nagara-yudl filling the Association 
slot. 
2 .  Assoc : Concom. NP Head :Modf . NP 
3 .  
ga dJa l a - �-!!l...!.. ya l u - Q g i - l i Q a l' gadaba  dJ l b a l' l -wanj i 
yam : s ti ck-concom-erg they : pl-refl-hab spear woman-erg 
' Women used to spear each o ther w i th yam s ticks . ' 
Note: In the above example, the underlined Associative Noun Phrase in embedded 
as Appositional Head of an Appositional Phrase of which the reflexive pronoun is 
the Primary Head . 
Head : Ref 1 . Pron 
ma�a  .!!.2.- �  
a lso he-refl 
Assoc : Concom. NP 
m i l l  Q a l' gadaba  �- njdj u d l -!!l...!.. 
again spear that-concom-erg 
30 
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5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
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wu n l -.t!!..!!..-.!!1.!. I Ul)gu l -.t!!..!!..-.!!1.!. djal)an l -�-.!!1.!. 
spear-concom-erg s tone : b Zade -concom-erg spear : b Zade -concom-erg 
wanga l a  wa b u l a 
o Zden : t imes before 
'A l s o  he (our ance s tors ) us ed to spear each o ther wi th those s tone 
b laded spears in  the o Zden times . ' 
w i dj ba - y l  
Head 
n al)a l ama-9' 
Assoc : Concom . NP 
!!'!y'!"- njdj u d i -9' 
come : back-p Nanga lama-nom this-concom-nom 
' Nanga Zama came back wi th this ( o ne ) . '  
Head 
d j i l a d j ba - y l d j u ga-9' �-� 
go-p boy-nom o ld : man-al 
Assoc : Concom. NP . . 
gu dj a fa -�-jl)jgu f i  b a dj a l) u -.t!!..!!..-jl)jgu r l  
two-concom-al dog-concom-al 
' The boy went to the o ld man wi th two dogs . ' 
I) i n d u  
cry 
l) a y i -9' 
I : p-subj 
Head 
dj l b a r l - n j l 
woman-refr 
Assoc : Concom . NP 
n a n a - n j d j u d i - j l) j g a ba� a � a - y ud i - j l)j ga 
---- ----- ---- ---
that-concom-refr baby-concom-refr 
' I  mourned for the woman with that baby . ' 
Head Assoc : Concom. NP 
n a d j ba  l)ay l -9' dj i ba r l -9' �- njdjud l -9' 
s ee I : p-subj woman-nom that-concom-nom 
!l!.!!1...!..- njdjud l -9' .dj umb a l  a -�-9' 
y o u : s : poss-concom-nom c lo thes-concom-nom 
' I  s aw the woman with those c Z o thes  of yours . ' 
Head 
r al) l mb a  !ill'..!. -9' l) un ba-9' 
Assoc : Concom. NP 
I)a dja r -�-!!l..!. g u d j a fa-9' 
shoo t 
' I  s h o t  
I : p-subj 
two ducks 
duck-nom rifZe-concom-erg two-nom 
wi th the rifle . ' 
Head 
d j a r b a  Y!.!.l-9' wa l l d j i -9' d j u n u  
Assoc : Concom. NP 
n j am b a l -�-.!!1.!. 
e a t  they : pl : p-subj kangaro o-nom perhaps feathers-concom-erg 
' Perhaps they ( those men) with fea t hers (on) a t e  kangaroo . '  
1 0 .  
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Head Assoc : Concom. NP 
w i ! g u  n j u l  I -� n a Qa - n b l yaQga  b a � a � a - y u d l - yaQga  
run he : p-subj s he -trans 1oc baby -concom-tran s 1oc 
' He ran pas t her, ( the woman ) with the baby . ' 
3 . 5 .  LOCAT I ON MOV I F I CATION NOUN PHRAS E 
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Location, as well as direction, is an important concept to the Garawa 
people. This is reflected in the language in that people, animals, or 
obj ects are nearly always given a fairly precise location, particularly 
as far as north, south, east and west are concerned. For example, in a 
discourse it is not sufficient to introduce a new object or character 
without stating his/its origin, direction of travel if moving, or loca­
tion. Location definition is the most common method of differentiation 
between characters/obj ects. For this reason, locative tagmemes are 
common in the language, and often are more closely related to the Head 
of a phrase than to the general statement of the clause. For example, 
the statement, "the man in  the south s Lep t " ,  differentiates between the 
man in the south and someone elsewhere, who may, or may not, have been 
sleeping. The emphasis is on which man was sleeping, not on the fact 
that he slept in any particular place. 
Within the clause, the Locative tagmeme always refers to the subj ect 
of the intransitive predicate, or the obj ect of the transitive predicate, 
unless it is embedded in one of the movement tagmemes, viz. , Allative, 
Ablative, or Translocative. To deal with this occurrence we have posited 
the Location Modification Noun Phrase. 
The Location Modification Noun Phrase is unusual in that there is no 
concord of case within the Phrase. It consists of a Location, a Head 
and Case, all of these tagmemes being obligatory. The Location tagmeme 
is always inflected for Locative case, and is manifested only by a Loca­
tion Noun. The Head has several possible exponents as shown in the Bi­
dimensional Array in Chart 12 and is inflected for case. 
The Location Modification Noun Phrase occurs only in the Allative, 
Ablative and Translocative tagmemes of a clause. 
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CHART 1 2 .  B I D I MENS I ONAL ARRAY FOR LOCAT I ON MOD I F I CATION NOUN PHRASE 
L o cat.i..o n  Mod.i.. o.i..cat.i..o n  Noun Ph�a4 e 
+ Location + Head + Case 
Location Noun + Locative case Modified Noun Phrase Allative 
Appositional Phrase Ablative 
Co-ordinate Phrase Trans10cative 
Associative Noun Phi'ase 
Permutation Rules 
1. The first two tagmemes may permute to the alternative order. 
2 .  The Location tagmeme may be placed in any position within the 
Head phrase if this comprises two or more words. 
Restrictions 
1 .  Case, as shown in the array, occurs on the Head only, as locative 
case is already carried by the fillers of the Location tagmeme. 
2 .  The phrase functions in the Allative, Ablative, and Translocative 
tagmemes of clause periphery only, and so case. is limited to 
those three. 
E xampie4 0 0  Loca.t.{.o n  Mod.i.. o.i..cat.i..on  Ph�a4 e 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
Head : Modf . NP 
wu l a n i  
yes tezoday 
ya l l -Ill 
they : pl-subj 
d J l l ad J b a  � a g l - n d u r i  �-� 
Locn 
go I-al 
g a r u-1Il �ag i - n g u r l  �- r i  
eas t-Ioc my-al camp-al 
that-al 
' Ye s tezoday they came to me - to that camp of mine at the eas t . ' 
Head Locn 
w i ! g u  n j  u I i -Ill ga i' i - n a  � -Y!.2.9.!. b aya�a-..u.. 
zoun he : p-subj e a s t- ab snake-transloc we8 t-p Zace : loc 
' He zoan fzoom the eas t pas t the s na ke in  the wes t .  , 
g u  I a-Ill n u r l -Ill b ad j a  nay i -wa 
s o u th-al we : pl : ex : p-subj dance this -way 
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
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Head : Modf • NP • • Loen 
wa l g u ra - j � j g u � i  y i � g a -� b a��a - �  g u l a - ra 
big-a1 o ther-a1 camp-a1 s ou th-1oe 
' We danced 80uth thi8 way - to the ot her big camp at the 8 0 u th . ' 
g a ra 1 a - y i  n a nda-!ilI � a n i n J i -!ilI n a � i - n g u � i  
de8 cend-p tha t-nom man-nom thi8 : p lace -a1 
Head : Modf . NP . . . . . . Loen 
wa l gu �a - n a nj i  d u�a l a - n a nj i  �- r i  
big-ab h i l l-ab north-p lace : 1oe 
' That  man de 8cended to here from the big 
Head : App . P  • 
dj udj u - n anj i �-� b a � a d j ba - y i  
long : way-ab coun try -ab come -p 
b r i s b i n -� 
Bri8bane -ab 
Loen 
�-ll 
ea8 t-p lace : 1oe 
h i l l  a t  t h e  north . ' 
nan d a-!ilI d J u l ag i -!ilI 
that-nom p lane-nom 
' That  p lane came from Bri8bane, a l ong way away in the ea8 t . ' 
Head : Assoe . NP 
d j i l a d j ba b u l a-!ilI n a �a - n b i y a�ga  b a � a � a - y u d i - ya�ga  
g o  they : d-subj 8 he-trans1oe baby-eoneom-trans1oe 
Loen 
b aya�a -ll 
we8 t-p lace : 1oe 
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' The two of them ran pa8 t  her ( the woman)  wi th the baby; (she was ) 
i n  the wes t . ' 
3 . 6 .  AC COMPA N I M ENT NOUN PHRAS E  
The Accompaniment Noun Phrase is unusual in that it is the only pre­
positional phrase found in the Garawa language. Its function is to fill 
the Accompaniment tagmeme in the clause periphery . It is composed of a 
Relator and an Axis, both of which are obligatory. There are only two 
prepositions which may be used in the Relator tagmeme and these appear 
to be interchangeable: d j i � i  'with ' and ma�a  which in this context also 
means ' w i th ' .  The Axis may be manifested by any of the fillers shown 
in Chart 1 3  but must be marked for Referent case . To date no examples 
have been recorded of interruption of this phrase by other tagmemes. 
( As stated above, ma�a  in this context, functions as a preposition 
meaning ' w i t h ' ,  though it also functions as a connector on clause or 
phrase level, and as an adverb meaning ' too ' . ) 
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CHART 1 3 .  B I D IMEN S I ONAL ARRAY FOR ACCOMPAN I MENT PHRASE 
Accompaniment Ph4a� e 
+ Relator + Axis + Case 
d j  i � i 'with ' Modified Noun Phrase Referent 
ma�a  ' w i th ' Co-ordinate Phrase 
Apposit ional Phrase 
Personal Pronoun 
Permutation Rules 
Permutation is not permissible. 
Restrictions 
Only Referent case occurs on the Axis, and this is obligatory . 
E xample� 06 Accompaniment Ph�a� e 
1 .  Re 
ba ! ba - y i n a n da-¢ I)a n i n j l -¢ d j i � 1  
go-p tha t-nom man-nom with 
Axis : Modf . NP • • 
�- mugu -� b a dJal)u-� g u- j g a n j i wa�aba - n J I 
many-pl-refr dog - refr s earch-infin goanna-refr 
' That  man went wi th many dogs to s e arch for goanna . ' 
2 .  w i d j ba - y l n a l) i - n g u r i n a n d a-¢ I)an i n j i -¢ 
3. 
come : back-p this : p Lace-al that -nom man-nom 
Re Axis : Modf . NP 
dj l � 1  �- ng a n j l wun i - n j l wunan j b a l a - nJ i 
with tha t-refr spear-refr L ong- refr 
' That  man wi th the Long spear came back here . ' 
d j i i a d j b a 
go 
I)ay l -¢ 
I : p-subj 
Axis : Co-ord . P  • •  
Re 
wu i a n i  mada  -----
yes terday with 
�- mugu-� � b a dJal)u-wuya -� 
chi Ld-pl-refr and dog-d-refr 
'I wen t yes terday with the chi Ldren and two dogs . ' 
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
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d j i l a d j ba 
go 
n j  u I I -¢ 
he : p-subj 
Re 
macja  
wi th 
Axis : Kin . NP 
g ug u l  i mba  
grandchi ld 
' He went w i th his grandchi td .  ' 
Re Axis : App . P  
n j  u I u 
he ( =h i s )  
d j u � g u  n j u l  i -¢ � g a � g u - n J i r u r l - n j l 
s i t  he : p-subj w i th mat : gr : un c t e-refr Rorie -refr 
' He tives  with his materna t gre a t - un c t e ,  Rorie . '  
d j a l a n - m i ra  
now-intens 
b a ! ba - y i  
go-p 
Re 
d j  i cj I 
w i th 
Axis : App . P  
b u l a - � I 
they : d- refr 
' ( He ) has j u s t  now gone w i th the two men .  ' 
� a n i n J I -wuya - nJ l n a 
-- ---
man-d-acc 
3 . 7 .  NEGA T I VE NOUN PHRASE 
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Whereas other phrases are marked consi stently for case, the Negative 
Noun Phrase is marked for case according to the negative word within it 
rather than the relationship to the predicate , as shown in Chart 1 4 . 
Also different case marking suffixes are used on nouns from those used 
on adj ectives. The Negative Noun Phrase comprises Attributive, Head, 
and Case, all of which are ob ligatory. There are only two exponents of 
the Attributive, man i ma n i and m i g u - y a d j i both of which carry the meaning 
of ' no thing ' .  The Head is manifested by a l imited range of fi l lers as 
shown in the Bidimensional Array. Only a Variant form of the Modified 
Noun Phrase is permitted, either as the sole exponent of the Head, or 
embedded within the Appositional or Co-ordinate Phrases. This variant 
form is discussed fully in Restriction 2 .  Case applies only to the Head 
of the Negative Noun Phrase and this varies according to which exponent 
of the Attributive is manifested. This variant is also discussed in 
Restriction 2 .  
The function of the Negative Noun Phrase is to indicate absence of 
an article, animal or person. It has a l imited application owing to its 
semantic restriction and also because of the few tagmemes in clauses 
which it may manifest. It occurs only as a filler for Comment tagmeme 
in the Topic-Comment clause, Obj ect of the Declarative Transitive clause, 
Subj ect of the Declarative Intransitive clause, or for the Accompaniment 
tagmeme in the clause. 
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ca�RT 1 4 . B I D I MENS IONAL ARRAY FOR NEGATIVE NOUN PHRASE 
Neg at�v e  Noun Ph�a4 e 
+ Attributive + Head 
man i ma n i ' no thing ' Modified Noun Phrase 
m i g u -yad J i ' no thing ' Personal Pronoun 
Co-ordinate Phrase 
Appositional Phrase 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Tagmemes may permute to alternative order. 
+ Case 
Referent 
Nominative 
2 .  Frequently, the Attributive is permuted to the beginning of the 
clause and the Head is permuted to the end of the clause. 
Restrictions 
1 .  When the Head is manifested by a Personal Pronoun, it must be 
inflected for Referent Case. 
2 .  Only a variant form of the Modified Noun Phrase is permitted when 
it manifests the Head of the Negative Noun Phrase. In the vari­
ant, only the Head of the phrase is marked for Referent case and 
no more than one modifier is manifested. The modifier may be 
either an adj ective or a possessive pronoun, and these must be 
marked for Referent case when man i man i fills the Attributive 
tagmeme, and for Nominative case when m i g u - ya d J i is manifested 
(see Examples 6 and 7) . 
3 . The Appositional and Co-ordinate Phrases manifested in the Head 
are limited to those whose Heads are filled by Modified Noun 
Phrases. These Modified Noun Phrases are then subj ect to the same 
restrictions as apply when the Head of the Negative Noun Phrase 
is filled by a Modified Noun Phrase. 
Example4 06 Nega� v e  Noun Ph�a4 e 
1 .  Att Head 
man i man i Qa l I -� w i d J ba  wa l l dJ i -� 
nothing we : d : ex-subj re turn kangaroo-refr 
' We two re turned w i thout any kangaroos . '  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
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Att Head 
�-� dj l guwa ra -� 
nothing wa l l aby-refr 
I)ay u-� 
I-subj 
'I didn ' t  s e e  any wa l labies there . '  
n a d j ba - y l 
see-p 
nanaba  
there 
Note: The literal meaning of m i gu-yadj l is 'negative-country ' .  
Att Head : Co-ord . P  
w i d j ba n j u l  i -Ii' 
re turn he : p-subj 
m l g u - ya d j l d j i g uwa ra - n j l ma�a  wa l l d J I - n j l 
nothing wa l laby- re fr a lso kangaroo-re fr 
' He re turned wi tho u t  any wa� labies or kangaroo s . ' 
Att Head : App . P  • 
�-:t!ili �- IJ i gu d I ya -J..'ll..i.! 
nothing they : pl-refr s ome-re fr 
' Some peop le  didn ' t  come . ' 
Att Head : Mod f . NP 
n a n d a-Ii' d j l b a r l -Ii' man l ma n l n al)al) l - n g a n j l b a � a �a - n j i 
baby-refr that-nom woman-nom no thing her-re fr 
' That woman doesn ' t  have a baby . ' 
Att Head : Modf .  NP 
�-� n a d j b a  
n o th i ng see  
l)ay i -11l 
I : p-subj 
�-� 
s na ke-refr 
'I  didn ' t  see any long sna kes . ' 
Att Head : Modf . NP 
man l ma n l l)ay i -fI' n a d J ba  �-� 
no thing I : p-subj s e e  snake-refr 
' I  didn ' t  see  any long snakes . ' 
. 
wunanjb a l a-fI' 
long-nom 
. . . . . . 
wuna nJba l a -� 
long-refr 
8 .  Att Head : Mod f . NP • • • • 
9 .  
�-� �-� wa l gu r a-11l I)awamba bayaga�a-11l 
nothing food-refr big-nom o n ly sma l l -nom 
' There are no big (water me lons ) to eat  - only sma l l  ones . ' 
Att 
wa r i ya l u g u  n a n d a-Ii' I) l l a-1i' �-� 
exclam that-nom g i r l -nom nothing 
Head : Modf . NP Head : Modf . NP Att 
I) a � a na n j d j a -� b u g a g a - y a  nal)a l) l -1i' m l g u - y a d J I 
mother-refr fa ther-refr her-nom nothing 
'Poor gir l /  She hasn ' t  any mo ther or fathe r / ' 
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1 0 .  Att Head 
�-Y.!!L!. n al)a -!L!.. wamb i ya - y l dJ u l a g i - n a  
nothing he-refr arrive-p p Z,ane-loc 
' He did not "orne o n  the p z,ane . ' 
li. Att Head 
b a g i d j l l a d j b a n j  u l l -!2J �-1.!il.!. !!!!!!!!. -!!l.!.. 
and go he : p-subj no thing food-refr 
' A nd he �ent �i thout food .  ' 
4 .  C L A U S E S  
There are eleven independent and five dependent clauses i n  Garawa. 
The independent clauses divide into seven Declarative, t wo Interrogative, 
one Imperative and one Ob ligation. The dependent clauses divide into 
one Purpose, three Participial and one Attributive Noun. Each clause 
comprises a nucleus and a periphery. 
Before discussing the distinctive features of each cl ause type, the 
possible peripheral tagmemes are reviewed. Not all of these are pos­
sible in any one clause but limitations are discussed as each clause 
type is described. The case-marking suffixes were discussed in 
Section 2 .  
4 . 1 . C LAUS E PE R I PH E R Y  
The analysis of peripheral clause tagmemes is complicated by the 
presence of homophonous case-marking suffixes. When two phrases having 
the same case-marker occur in a clause a decision must be made as to 
whether those two phrases fulfil the same role in a clause. Our posi­
t ion in this paper is that, if the roles are quite different, we are 
assigning the phrases t� separate clause level tagmemes. The possible 
peripheral tagmemes are shown in the Bidimensional Array in Chart 1 5 . 
In discussing clause periphery the use of different tagmemes possible 
is governed largely by special features relevant t o  the culture of the 
Garawa people. To them it is most important, being original ly nomadic 
bush people, to know their exact geographical position, and their origin 
and destination . Consequent ly, Locative, Al lative, and Ablative 
tagmemes occur very frequently, particularly Locative and Allative, as 
the Garawa person would consider a statement of motion or position in­
complete without stating the direction, and/or the destination of the 
subject. 
t Connector 
t Nea.-
the 
b4ll g i m t gu 
'and' 'no ' 
'not ' 
1)& 1 .  
'but ' gu4ad I 
'uhil. ' 'no ' 
'not ' 
d J a l a  
'uh_n ' - n a w a  
' then ' 'not ' 
'now ' 
mad. 
'aleo ' 
Nuclear 
Slota 
t Kanner 
Manner 
Adverb 
t Referent 
Modified NP 
Location Noun 
Referent 
AssociatIve NP 
Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
Apposi tional 
Phrase 
Personal 
Pronoun 
Inalienable 
P03session 
Phrase 
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t Locative t Aecoapanl- t Inatru.ent t Allative 
.. at 
i Ablative !: Tac tile t Ti_ t Tranalocative 
Modified NP Modified NP Modified NP Modified NP Modified NP Modified NP Temporal Modified NP 
Phrase 
Location Noun Accompanl- Location Noun Location Noun Personal 
Locative ment NP Allat ive Ablative Temporal Pronoun 
Adverb 
Associative liP Personal Oemonstratl ve Demonstratl ve Inalienable 
Pronoun Directional DIrectional Demonstrative Possession 
Allat ive Ablative Temporal Phrase 
Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
Personal Pereonal Appositional Place Names 
Pronoun Pronoun Phrase 
Appositional 
Phrase Location 
Associative NP Associative NP Co-ordinate Modi fication 
Phrase NP 
Locative 
Personal Co-ordinate Co-ordinate 
Pronoun Phrase Phrase 
Inalienable Apposit ional Appositional 
PossessIon Phrase Phrase 
Phrase 
InalIenable Inalienable 
Place Names Possession Possession 
Phrase Phrase 
Place Names Place Names 
Location Location 
Modificat ion Modification 
NP NP 
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This feature has a further result in that, as the predicate is less 
central to the clause, the verb consequently carries little or no inflec­
tion, and is frequently omitted where it is possible to understand it by 
implication or context within the paragraph. (See Sections 5 . 1 . 4 . , 
5 .  1 . 5 .  and 7 . )  
4 . 1 . 1 .  S p e c i a l  F e a t u re s  of P e r i p h e r a l T a gmemes 
LOCATIVE , ACCOMPANIMENT , AnD INSTRUMENT TAGMEMES 
A special feature of the Locative and Accompaniment tagmemes is that 
they obligatorily refer to the subject of the Intransi tive and Reflexive 
Clauses, or to the object of the Transitive Clause (but see Section 3 . 5 . ) .  
Instrument occurs only in Reflexive (where reciprocity is expressed by 
reflexive construction) and in Transitive Clauses. 
In the following English Clauses: ' That woman in the boat s aw the 
emu . ' ,  the Locative Phrase ' in the boat ' ,  obviously refers to the subject , 
'woman ' .  A literal translation into Garawa is impossible here as a 
Locative would necessarily refer to the object of the transitive verb 
(which would make the statement ridiculous) . Instead, a further clause 
would have to be inserted as follows: 
n a n a - Q I  d j l b a � l -wanJ I d j uQ9 u - y i muwa � a - n a n ad J b a - y l 9 a � a Qa n J d J a -� 
tha t-erg woman-erg s i t -p boat-Ioc s ee -p emu-� 
' That  woman saw the emu; ( s h e )  s a t  in the boa t .  ' 
or ' That  woman s a t  in the boat (and) saw the emu . ' 
These two clauses form a merged sentence with the Transitive Clause, 
n a na - Q I  d j l b a � l - wanj l n a d j ba- y l  9 a � a Qa n J dj a ,  interrupted by the In­
transitive Clause, d j U Q 9 u - y l muwa� a - n a . 
Homophonous case-marking suffixes occur with the Locative, Accompani­
ment and Instrument tagmemes, but the decision as to which tagmemic 
category in which a Locative-Accompaniment-Instrument phrase is placed 
is made on the class of noun used as the head of the phrase. Only loca­
tion words, or phrases having concrete nouns, indicating location, as 
heads may be used as fillers of the Locative slot. 
E xample 0 6  Lo ca� v e  Ph4a6 e :  
Loc • • • • 
w u d umba - y l Qa n l n J I -wanJ I 9 a 9 u -� b u n d a l - I n a 
ge t-p man-erg fish -nom river-loc 
' The man aaught  the fish in the big rive r .  ' 
E xample 0 6  Accompaniment Ph4a6 e :  
wa l gu ra -!!.!. 
b ig - loc 
L-________ __ _ __ _ _ _ ____ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ 
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Acc . . . . . . . . 
n a d j b a  l) ay i -liJ d j l b a r i -liJ �-� wa ll!u f a -� 
s e e  I : p- subj woman-nom boy-acc 
' I  saw the woman with the b ig boy . , 
Example 0 6  I n� z�umenz Ph�a� e :  
wudumba - y i  I) a n i n j l -wan j l g a g u-liJ 
big-acc 
Ins . •  
wun l - n a  w u n a njb a l a - �  
ge t-p man-erg fish-nom spear-ins long-ins 
' Th e  man caug h t  the fis h  with a long spear . ' 
4 1  
The foregoing three examples illustrate the three different semantic 
noun clauses used in the Phrases under review. In locative phrases, 
only concrete nouns indicating location may be used in the head slot. 
In accompaniment phrases, only human or animate nouns may be used in the 
head slot. In instrument phrases, only inanimate nouns involving 
manipulation may be used in the head slot. 
There is a certain area of overlap, however, as both the inanimate 
nouns possessing manipulatory ability, and human or animate nouns may be 
used in locative slots. For example: 
dj u g a  I) a n i n j i - n a d j u l) g a - g a  
boy man-loc s i t-pres 
A free translation of this clause could be either ' The boy s i ts a t  the 
man ' s  s i de . ' or ' The boy a i ts with the man .  ' 
In such cases, an arbitrary decision as to the classification of the 
tagmeme must be made. 
One of the fillers of the locative tagmeme, Place Names, has no suf­
fixation to mark case. In this situation, Place Names are intrinsically 
locative. Place Names can also occur without case marking in the Declar­
ative Ditransitive Clause and the Topic Comment Clause. 
ABLATIVE AND TACTILE TAGMEMES 
The Ablative and Tactile tagmemes also have a homophonous case-marking 
suffix, - n a n j  i • 
E xampl e 0 6  A bl az� v e  Ph�a� e :  
Abl 
d u l a b a - y l  w a � a b a-liJ djamb a - nanj i  d J l b a r l -wan J I 
remo v e -p goanna-nom ground-ab woman-erg 
' The woman p u Z led the go anna from the ground . ' 
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Tactile is the name al lotted to the tagmeme which is used to explain 
the part of the body of a human or an animal by which an action is 
transferred to the whole. 
Tac 
d u l a ba - y i wa�a ba-� d j amba - na n j i d j i ba r i -wanj i b u rga -�n� 
remove-p goanna-nom ground-ab woman-erg tai Z-tac 
' The woman p u Z Zed the goanna from the ground by the tai Z . ' 
Here the action is not that of separating the tail from the body, 
but of using the tail to extract a goanna from a hole in the ground. 
Again, semantic noun c lasses supply the reason for separate c las­
sification of these two tagmemes. The Tactile tagmeme must be mani­
fested by phrases in which the noun head must be a body part. Again, 
however, there is overlap in filler c lasses as it would be possible for 
body parts to be used in the Ablative tagmeme. 
Ab 
d u l a b a - y i d i l w i l -� ma� i - na n J i Qa n i n j i -wanj i 
remove-p s p Z i n ter-nom hand-ab man-erg 
' The  man removed the sp linter from (his ) hand . ' 
REFERENT TAGMEME 
The Referent tagmeme functions in different ways, but has not been 
divided into two separate tagmemes as there is no distinction of noun 
classes to warrant the positing of a further tagmeme. 
(i) It denotes benefaction as in the following example: 
Refr 
d a ya n j u l  i -� b a Q n J i -� �-� 
cut he : p-subj mea t-nom boy-refr 
' He cut the meat for the boy . ' 
(ii) Indirect Obj ect. With a Reflexive Predicate, Subj ect and Obj ect 
are contained in the obligatory Reflexive Pronoun, and Indirect 
Obj ect is marked with referent case. 
Example of Referent Phrase with Reflexive Predicate: 
Refr 
wa�amba  ya l u - Q g i  dj iguwa fa-� 
fee d  they-refl : p  wa l laby -refr 
' They ate wa l laby . ' 
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TIME TAGMEME 
The time tagmeme has different classes of fillers. One comprises a 
group of words which cannot be inflected in any way and have been classed 
as temporal adverbs which include words such as ba r t n  'earlier today ' ,  
y u r Q umba  ' a Z Z  the time ' ,  n a n i d j ba ' now ' .  
A further class is capable of inflection for case and includes nouns 
such as wu l a n i  'yes terday ' ,  m U Q a - ' ni gh t ' ,  Q a b uQ a b u  ' afternoo n ' .  These 
can also be used as heads in the co-ordinate noun phrase fillers of the 
time tagmeme. 
Another filler of the time tagmeme is a stem, gamba l i Q l d j ba ,  whic h  
has a verbal structure and carries tense markers as well as the suffix 
- d j u .  This word is derived from the noun, gamba  ' s un ' ,  and the meaning 
is ' s un rises ' ,  but it is used only in the time tagmeme . The noun, 
gamba , with the addition of the locative suffix - n a ,  is used to mean 
' day time ' .  The meaning of the suffix - d j u has not been discovered. 
Inflection of time words is extensive and much further investigation 
of the meanings of the various affixes is necessary before a complete 
analysis is possible. 
Temporal suffixes indicating post-event and specific time also oc cur 
with demonstrative , interrogative and noun stems. For a full explanation 
of this see ' The Pronominal System of Garawa' (Section 7 ) . 
NEGATIVE TAGMEME 
There are three forms of negative used in the clause. The negative 
g u �ad i is the usual negative answer to a question, although m l g u is 
sometimes used. 
When aspect is manifested in a clause carrying the negative tagmeme, 
it is commonly suffixed to the negative, in which case m l g u is the form 
almost exclusively used. 
The negative - n awa is infrequent in oc currence and may be a word 
introduced from the adj acent Yanyula language, as it is not known by some 
speakers. No oc currence of its being an answer to a question has been 
encountered, but it has always oc curred meaning ' no t ' in a clause. 
No co-oc currence of any two of these negatives has yet been found. 
MANNER TAGMEME 
The Manner tagmeme differs from other tagmemes in that its exponents 
form a class of words that are never inflected for case, and have there­
fore been classed as Manner Adverbs. Throughout this analysis, any word 
classed as adverb cannot take case-marking suffixes. No phrases are 
found in this tagmeme. 
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TRANSLOCATIVE TAGMEME 
The Translocative tagmeme is not used frequently in the language, 
and has a much more limited number of possible fillers as is shown in 
the bidimensional array. Its meaning is that of movement past a person , 
animal or feature such as the following example shows. 
ba ! b a 
go : back 
n j u l i -� n a f l - n b l y a �ga  b a � � a - f l  
he : p-subj you : pl-transloc camp-al 
' He w e n t  back pas t you to the camp . ' 
MULTIPLE MANIFESTATIONS 
Multiple manifestations of most peripheral tagmemes are common, and 
clauses often have two or more manifestations of one or more tagmemes. 
Sometimes these are simply repetitions of a tagmeme, at other times 
they may have different fillers. 
Time and Manner tagmemes in particular, often are manifested several 
times in the one clause. Each oc currence of an adverb, which is found 
only in Time, Manner, and Locative tagmemes, has been analysed as another 
manifestation of the same tagmeme. Because the language features ap­
positional phrases frequently, many of the occurrences of two or more 
parallel words or phrases are analysed as Appositional Phrases rather 
than multiple manifestations of a tagmeme. However, when the parallel 
exponents are not in apposition, they are taken to be multiple manifesta­
tions. 
Phrase embedding is common also, but this has the effect of lengthen­
ing a tagmeme so that more than one manifestation of a tagmeme compris­
ing an Appositional or Co-ordinate Phrase, often with several heads, is 
unlikely. An example of expansion of a phrase is shown in the following 
clause: 
Refr 
�- nga nj I �- nga nj i !l!.2.!..- nganj I b a n djdj 1 -.!!1...!.. 
tha t-re fr my -re fr my-re fr brother : in : Zaw-refr 
ya n j ba - y l  !!.!..!!!.-Q..!.. don -2.!!1...!.. 
ta Z k -p he -refr Don-refr 
' ( He ) spoke to that (one ) ,  my bro ther- in - Zaw, Don . ' 
This example shows that of the seven words in this clause, all but 
one are parts of the Referent tagmeme, which comprises an Appositional 
Noun Phrase with a Modified Noun Phrase and another Appositional Noun 
Phrase embedded in it. 
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4 . 1 . 2 .  L i s t  o f  P eri p h er a l  T a gmeme s 
The De clarative Transitive and Intransitive Clauses permit the 
greatest number of peripheral tagmemes and are therefore used in the 
examples to illustrate clause periphery. Below is a list of Peripheral 
tagmemes and the numbers of the clause examples in which they are 
manifested. 
Tagmeme 
Conne ctor tagmeme 
Negative tagmeme 
Manner tagmeme 
Referent tagmeme 
Location tagmemc 
Instrument tagmeme 
Ablative tagmeme 
Allative tagmeme 
Time tagmeme 
Accompaniment tagmeme 
Translocative tagmeme 
Tactile tagmeme 
Clause Numbers 
1 ,  4 , 9 , 1 1 ,  1 3 ,  16 , 2 3 ,  30 , 31 ,  32 ,  
34 , 36 . 
10 , 2 3 ,  2 4 . 
3 ,  7 ,  8 , 9 ,  11 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 24 , 2 9 ,  30 . 
1 ,  4 , 5 ,  6 , 12 , 1 8 , 20 , 2 3 , 32 . 
2 ,  3 ,  6 , 7 ,  10 , 1 3 ,  16 , 2 1 ,  22 , 29 ,  
25 , 3 7 ,  38 . 
30 , 35 , 39 . 
2 ,  3 , 9 , 19 , 2 7 , 31 ,  33 , 36 . 
3l . 
3 ,  14 , 2 3 ,  2 4 , 2 8 , 29 ,  32 ,  33 , 36 , 4 1 . 
15 , 1 7 , 34 , 4l . 
26 , 2 7 . 
39 , 40 .  
In the examples following, peripheral tagmemes only are labelled. 
Example6 0 6  Clau6 e Pe��phe�y 
l .  
2 .  
Con 
• • •  I)a l a  y u g u  ba  1'I n a n da-j2I 
whi te y e s  um that-nom 
' . . .  whi te y e s ,  (he ) to td thos e  
Al Loc 
n a y l -wa b a r i  ga l' u - l'I 
this -way um eas t-p tace =--loc 
Time . 
b a l' l  n b a l' l  d j a l a  
ear t i e r : today um today 
Re fr 
wa guwa g u - n j l ma�a  ga � u - y l 
pine : tree- re fr a t s o  te H -p 
ones abo u t  pine trees a ts o .  ' 
Al 
g u l a  g u d j ba  ya l l -j2I 
s o u th : al s earch they : pl : p-subj 
'Ear tier today they s earched in  this dire ction, this eas t p tace , 
to the s o u th . ' 
3 .  Al Time Time Man 
g u d a nj u 
hard 
g u l a  gamu  y a l i -j2I-ya  b a d j a 
s o u th : al t a ter they : pl-subj -abil dance 
gamu  ba l' l  
t a ter um 
46  
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Loc • •  
g u l a - f a n a n j l n a 
s o u th-p �ace : loc um this : p �ace : loc 
' L a t e r  today they migh t dance southwards v igorous �y (and on arr i v a � .  
migh t danc e )  a t  t h i s  south p �a ce . ' 
Con Refr 
• • •  b a g i I)amu l u - n j l y a l u-j1J wad j b a - y l 
and mi �k-refr they : pl-subj give-p 
' • . .  and they gave mi � k .  ' 
Refr • • • •  
nana - n gan j l I) a g l - n g a n j l I)a g l - n g a n j l ban j d j l - n j l 
tha t-refr my-re fr my -refr bro - in- �aw-refr 
ya n j ba - y l 
ta Z k  
n a l)a - I) I 
he 
don - g a n j i 
Don 
' (He ) spoke to that (one ) .  my bro ther- in- �aw. Don . ' 
6 .  Loc Re fr 
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
n a y i ba f l  d j a l) g u f-j1J d j a - l) ay l -j1J yan j ba  I) a n j l buwaga  
h e r e  u m  word-nom fut-I-subj ta � k  he -refr fa ther 
' Fa ther. I wi � �  say words for him here . ' 
Note: buwaga 'father ' is a vocative and is part of sentence periphery . 
Man Loc • •  
l ug u l u g u  ya l l -j1J ba d j a  n a n a ba I)ag i - n d u  
round they : pl : p-subj dance there me-loc 
' (The y )  danced round there. near me . '  
Man Man 
d j a ba f l  y l l)ga-j1J m i l l  ya n j b a - y l l)a y u-j1J 
once : agai n  o ther-nom again speak-p I-subj 
' Once again I spoke (for) ano ther (nomination) . ' 
Con Man Al Man 
• • •  ma � a  g u d j a f a - g a  ya l l -j1J bad j a n a n a -wa l u g u l u g u  
a �s o  two- t imes they : pl : p- subj dance that-way round 
Man 
g u d j a f a - g a  
two - times 
' . . .  a �s o  they danced around in  tha t direc tion twice . ' 
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ga r u- r i  
Neg 
m l g u I)ay l -� y l l) l d j b a -wa 
11 . 
12 . 
1 3 .  
eas t-p �aae : loc neg I : p-subj �eave-cont 
' I  s ti � �  did not �eave the p �aae in the eas t . ' 
Con 
• • •  I)a l a  
whi te  
' . . .  whi te  
n a n d a-� 
nan da-� I)an l n j l -� y uwa d j l d j a � l mb a - ga 
that-nom man-nom s ti � �  p u � � : behind-pres 
( the dugong) p u � l s  that man behind quiakly . ' 
ba  � I n u f I -�- I i 
Re fr • •  
l uwa n j d j a  wa l j a - n j l 
Man 
d u l u  
q u i c k ly 
that-nom um we : pl : ex-sub j -hab twi s t  dugong-refr he -refr 
' We twi s t  tha t  (rope ) for the dugong . ' 
Con Lac • • •  
• • •  I)a l a  n a n da-� 1 1 1 1  ya f l d j b a - I)g a  muwa � a - na w i l l - na  
whi �e tha t-nom dur p u t -pres aanoe - loc s i de - loc 
ma�b l l) ga � a -wan j l 
expert : dugong : hun ter-erg 
' . . .  whi �e  the expert dugong hun ter p u ts tha t one a t  the s i de of the 
aanoe . ' 
14 . Time 
1 5 . 
1 6 . 
1 7 . 
wu l a n i -yana. ga r u  y a l i -� b u l l dj l ma n j d j l -� 
day : before : y e s terday te � �  they : pl : p-subj po liaeman-nom 
' They to �d the p o � iaeman the day before y e s terday . ' 
Acc 
I)a � g a d a ba I) a g l - n d u  ba � l wa 
spear 
' (He ) w i t h  
Con 
me-acc finish 
me. speared ( the  dugong ) . ' 
Lac Loc 
• • •  I)a l a  ya n j ba - y l n a y l I) a � a n j a-� l a l) g u - � I  
wh i t e  ta L k-p here mo ther-nom north-p laae : 1oc 
Acc Lac 
ya l u - n d u  l a l) g u - f l  
they-acc north-p �aae : 1oc 
' . . .  whi �e here at the north p �aae mother ta lked w i th them . ' 
Man Acc 
ma l l d j b a y l l  I ya l u-� d j l g uwa �a-� I) a l  i - n b u  
chase s �ow�y they : p1-subj wal �aby-nom we : d : ex-acc 
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' The y ,  with us , fo l low the wal laby s lowly . ' 
18 . Man Man 
d j a l)umba  b uy l l)ga  n a nd a-f/l g u d j b a  ya l i -f/l 
o n ly onae : again that -nom s e arah they : pl : p-subj 
' On ly onae more did those (men )  s earah for him. ' 
1 9 . Al 
2 0 . 
2 l .  
2 2 . 
2 3 .  
n u f  I -f/l n ana - n g u i' l  
tha t - p l aae : al 
ral) l mba  
shoo t we : pl : ex tp-subj 
' We s ho o t  there . ' 
Refr 
I) a n j i I) ay l -f/l ya n j ba 
you : refr I : p-subj ta lk  
'I  ta lked to y o u .  , 
Loc . . . . . . . 
muwa � a - n a  I) u i' u - n a  ya i' l dj ba - l) g a  
aanoe-loc b ow-loc pu t-pres 
' (The y )  p u t  ( i t )  i n  the bow of the aanoe . 
Loc 
n a l a - n a  l uwa n j d j a - g i l l wanga l a -wan j l 
, 
thigh-lac twis t-hab o lden : times -erg 
' The o lden times peop le used to twi s t  ( the  
Neg Con Refr 
Loc 
n a l a - n a  
thigh-loc 
fibre ) on 
m l g u d j a l a  ya l u-f/l I)a i'gadaba  g u l a - r i - nj I n  
the 
neg then they : pl-subj spear south-p laae -refr 
Re fr 
n a l)a - I) I 
he-refr 
t h ig h .  ' 
Time 
mUl)a - na 
night-loc 
' Then they do not spear ( the dugong) at night in the south p laae . ' 
2 4 . Neg Man 
2 5 . 
m l g u n u i' I -f/l- ya ma n g u  na nda-f/l d j u nu  
neg we : pl : ex-subj -abil hear that-nom perhaps 
Time 
d j a l) g u f -f/l wa bu l a  
word-nom before 
' Perhaps we did not hear those words before . '  
Ins . • .  
I) a r ga d a b a  w un i - na  ba i' g u - n a y a l u - I) g i - I  I 
spear spear- ins a lub-ins they : pl-refl-hab 
' They used to spear eaah o ther w i th spears and s t iaks . ' 
2 6 .  
2 7 . 
28 . 
29 . 
30 . 
3l . 
32 . 
3 3 .  
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Transloc • • • 
d j l l a d j b a n j u l l -I/J b u l a l) l - n j dj a g a  b a r;! cj a - y a l) g a  
g o  he : p-subj they : d :poss-transloc aamp-transloc 
' He went pas t  theip aamp . ' 
Al Transloc 
w i  1 9 u - y l  l a l) g i na r l - n b l ya l) g a  
pun-p nopth : al you : pl-transloc 
' (He ) !'an p a s t  you to the nopt h .  , 
Time 
yuwadj l -wa n a n da-I/J I) u l j a-I/J w l l g u - I) g a  wu l a n i - n j l 
s ti Z Z -cont that-nom b Zood-nom pun-pres y e s tepday -refr 
' Tha t b Zood is  s t i Z Z  !'unning fpom yes tepday . ' 
Loc Time 
nan da-I/J ba r I d j  u l) g u - y  I waj ga  n a n a - mu l) g u d j l b a g u - n j l 
tha t-nom um s i t-p down tha t-origin Zatep-refr 
Man Time 
m l  I I mUl)a - n j l 
again nigh t-refr 
' Those aoun tpyme n s a t  down again t i Z Z  Za tep, ti Z Z  nigh t .  ' 
Con Man Ab 
d j a l a  ya l u-I/J ma n l ma n l w l dj ba l a l) l - n a  
then they : pl-subj fop : no thing aome : baak nopth-ab 
' Then, fop no pa!'tiau Z.ap !'eason, they aome baak fpom the nopth . ' 
Con Loc Al 
• • •  b a g  I n a n d a-I/J d j l b a r l -I/J d j  I I ad ]  ba  9 I l) g a i' 1  s l s t a - y u r l  
and that-nom woman-nom go up s i s tep-al 
' . . .  and that woman goes up to the s i s te p .  , 
Con Refr Time 
• • •  I)a l a  ya l u-I/J g u d j b a - n awa nal)a - I) I  man d i  
whi Ze they : pl-subj seapah-neg he-re fr Monday 
' . . .  whi Z e  they do no t s e apah fop him on Monday . ' 
Time Al Time 
mUl)an awa ba r l  I)ay l -I/J d j  I I  a l a l) g l d l n u -wun j l 
nex t : day um I : p-subj go nopth : al dinnep-aftep 
, A ftep dinnep the next day I went towapds the nopth . ' 
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Con Acc 
• • •  I)a l a  d j  i I a n u f u-¢ muwaga - n a 
whi l.e go we : pl : ex-subj canoe -acc 
' . . .  whi l.e we a Zl.  go in the canoe . , 
Con Man Ab 
• • •  I)a l a  w i d j b a - f) ga  n a n da-¢ y l l) g a-¢ m i l l  wa j g a - I l n j a  
wh i l.e come : ba ck-pres tha t-nom o ther-nom again down-ab 
wa l g u ra-¢ 
big-nom 
' . . .  whi l.e tha t o ther big ( tide )  rises ( comes back from down) . '  
Time Al • • • . 
y u g-u w u I a n I ya I I -¢ d j I I a I) a 9 I - n d u r i  n a n  a - n 9 u i" I 
yes yes terday they : pl : p-subj go me-al that-p l. ace : al 
Loc Al . . . . . . . . Loc 
l a l) g u  l) a g l - n g u � 1  b Cl lJqa - � 1  b ay l f) a - d j ba 
north : loc my-al camp-al we s t- c l.os e : loc 
' Ye s ,  yes te rday they went towards me to that p l.ace 
c l.ose to the wes t  to my camp here in the north . ' 
Ins 
wudumb a - d j a  y a l u-¢ wa l l d j i -¢ d U l) a l a - na 
g e t - f  they : pl-subj beef-nom money-ins 
' They wi l. l.  get beef w i th money . ' 
Ins 
namba  ya l u-¢ ga i"al)u n-¢ g U l) u - n a 
rub they : pl-subj s ti c k-nom fat-ins 
' They rub the s tick wi th fat .  ' 
Tac 
n a y l l a l) g u  
here north : loc 
a t  the north,  
Ab 
d u l a b a - y i  wagaba-¢ d j l b a i" l - wanj i b u � g a - n a n j i d j amba - na n j l 
p u l. l.-p goanna-nom woman-erg ta i l.-tac ground-ab 
' The woman p u l. led the goanna o u t  of the ho l.e  by th e tai l. . ' 
Tac 
ma r i mba  n j u l u-¢ b u l u l)u-¢ g uwa ga - n a n j i 
h o l d  he-subj p up-nom ear-tac 
' The boy ho lds the p up by the ear . ' 
dj uga -wanj l 
boy-erg 
4 1 .  Time 
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Acc 
d j a l a n - m l �a b a ! b a - y i d J i � i  b u l a - Q i  
no�-intens go-p �ith they : d-re fr 
' He �en t  � i th them immediate Zy . ' 
4 . 2 .  AS PECT ANV TENS E  TAGMEMES I N  C LAUS E NUC L E US 
ASPECT 
5 1  
Aspect and tense exponents co-occur freely, with predictable meanings. 
Desiderative and Abilitative aspects, however, form special meanings 
with the negative. The meaning of desiderative aspect suffix - g l m i  is 
'�ant to ' .  With past tense indicated by substitution of the aspect 
suffix - g i y a n j i for { - g i m i }  it is '�anted to ' .  However, if the nega­
tive occurs also, the meanings are changed tc ' did not ' and ' does  no t ' ,  
respectively. 
Similarly, the Abilitative suffix - wa l i carries the meaning 'might ' ;  
with the negative the meaning changes to ' can not ' .  
Aspect clitics may be suffixed to any word within the clause, or may 
optionally occur as free words . Occasionally both the clitic and a 
free word may co-occur. 
Durative aspect acts differently as it comprises a drawn-out i sound. 
This indicates distance travelled or time consumed. The length of dura­
tion of this sound is indicative of distance or time involved. Occur­
rences of up to ' six seconds duration have been noted. This is placed 
anywhere in the clause, but when indicatj.ng distance it generally fol­
lows Allative tagmeme , and Time tagmeme when length of time consumed is 
expressed. 
For a more detailed explanation of Aspect see ' The Pronominal System 
of Garawa ' (Section 2 . 2 ) . 
TENSE 
Present tense is indicated by the use of an uninflected verb stem, 
or by the suffix { - Q ga } on the verb . Past tense is indicated by the 
changing to I of the final vowel of a pronoun which expounds subj ect, 
obj ect, compound obj ect-subj ect or reflexive subj ect, while the verb 
stem remains uninflected. Alternatively, the affix -y i occurs with the 
verb stem while the pronoun remains unchanged. There is a marked prefer­
ence for past tense to be marked on the pronoun rather than on the verb. 
Future tense clitic dj a is optionally attached as either a suffix on the 
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verb stem, as suffix or prefixl on the subject, object, compound 
object/subject or the reflexive pronoun, or as a suffix on connector, 
noun, adj ective, or on temporal or locative adverbs. 
5 .  I N D E P E N D E N T  C LA U S E S  
5 . 1 . VECLARATI VE C LAUS ES 
The Declarative Transitive, Declarative Intransitive, Declarative 
Reflexive, and Declarative Ditransitive Clauses constitute the largest 
group of clauses and their classification depends on the verb used in 
the Predicate tagmeme. A class of verbs such as 'make ' ,  ' hunt ' ,  ' ta � k ' ,  
'break ' ,  ' s cratch ' ,  ' take ' ,  'bump ' ,  ' b urn ' ,  etc. , take a transitive 
construction. A further class including verbs such as ' come ' ,  ' go ' ,  
' s i t ' ,  ' re turn ' ,  ' move abo u t ' ,  ' arrive ' ,  'misbehave ' ,  ' brea the ' ,  ' de cay ' ,  
etc. , take an intransitive construction only. A third class which in-
cludes verbs such as 'wash ' ,  ' j ump ' ,  
takes a reflexive construction which 
acting as a combined Subject/Object. 
' fe e d ' ,  ' e:cp �ode ' ,  ' �o af ' ,  etc. , 
necessitates a reflexive pronoun 
This is obligatory with reflexive 
verbs. A fourth class, comprising only two verbs, g a � u  ' c a� � ' and 
n l dj a r i dj b a ' name ' ,  take a ditransitive construction. 
A certain number of verbs may be used either in a transitive or a 
reflexive construction. In the latter case this generally denotes 
reciprocity rather than reflexivity. 
5 . 1 . 1 .  D e c l a ra t i v e  T r a n s i t i ve C l a u s e  
The Declarative Transitive Clause is the most common type of clause, 
see Chart 1 6 . Its basic structure is Subject, Object, Predicate, in 
any order, though it is not uncommon to delete one or even two of these 
tagmemes, where the context does not permit ambiguity. When one of 
these deletions involves the predicate, the remaining tagmemes of the 
clause have been termed Deleted Predlcate Clauses or Clause Fragments 
and these will be discussed later in Sections 5 . 1 . 5 .  and 5 . 1 . 6 . ,  and 
Section 7 ,  respectively . The Declarative Transitive clause lends itself 
to the greatest expansion of peripheral tagmemes. 
lThis is the only occurrence of a prefix in the language . For a detailed explanation 
of Tense, see 'The Pronominal System of Garawa' ( Section 2 . 3 . ) .  
---�------�--- --- -.�-�-----
:t Periphery 
CHART 1 6 . B I D IMENSI ONAL ARRAY FOR DECLARAT I VE TRANS I T I VE CLAUSE NUCLEUS 
c.tau.� e Nu.c.leu.� 0 6  �h e Vec.la4a�� v e  T4an���i v e  Clau..6 e 
+ Transi tive :t Transitive 
:t Object :t Periphery :t Aspect 
Predicate Subject 
Transitive Modified NP Modified NP { -g i  I i } hab 
Verb 
Personal Pronoun Personal Pronoun { -yanj i }  desid : p  
Ccmpound Object/ Compound Obj ect/ {-g i m i } desid : np 
Subject Pronoun Subject Pronoun 
{ -wa l i }  abil 
Associative NP Associative NP 
-ng iwa incp 
Co-ordinate Co-ordinate 
Phrase Phrase 
-g i y i  imp 
Appositional Appositional 
i i i  dur 
Phrase Phrase -ma } 
lim 
Inalienable Inalienable 
I)awamba 
Possession Possession -wa } 
Phrase Phrase cont yuwadj i 
Negative NP -wa r t  } wa l ugu prim 
+ Tense 
{-I)ga } 
-y i 
-dJ a/dja-
pres 
p 
rut 
I.Jl 
W 
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Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear and peripheral tagmemes permute rather freely to any 
order . 
2 .  Tense and Aspect tagmemes permute as described in Section 4 . 2 .  
Restrictions 
1 .  No more than five peripheral tagmemes have been found in any one 
clause. 
2 .  When a fairly full expansion of a phrase occurs in one tagmeme , 
a smaller number of other tagmemes is generally manifested. 
Additional Note 
Some of the peripheral tagmemes, mainly Manner and Time, may be re­
duplicated . 
In the following examples of the Declarative Transitive Clause, 
nuclear tagmemes only are labelled. 
Example� 0 6  .the  Veclall.a.tlv e  TlI.an�l.tlv e Clau� e 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
T . Pred-Tense 
I) a g i - n d u  I) a r a b a - y l l a l) g u  I) a b u l) a b u  
me -ace drink-p nOl'th : 1oc afternoon 
' (He ) drank neal' me at the north in the afternoon . ' 
Obj-Aspect T . Pred-Tense 
w u i' u - w a l l  m a � a  g u y u - y l 
s crub-abil a lso take-p 
' (He ) might have ga thered s crubllJood a ls o . ' 
• • •  b a g i 
and 
Obj 
Obj . •  
n a n d a-{lJ 
that-nom 
b a l' l  
um 
b a b u l u-{lJ 
buffa lo -nom 
n ug a m l -{lJ n a n a b a  n a l) a - n d u  m a � a  
track-nom there he-ace a l s o  
'P . Subj : Tense 
l) a y l -{lJ 
I : p-subj 
T . Pred 
d u r l d J b a 
fo l lollJ 
' . . .  and I fo l lollJed tha t buffa lo ' S  trac ks and his ( trac k s )  tOO . ' 
-Aspect 
m l g u - g l y a 
neg-did 
T . Pred T . Subj • • •  
n a d j b a  n a n a - l) l n i  wa � a � a -wa n J I m i g u 
s e e  tha t-erg buffa lo-erg neg 
' Tha t buffa lo did no t see  ( him) . '  
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5 .  Obj 
n u g a m l -II' 
T . Subj : Tense T . Pred Obj 
b a r l  d j a l  I I) a y l -II' n a d j b a  g a l) g u-II' 
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
tracks -nom um then I : p-subj B e e  ma t : gr : uncZe -nom 
' I  Baw (my ) ma te rna l. g reat  unc l.e ' B  trac ks the n . ' 
T . Subj -Aspect T . Pred 
g u l a  
south : al 
g a m u  y a l i -II'- y a  b a d j a g a m u  b a r l  
l. a ter they : pl-subj-abil dance Zater um 
g u � a n j u  
hard 
g u l a - fa b a r i n a n j l n a 
s o u th -p Zace : loc um this : p Zace : al 
' �a ter, they might da nce vigorouB Zy (on their way ) to the Bou th,  
( and c o n tinue ) a t  this  p l.ace i n  the  s o u th . ' 
T . Subj : Tense T . Pred 
m u n l l) g a  I) a y l -II' y a n j b a  
to : no : purpose I : p- subj ta lk  
' I  spoke,  from (my pOB i tion in ) the 
T . Pred T . Subj : Tense 
d a d  I d j b a g a 9 a I I d j b a y a I 1 -11' 
n o : ma t ter Zaug h : a t  they : p-subj 
l u g u l u g u  
round 
n a l) a - I) I  g u l a - n i  
he -re fr s ou th-ab 
B o u th, without infl.uencing 
w a b u l a  m a � a  y u r l) umba  
before a Zso  a Z Z : the : t ime 
him.  ' 
' No ma t t e r  (what he did) they ( i . e .  peop Ze )  e verywhere Zaughed a t  
(him) . ' 
9 .  T . Pred-Tense 
10 . 
ll . 
12 . 
m a n g u - g a  
Z i s  te n-pres 
, ( Th e y )  Zis ten ( to him) . ' 
Obj Tense-T . Subj T . Pred 
n a y l  b a  r I d j a l) g u f-II' d j a - I)a y u -II' y a n j b a I) a n j l 
here um word fut-I- subj ta l k  your-refr 
, Fa ther, I wi H say words for you here . ' 
Obj . . . . . . . Asp T . Pred-Tense 
• • •  I) a l a  n a n d a-II' I) a n l n j l -II' y uw a d j l d j a r l mb a - g a  
whi Ze that-nom man-nom s ti Z l.  drag-pres 
' . . .  whi Ze  ( the dugong ) s t i Z Z  drags tha t man beh ind . ' 
Obj Aspect T . Pred-Tense 
b uw a g a  
fa ther 
. . .  I) a l a  n a n d a-II' 1 I 1 I I 1  y a i' l d j b a - l) g a  muwa � a - n a  w i l l - n a  
whi Ze  tha t-nom dur pu t-pres canoe-loc B ide -loc 
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T . Subj 
ma � b i l) g a r a - w a n j i 
expel't : dugong : hun tel'-erg 
' . . .  whi l e  the expel't  dugong huntel' puts  tha t one a t  the s ide of the 
canoe . ' 
1 3 .  Time T . Pred T . Subj : Tense Obj 
14 . 
15 . 
1 6 .  
w u l a n i - y a n a  g a r u  y a l i -f/l b u l l d j i ma n j d j l -f/l 
day : befol'e : y e s tel'day te l l  they : pl : p-subj p o l i ceman-nom 
' They t o l d  the p o l iceman the day befol'e y e s tel'day . ' 
T . Subj -Aspect T . Pred-Tense Subj 
• • •  I) a  1 a 
wh i l e  
wa l u g u  
fil's t 
n j u l u-f/l-w a r i  
he-subj -prim 
' . . .  wh i l e  Nel'o spoke fil's t . ' 
-Aspect T . Pred-Tense 
r i b a - n a -wa I) a r a b a - y i 
l'ivel'-loc-cont dl'ink-p 
Obj 
y a n j ba - y i 
t a Z k-p 
I) a g i - n d u  n a n a b a  
me -acc thel'e 
wa b u d a -f/l l u l)a  b i d j a l) u j g i n i -f/l ba r i  
wa t e l'-nom a t  Bijanguy k ini-loc um 
n i r u-f/l 
Nel'o-nom 
' (He ) dl'ank watel' neal' me thel'e l'epeatedly,  a t  Bijanguykini . ' 
I)awamba  
o n ly 
T . Subj -Aspect 
n u i' i -f/l- l i b a r i  
we : pl : ex-subj -hab um 
' We used to s e e  on ly (wa l l aby ) . ' 
T . Pred 
n a d j ba  
s e e  
17 . -Aspect T . Pred 
1 8 .  
m i g u -wa l i 
neg-can 
w u d um b a  
ge t 
' (He ) can no t g e t  ( i t ) . ' 
-Aspect T . Pred Obj 
m i g u - g i y a g u y u  d j a l) g u i'-f/l 
neg-did take wOl'd-nom 
' (He ) did no t take his wOl'd . ' 
n a l) a l) l -f/l 
he : poss-nom 
1 9 . T . Subj -Aspect T . Pred-Tense Obj 
n j u l u-f/l-wa n j i y a b i mb a - y l  
he -subj-lim make-p 
b a r awu-f/l 
h u ts -nom 
' He made the h u ts o n  his own . ' 
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2 0 .  T . Pred Obj -Aspect 
b i l j i n b a I) a n i - y i  
swa L Low I : obj - abil 
' (It)  mig h t  swa L Low me . ' 
2 1 . T . Sub j  T . Pred Obj 
b u l i d j i ma n j d j i - w a n j i g u y u  
p o L i ceman-erg take 
-Aspect 
g r u s i l) - y u r i -w a  
cross ing-al - cont 
y a l u - n j a g u l a - r i - d j i 
they : pl-obj south-p Lace -al 
' The p o L i ceman is  taking them to the cross ing at the south . ' 
2 2 . -Aspect T . Pred 
d j a J i - J  i I) a r g a d a b d  J a l) g u - r i  
then-hab spear north-p Lace : loc 
' Then they used to spear at the north p Lace . ' 
5 . 1 . 2 .  De c l a r a t i v e  I n t r a n s i t i v e C l a u s e  
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The Declarative Intransitive Clause is, like the Transitive, a common 
construction in the Garawa clauses . Its basic structure is Subject plus 
Predicate, but it is quite common to delete the subject where it can be 
understood from context. While this clause lends itself to as great an 
expansion by inclusion of peripheral tagmemes as the transitive, 
general ly the number of tagmemes tends to be more limited. The ex­
ponents of the nuclear tagmemes are shown in Chart 17 , overleaf. 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear and peripheral tagmemes permute rather freely to any 
order. 
2 .  Tense and Aspect tagmemes permute as described in Section 4 . 2 . 
Restrictions 
1 .  No more than five peripheral tagmemes have been found in any one 
clause. 
2 .  When a fairly full expansion of a phrase occurs in one tagmeme, 
a smaller number of other tagmemes is general ly manifested. 
Additional Note 
Some of the peripheral tagmemes, mainly Manner and Time, may be re­
duplicated. 
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Cr�RT 17 . B I D IMENSTI ONAL ARRAY FOR THE DECLARAT I VE I NTRAN S I T I VE 
CLAUSE NUCLEUS 
CieW.H . Nuc.ieu� 0 6  th e Vec.iaJtat.i. v e  I ntJtan�.i.t.i.ve Ciau� e 
± Peri- + Intransitive ± Intransitive ± Peri- ± Aspect ± Tense 
phery Predicate Subj ect phery 
Intransitive Modi fied NP { -g i l l } hab { -Qga} pres 
Verb 
Personal { -yanj i }  desid : p  -dj a/dja- fut 
Pronoun 
{-g i m i } desid : I!p -y i past 
Associative NP 
{ -wa 1 i }  abil 
Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
-ny iwa incp 
Appositional 
-g i y i  imp 
Phrase i i i  dur 
Inalienable 
Possession 
-ma } 
f)awamba 
lim 
Phrase 
Negative NP 
-wa } 
yuwadj i 
cont 
-wa r i  } 
wa l ugu 
prim 
In the following examples of Declarative Intransitive Clauses , the 
nuclear tagmemes only are lab elled . 
E xampie� 0 6  the Vec.iaJtat.i. v e  I ntJtan� .i.t.i. v e  Ciau� e 
1 .  Tense- I . Subj I . Pred 
g a r u - r i - d j i d j a - y a l u-� d j i l a d j ba  
eas t -p Zaae-al fut-they : pl-subj go  
g a r u - r i n j b a - r i  n a Q i - n g u r i  g a m u  
eas t-s ide-al here-al Zater : today 
'Later today they wi Z Z  go to the p Zaae over here on the eas t s ide . ' 
2 .  I . Pred I . Subj 
g a m u - n j i b a r i  dj u Q g u  y a l u -� n a n a -wa  
Za ter : today -re fr um sit  they : pl-subj that -way 
3 . 
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, Latero today they w i H  8 i t  o v"ero in that diroe o t ion . ' 
I . Subj I . Pred 
• • •  � a l a  n u � u-� n a �a - � i g a n l n d i mba  n u r u-� 
whi Ze we : pl : ex-subj he-re fr fo Z Zow we : pl : ex-subj 
l a � i - n a  d j a b a r i  
noroth-ab onoe : again 
' . . .  whi Ze we fo Z Zow it froom the noroth onoe moroe . ' 
No te : In thi s example the Subject tagmeme is interrupted by the Referent and 
Intransitive Predicate tagmemes . 
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4 .  I . Subj . ) . 
n a n da-� d a r a � u-� l a � g u  b a l awa l a-� g a l a  
tha t-nom troee-nom noroth : loc rooo t8 -nom undero 
I . Pred-Tense 
dj i J a d j b a - y i g u l a  g a l a  
go-p 8ou th : al undero 
' The roOo t8  of that troee in the north, go under (ground) to the 
8outh . ' 
Note : In the above example the Inalienable Possession Phrase filling the Subject 
tagmeme is interrupted by the Locative tagmeme l a�gu . 
5 .  I . Subj I . Pred 
6 .  
7 .  
b a  r i � a y u-� dj  u � g u  
um I-subj 8 i t  
' I  8 i t .  ' 
I . Pred 
d j  I I  a 
go 
, (I)  go . , 
I . Subj . ( -Aspect) • • 
• • •  � a  I a n j u l u-� n a - nj i n a -wa  n a n d a-� g u d j a n j a -� 
whi Ze he -subj tha t : p Zaoe-loc-cont that-nom mat : gro : unoZe -nom 
I . Pred-Tense 
d j u � g u - y i s a n d i 
8 i t-p Sunday 
' . . .  whi Ze he,  (my ) ma teronaZ groe a t-uno Ze  8 ti Z Z  8 a t  in that p Zaoe o n  
Sunday . ' 
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8 .  -Aspect I . Pred 
dj a I i - I  i 
con-hab 
d j u � g u  g am u - n j i l a � g u - r i - n j l n  
s i t  later- re fr north -p Zace-ab 
' . . .  then ( they ) used to s tay ti l l  Zater away from the north 
p Z ace . ' 
9 .  
1 0 . 
I . Subj . I . Pred-Tense) 
d j a b a r i  n j u l u-S/l ba r i  wa l a d j b a - y i  
once : again he-subj um aris e -p 
mamb u g a -fli wa l g u r a -fli 
bos s -nom b ig-nom 
' Once again he,  the big bos s ,  aro s e . '  
I .  Pred-Aspect 
m i l i  g a y a - n g i l l  y l � g a - n j l b a g u  
again ca Z Z : ou t-hab o ther-re fr later 
b a s-fli 
bos s -nom 
' Later,  (he ) again kep t cal Zing o u t  for another (nomina tion) . I 
11 . -Aspect I . Pred 
1 2 .  
1 3 .  
14 . 
15 . 
m i g u - w a l i 
neg-abil 
dj I I  a 
go 
m u d l g a - n a  
mo tor : car-loc 
' ( They )  can n o t  go in the mo tor-car . '  
I . Subj . . . . . I . Pred-Tense 
y i �g a - fli  b i g i b i g i -fli g u l u g a - y i  g u l a d j b a - n a  wa l u  
one -nom pig-nom s Zeep-p p i Z l ow-loc 
' One p ig s Zep t on a p i l l ow in front of me . , 
I .  Subj . ( I . Pred) 
y a l u-fII � i n d u  y a l u-fII b a y a - m u g u -fII 
in : fron t  
they : pl- subj cry they : pl-subj chi ld-pI-nom 
' They cry, ( those ) chi ldren . '  
Time-Aspect I . Pred 
w a b u l a - g i l i  d j u � g u  n a na b a  
before-hab s i t  there 
' (He) used to s i t  there . I 
I . Subj : Tense I . Pred 
g u l a - n i  � a y i -fli 
s o u th-ab I : p-subj 
' I  l e ft from the sou th . I 
g a n � a  
leave 
b a  r I 
um 
� a g l - n b u  
me-ace 
1 6 . 
1 7 .  
1 8 .  
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-Aspect 
wa l j a - n j i - g i l l  
dugong-re fr-h ab 
I . Pred 
w i d J ba 
aorne : baak 
l a o l - n a  
north-ab 
g a m u  
t ater : today 
, (They ) aome baak from the north foro the dugong t ater today . ' 
I . Subj : Tense I . Pred 
n a o i - n b u n a n j i 
here-ab 
o a y l -� d j i l a  g i o ga � l - d j l 
I : p-subj go up-a1 
-Aspect 
d i O g i - y u d i -� n a n a - o g u i' l - w a  
dinghy- concom-nom tha t-a1-cont 
' Froom here,  I wen t up to that p taae in the dinghy . ' 
Tense-I . Subj 
g a r u - r i - d j i d j a - ya l u -� 
eas t-p taae -a1 fut-they : p 1-subj 
n a o i - n g u i' i  g am u  b a r i  
here-a1 t a ter urn 
I . Pred 
dJ l l a d j b a  g a r u- i' i n j ba - i' l  
go e a s t - s ide -a1 
' They wi t t  aome to this p taae on the eas t s ide t a tero today . ' 
19 . Aspect I . Pred-Tense 
2 0 .  
i i i  i i muwa � a - n a  b u n un d u d j b a - o g a  
dur aanoe -1oc ge t : a t o s e -pres 
' (The men) in  the  aanoe ge t a to s e  ( to the  dugong) . '  
d J  u d j  u 
I . Pred-Tense 
d a i' a o u - n a  l a o a - y i  
tong : way troe e - 1oc hang : up-p 
' (The y )  hung ( the meat )  a tong way up in the tre e .  t 
2 1 .  I . Pred I . Subj 
g un j i dj b a o a l l -� 
fee t : good we : d : ex-subj 
' We fee t  good . ' 
5 . 1 . 3 .  D e c l a r a t i v e  R e f l e x i v e  C l a u s e  
6 1  
The Declarative Reflexive Clause is not as common as the Transitive 
and Intransitive clauses. It is similar to these latter two clauses in 
that the verb class determines the type of construction in most cases. 
This reflexive construction necessitates a Reflexive Subject tagmeme, 
which functions as a Reflexive Subject/Object, and may be manifested 
only by a reflexive pronoun which is obligatory. The optional Subject 
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tagmeme may co-occur with the Reflexive Subj ect. The optional Referent 
tagmeme functions as an indirect obj ect. 
The use of reflexive construction when not governed by the class of 
verb used in the Predicate has been discussed in the introductory para­
graph on Declarative Clauses (Section 5 . 1 . ) .  Reflexive verbs cannot be 
used transitively, though the transit ive verb and a very limited number 
of intransitive verbs may be used in a reflexive construction to express 
reciprocity . The fo llowing examples will illustrate this . 
Example 0 6  v e� b  taking � e 6lexive con� t�uction o nly : 
w a � a m b a  
e a t  (feed) 
n a - � g a  mama - n j i � a n i n j l -� 
he - refl food-refr man-nom 
' The man ea ts food . ' 
E xampl e 0 6  ��an� it1 v e  v e�b in t�an� iti v e  con� t�uctio n :  
y a l i -� d a b a  b a d j a � u-� d j u g a - m u g u - n j i 
they : pl : p- subj hi t dog-nom boy -pI-erg 
'The boys h i t  the dog . ' 
Exampl e 0 6  t�an�itiv e  ve�b u� ed �e 6lexively to � how � ecip�o cit y :  
. • .  d j a l a  d a b a  ya l u - � g l 
then h i t  they : pl-refl : p  
' . . .  then they hi t each other . ' 
Chart 1 8 , next page, shows the exponents of t he nuclear tagmemes 
of the Declarat ive Refle xive Clause . 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear tagmemes permute freely to any position, though Reflexive 
Subj ect is preferably adj acent to t he Predic�t e .  
2 .  Manner and Locative tagmemes permut e freely to any position . 
3 . Negative, Connector, and Time appear before the Predicat e .  
4 . Allative, Ablative, Instrument and Referent are manifested fol­
lowing the Predicate .  
Res trictions 
No more than three peripheral tagmemes are found in any one clause. 
CHART 1 8 .  B I D IMENS I ONAL ARRAY FOR DEC LARAT IVE RE FLEXIVE CLAUSE NUCLEUS 
ClaU.6 e Nuc.leu.6 o n .the V ec.lalta.t.i.ve  R e nlex.i. v e  ClaU.6 e 
± Periphery 
+ Reflexive + Reflexive 
± Subj ect ± Tense ± Aspect ± Referent 
Predicate Subject 
Declarative Reflexive Modified NP {-J)ga } pres { - g i  1 i }  bab Modified NP 
Reflexive Pronoun 
Verb 
Associative -y i  p {-yanj j }  desid : p  Inalienable 
NP Possession 
- dj a/dj a- rut {- g i m i } desid : np 
Phrase 
Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
{ -wa l j }  abil 
Appositional 
-ng iwa incp 
Phrase - g i y i  imp 
Inalienable i i i  dur 
Possession 
Phrase -ma } 
lim 
I)awamba 
-wa } 
yuwadj i 
cont 
-wa r i  } 
wa l ugu 
prim 
± Periphery 
0\ 
W 
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Additional Notes 
1 .  As the Referent tagmeme functions as an Indirect Object it has been 
placed in the nuclear part pf this clause and must therefore be 
deleted from clause periphery. 
2 .  When a subj ect, in addition to the reflexive pronoun is mani­
fested , it is inflected for nominative case. 
In the fol lowing examples of Reflexive clauses, nuclear tagmemes only 
are label led. 
Example� 0 6  the Vecla�at� v e  R e 6lex� v e  Clau� e 
1 .  Re f1 . Subj -Aspect R. Pred -Aspect 
2 .  
g a f u - f i n j ba n a - Q g i - l i  y u fm b a  n a na - n j i n a -wa 
eas t- s ide : loc he-re fl-hab move : abou t  that-p Lace-cont 
' He u s e d  to move abo u t  con tinuous Ly at that p Lace on the eas t s i de 
(of the river) . '  
R. Subj : Tense Ref1 . Subj R. Pred 
b u g a m b a  y a l i -� d j  a I i  y a l u - Q g a  l a d u b a  
a L L  they : pl : p-subj then they -re fl app Ly : whi te : ochre 
' Then they pa inted thems e Lves a L l  over with wh i te ochre . ' 
3 .  R . Pred Ref1 . Subj 
ba r a g i d j b a  n a - Q g a  
decora t e  he-refl 
n a n a - n j i n a l a Q g u - r i - n j i n  g a m b a l i Q i d j u  
tha t -p l ace : loc north-p lace - re fr daybre a k  
' He de cora ted hims e l f  a t  t h a t  p Z ace from t h e  north a t  daybreak . ' 
4 .  R. Pred Refl . Subj : Tense Refr 
b u l b u l g i dj b a n a - Q g i 
jump he-refl : p  
' He jumped.  ' 
n a Qa - Q i 
he-re fr 
5 .  R. Pred Refl . Subj : Tense Refr 
m a n g uma n g u  n a - Q g i 
recognise  he -refl : p  
' He recognised him . ' 
n a Qa - Q i  
he-refr 
6 .  R. Pred Refl . S ubj : Tense Refr 
w a g a � a b a  Q a n j i - Q g i 
wash h e - refl : p  
' He washed his  hands . ' 
m a n i - y u d i - n j i 
hand-concom-refr 
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10 . 
1 1 .  
12 . 
1 3 .  
14 . 
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R. Pred R. Subj . . ( . . . . Re fl . Subj 
d a y a  I) a g l -� n a y i m a n i -� I) a g a  
c u t  my -nom here finger-nom I : ref1 
'I cut my finger here . ' 
Note : In the above example , I)ag l man l I)aga is an Inalienable Possession Phrase , 
which when used as subject of a Reflexive Predicate , must be inflected for 
Nominative Case . The Inalienable Pos session Phrase is interrupted by the locative 
nay i . 
R. Subj • ( Refl . Subj  R. Pred) . . . . 
n ug a m i -� n a - I) g a  b a l a l) g a m b a  n u g a m l -� 
fee t-nom he-re fl spre ad : fe e t  fee t-nom 
' He s tands with his fe e t  spread apar t . , 
Ref1 . Subj : Aspect R. Pred 
• . .  I) a l a  n a - I) g l - I I d y u z d l n a n a b a  y u rmba  
whi le he-re f1-hab Tue s day there move : a bo u t  
' . . .  whi le h e  u s e d  t o  move abo u t  there ( a l l  day ) Tuesday . '  
R. Pred Ref1 . Subj : Tense Re fr • •  
y u g u  b a r t  w a d amba  I) a l l - I) g l  
y e s  um fe e d  we-re f1 : p  
d l n a - n j l d l y l -n j l 
dinner-re fr tea-re fr 
' Ye s .  we ate dinner and tea . ' 
R . Pred Ref1 . Sub j : Aspect 
• • •  ma � a  y u i'mba n a - I) g i - y a  
a l s o  move : abou t he-re f1-desid : p  
n a n a-wa  
that -way 
' . . .  nor did he move abo u t  in tha t direction . ' 
Note : Negative is carried through from the previous clause so that m l gu • • . •  ma�a 
takes the meaning 'neither . . . .  nor ' .  
R. Pred Re fl . Subj : Tense 
g u l l r a d J b a  n a - I) g l g a l a  b a l:! � a - n a  
cu t : head he -re fl : p  down camp-1oc 
' He c u t  h i s  head down a t  the camp . , 
Ref1 . Subj -Aspect Re f1 . Subj -Aspect R. Pre(}.Tense 
m l g u n a - I) g a - ma n a - I) g l - m l  d u l a b a  
neg he-re fl-1im he -re fl-desid remove 
'He.  by h ims e lf. does not  P!4 Z Z  himse lf ( o u t  of the bog) . ' 
Refl . Subj R. Pred 
I) a g a  d J a n j ba - dJ a  n a n a ba g a r u - f i  
I : re f1 die- fut there eas t-1oc 
, I wi Z Z  die there in the eas t .  , 
6 6  
1 5 . 
1 6 . 
1 7 .  
1 8 .  
1 9 . 
2 0 .  
2 1 .  
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R. Subj . . . . R. Pred Refl . Subj 
• • •  I)a I a n j u l u w a l j a-� b u i' a d a b a  n a - I)g a  
bu t he dugong -norn r-xhaus ts he -re f l  
' . . .  b u t  the dugong i s  exhaus te d .  ' 
R. Subj • •  ( R. Pred 
• • •  n a n d a-� ba r i  ma � a  wa r l) u n a -� m a g a b a  
tha t-nom um a Zs o  goanna-norn cover 
Refl . Subj : Tense 
n a - I) g a  
he-re fl : pres 
dj amba - n a  
earth-loc 
' . . •  and that go anna covered himse Zf in the earth . ' 
R . Pred Ref l . Subj Refr 
• • •  ba 9 i b i n a n d a b a  n a - I)g i m a g u l u - n j i 
and Zay he-re fl : p  egg-refr 
' . . .  and she Zaid an egg . , 
Aspect R. Pred Refl . Subj 
i i i  i g i d j i dj i dj b a n a - I) g a  g u r u l - i n a 
dur tang Z e : up he-refl Zine-loc 
' He gets tang Zed up in the Z ine . ' 
R. Pred Refl . Subj 
I) a r g a d a b a  n a - I) g i - I i n a n a - n j i n a I U l) g u l - i na 
spear he-refl-hab tha t-ins s tone : b Zade-ins 
' He used to spear w i t h  those s tone spear b Zades . ' 
R. Pred R. Subj • • •  
d j a l) a n i - n a  
spear : b Zade -ins 
Ref1 . Subj 
• • •  ma � a  n a - I) g a  
a Z s o  he -refl 
m i l i  I) a r g a d a b a  n a n a - n j d j u d i - n j i 
again spear that-concorn-erg 
I U l) g u l - y u d i - n j i d j a l) a n i - y u d i - n j i w un i - y u d i - n j i 
s tone : b Zade -concorn-erg spear : b Zade-concorn-erg s pear-concorn-erg 
wa n g a l a  wa b u l a  
o Zden : times before 
' • . .  and too. before. in o Zden time s .  he speared. us ing those spears 
with s to ne b Zades . ' 
d j a l) um b a  
o n Zy 
R. Subj R. Pred Re fl . Subj : Tense 
n a y i n d a  b u y i y i l) g i n j i -� d a b a  
here pres : day : peop Z e -norn h i t  
n a - I) g i 
h e -refl : p  
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m a � l - n a  b a r i  
hand- ins um 
' Here the pre s e n t  day peop Le h i t  each o ther wi th fis ts o n ty .  ' 
2 2 .  Re fl . Subj R. Pred 
m U l) a n awa b u l a - I) g l - I i ma l i dJ ba m i l i 
nex t : day they : d-refl-hab fo t tow aga in 
' Next day the two of thgm u s ed to fo l tow each o ther . ' 
5 . 1 . 4 .  D e c l a r a t i v e  D i t r a n s i t i v e C l a u s e  
The Declarative Ditransitive Clause has a limited application i n  that 
it is a construction used only when naming a place , person, animal or 
item. The predicate is expounded by one of only two verbs, ga r u ,  ' ca t t ' ,  
or n l d j a r i dj b a ,  ' name ' .  These two verbs differ from those in other 
clauses in that both the obj ect and the nominal complement are marked 
with nominative case. 
Nuclear tagmemes of the Declarative Ditransitive Clause, as shown in 
Chart 19 (overleaf) , comprise a Predicate, Sub j ect, an Obj ect, a Nominal 
Complement , Aspect and Tense. Peripheral tagmemes are limited to 
Negative, Time and Locative. 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear and Peripheral tagmemes permute rather free ly to any order 
though there is a preference for the Nominal Complement to follow 
the Obj ect. 
2 .  Tense and Aspect tagmemes permute as described in Section 4 .2. 
rtestrictions 
Peripheral tagmemes are limited as only Negative , Time and Locative 
occur. 
In the fol lowing examples of the Declarative Ditransitive Clause, 
only the nuclear tagmemes are labe l led. 
Example� 0 6  �he Vecla�a��ve  V���an� ���v e  Clau� e 
1 .  D . Pred D . Subj • •  ( D . Obj Nom . Com) 
n i d j a r l d j b a y a l i -� y a rama-� n a g a ra-� w a n g a l a -wa n j i 
name they : pl : p- subj horse -nom nagara-nom o t de n : t ime -erg 
' Our ances tors cat ted the ho rs e "nagara " . ' 
( Examples continued on page 69 . )  
:!: Periphery 
CHART 1 9 .  B I D IMEN S I O NAL ARRAY FOR DECLARAT IVE D I TRAN S I T I VE C LAUSE 
ClaU4 e NucleU4 0 6  :the V e clalLa:t.i.v e  VLtlLaM .i.:t.i.ve  Clau4 e 
+ Ditransitive + Ditransitive + Ditransitive + Nominal 
:!: Aspect + Tense 
Predicate Subj ect Obj ect Complement 
Ditransitive Personal Personal Modified NP { - g i  1 i }  hab {-nga } 
Verb - Pronoun Pronoun 
Place Name s {-yanj i }  desid : p  -dj a/dj a-
garu 'caU ' 
Modified N? Modified NP 
n i dj a r i dj ba { -g i m i }  desi d : np -y i 
'name ' 
Associative NP Associative NP 
{-wa l i }  abil 
Co-ordinate Co-ordinate 
Phrase Phrase -ng iwa incp 
Appositional Appositional 
-g i y l  imp 
Phrase Phrase i i i  dur 
Place Names Place Names -ma } 
lim 
I)awamba 
-wa } 
cont 
yuwadj i 
-wa r i  } 
wa l ugu 
prim 
:!: Periphery 
pres 
fut 
past 
2 .  
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D. Pred D . Subj D . Obj • . 
n i d j a r i d j b a n u r u-� n an d a -� g u � � a -� g a r u  
name we : pl : ex-subj tha t-nom tree -nom eas t : loc 
Nom . Com 
w u g a r a -� 
pandanus -nom 
' We ca U .  that tree in the eas t "pandanus " . ' 
3 .  D . Subj D. Pred D . Obj 
4 .  
m i g u n u r i -�- y a  g a r u  y a d J i -� 
neg we : pl : ex-subj -desid : p  ca l l  coun try -nom 
Nom. Com • •  
r a b i n s l n-� r i b a w a n g a l a  
Rob inson-nom River-nom o lden : time 
' In the o lden times we did not ca l l  the coun try "Rob inson Rive r " .  ' 
D . Pred D . Subj D . Obj  Nom . Com 
g a  r u  n u  r i -� y a d j i -� m u g u l a r a l) u-� 
ca l l  we : pl : ex-subj coun try-nom Mug u l arangu-nom 
' We ca n e d  the country "Mugu Zarangu " .  ' 
5 . 1 . 5 .  D e l e t e d  P r e d i c a t e T r a n s i t i v e C l a u s e  
A few verbs such as w u d um b a  ' carry ' or ' bring ' may also be elided 
where a manner tagmeme is manifested by one of the group of words 
describing carrying positions. Past or present t ense may be shown on 
t he subj ect pronoun if manifested , and present tense has been found on 
the manner tagmeme. Future tense is at tached to a subj ect pronoun , noun, 
or adjective , an obj ect , or obj ect/subj ect pronoun , a connector or t he 
manner tagmeme. The inclusion of a Time tagmeme may alt ernatively 
indicate t he time of the act ion. 
In the following examples bot h  nuclear and peripheral tagmemes are 
labelled. 
Example� 0 6  Veleted P�edieate T�an� iti v e  Clau� e 
1 .  Man T . Subj Obj . . . . Al 
I) a b a l a  n j u l u-� d j u g a-� n a l) a l)  I b a l) � a - r l  
on : s h o u l de r  he -subj boy -nom he : poss camp-al 
' He ( carries ) his boy o n  h i s  s ho u l ders to the camp . , 
2 .  T . Subj . Man Obj • • . .  
n a n d a -� b a d j a l) u-� d j awayawa  d j u mb a l a -� I) a n j i 
that-nom dog-nom in : mouth c l o thes -nom you : s : poss 
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' That  dog ( i s  cappy ing) youP c lothes in  his  mouth . ' 
3 .  Man T . Subj • •  ( Obj Loc 
w u l a l a  y a l u-� w a b u d a -� w a ng a l a - wa n j i y a r a Q u l - l n a 
o n : head they -subj wa tep-nom o lden : times -erg cappy ing : dis h-loc 
' O lde n  times (peop le cappy ) watep in a watep dish on theip head. ' 
4 .  Man T . Subj Obj Ab 
m u n d u g a  b u l i -� d j a Q u-� d J  u d j  u - n a n j  I 
o n : hip they : d : p-subj fipewood-nom long : way-ab 
' They (bpough t )  fipewood on theip hips fpom a long way away . , 
5 .  Man T . Subj Obj Loe 
d u g a g a n a  d j l ba r l - wa n j l d j u g a-� b a l) � a - n a  
on : neck woman-erg boy -nom camp-loc 
' The woman ( cappies ) the boy on hep neck a t  the camp . , 
6 .  Con Obj . . . . . . . . Man 
• • •  Q a  I a b a � a � a -� b a y a ga � a -� dj l d i n j d j a  
whi le baby -nom sma l l-nom i n : coo lamon 
' . . .  whi le ( s he )  cappies the smaH baby in a coo lamon . , 
5 . 1 . 6 .  D e l e t e d  P re d i c a t e I n t r a n s i t i v e C l a u s e  
Certain verbs such as d j i l a d j b a  ' come ' or ' go ' ,  d j u Q g u  ' s i t '  or 
' s tay ' may be elided where the meaning of t he verb is obvious from 
context or from the tagmemes in the clause. In this way, a clause 
comprising Subj ect and Al lative tagmemes implies motion of the subject, 
as also does Subj ect and Ablative. A clause comprising Subject and 
Locative tagmemes implies lack of motion. 
The number of peripheral tagmemes in these clauses is limited -
general ly not more t han three or four in each clause. Most frequently 
only one, apart from Connector and Negat ive, is present. Past and 
present tense may be shown on the subj ect pronoun if present, and future 
tense on pronoun, noun, adjective or connector. Alternatively, time of 
the action may be indicated by a Time tagmeme. 
In the fol lowing examples of the Deleted Predicate clause both nuclear 
and peripheral tagmemes are label led. 
1 .  Al . • • ( -Aspect ( -Aspect) 
n a Q I - n g u r i -wa b a r i  b l d j a Q uj g i n a - y u r l - w a  
this : p lace -al-cont um Bidjangujgina-al-cont 
' (I) s ti l l  (we n t )  to this p lace - Bijanguy kina . ' 
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2 .  Al -Aspect Loc 
3 .  
n a n a - n g u r l - w a  b a r i  g u l a - r a  
tha t : p Lace -al-cont um s o u th -loc 
, (I) s ti L L  (we n t )  to that p Lace in the s o u th .  ' 
Al I . Subj : Tense 
b a y u l) u  l) a y i -!1l 
wes t : al 1 : p-subj 
'I (wen t )  to the wes t .  , 
4 .  Al I . Subj 
n U l) g a l a-!1l 
Al 
5 .  
n a y i -w a  g a  r I 
this -way we : d : inc-subj eas t : al 
' We b o t h  go this way to the eas t .  ' 
I . Subj • 
n a n da-!1l 
tha t-nom 
b a g u r s -!1l r u d u-!1l 
pack : horse-nom road-nom 
Al • .  
b a y i l)a 
wes t : of 
g u l a  
south : al 
' That pack-horse road (runs ) to the s outh-we s t .  ' 
6 .  I . Subj Aspect AI . . • ( -Aspect) 
7 .  
8 .  
n a n  d a -!1l b a r  i i i i i i  
that-nom um dur 
ba r l w a  g a n j d j a - r i  
finish sea-al 
n c: n a - n g u r i -wa 
tha t : p Lace : pIace-al-cont 
' That  (dugong ) s t i L L  (goe s )  to that p Lace - to the sea . ' 
I . Subj Al Man 
l) a y u-!1l g u l a  wa l u -wa  
1-subj s o u th : al fron t -way 
'I ( Lead) the way to the s o u th . ' 
Al I . Subj Al . • •  
g u l a  n u r u-!1l n a y i - w a  wa l g u r a - j l) j g u r i  
s ottth : al we : pl : ex-subj this -way big-al 
( Loc) . • 
y i l) g a - r i  b a Q � a - f l  g u l a - ra 
o t her-al camp-al south-Ioc 
' We (wi n go)  8 0 u th this way to the o ther big camp in the sou th . ' 
9 .  Loc Al Subj 
n a y i  b u l uwa l) a r - y u r l  r u d u-!1l 
here B u L uwangarr-al road-nom 
7 1 
7 2  
1 0 . 
11 . 
1 2 .  
1 3 .  
1 4 .  
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' The �oad (�uns a Long) he�e to 8u L uwanga�� . ' 
Loe • 
n a y i g i w u r u 
he�e eas t : 1oe 
' ( The �oad �uns ) he�e in the eas t . ' 
Aspect Loe . . . . . : . . . . . . 
y i n i l) g i  dj  u d j  u y l l) g a - n a y a d J I - n a  
migh t Long : way o the�-loe count�y-1oe 
' (He ) mig h t  ( b e )  a Long way away in ano the� 
I . Subj Loe Loe • 
n U l) g a l a-� n a y l n a y i g u l a - ra 
we : d : ine-subj he�e he�e south-p Lace : 1oe 
' We ( a�e ) both he�e in the south . ' 
I . Subj Loe Ab 
n a n d a -� I) a n i n j i -� n a y i b a y l l) a - w u n j l 
tha t-nom man-nom he�e wes t-ab 
' Those men he�e ( come ) f�om the wes t .  ' 
I . Subj 
n a n da-� 
that-nom 
(Time) 
dj a 1 a 
then 
ma l b u - n j l 
• ( Loe) 
w a d j b a l a - I) i  n a y i 
whi te : man-re fr he�e 
( Loe) • • • • • 
g a r u - r i  
count�y . , 
Loe . (Ab) • • 
g i l)g a r l - n j a 
o L d : man-re fr eas t-p Lace : 1oe camp-nom up-ab 
' Then that o Ld wh i te man ' s  camp in the eas t is behind a 
5 . 1 . 7 .  De c l a r a t i v e  T o p i c - C omme n t  C l a u s e  
b a f) a n l 
behind 
hi L L ' 
The Topic-Comment clause is the most predominant of the few non-verbal 
clauses. As the classi ficat ion suggests, there is no verb present, nor 
can this clause take one. Nuclear tagmemes comprise a Topic, a Comnlent 
and the opti onal Aspect and Tense tagmemes. As the bidimensional array 
1� Chart 2 0  shows, the Topic has a fairly wide variety of exponents. 
Should the context make plain what is referred to, the topic is often 
omi t ted. Exponents of the Comment tagmeme have a similar wide variety, 
with the exception of a pronoun, and the addition of an Adjective and an 
Attribut ive Noun Clause. Manifestat ions of peripheral tagmemes are 
limi ted. 
:!: 
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CHART 2 0 . B I D IMENS I ONAL ARRAY FOR TOP I C - CO��E NT C LAUSE 
C.i.au� e N(lc..i.eu� 0 6  Top-i.c.- Comment C.i.au6 e 
Periphery :!: Topic :!: Comment :!: Tense 
Modified NP Modified NP {-I)ga} 
Associative NP Associative NP {- y l } 
Co-ordinate Phrase Co-ordinate Phrase -dj a/dj a-
Appositional Appositional 
Phrase Phrase 
Inali enable Inalienable 
Possession Phrase Possession Phrase 
Personal Pronoun Concomitant NP 
Place Names Attributive Noun 
Clause 
Ac companiment NP 
Adjective 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Topic and Comment tagmemes may permute to any order . 
7 3  
pres 
p 
fut 
2 .  In the periphery, Negative and Connector are preferred before the 
nucleus, while Locative, Accompaniment and Time are usually after 
the nucleus . 
Res trictions 
1 .  Periphery is limited to Negative, Connector, Locative, Accompani­
ment and Time. 
2 .  There is no Aspect in this clause type. 
3 .  I f  either Topic or Comment tagmemes are manifested by a phrase 
comprising two or more tagmemes, the other ( T  or C )  is more 
likely to comprise a more simple construction . 
4 . Present, Past and Future Tenses may be indicated on a pronoun 
within the Topic tagmeme, otherwise indication of time may only be 
given through use of the Time tagmeme . 
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Additional Note 
All fi llers of Topic and Comment t agmemes must be marked for nominat­
ive case, except when possession is indicated ( by referent case) or 
when the Comment tagmeme is expounded by the Accompaniment NP ( also 
marked for referent case ) .  
E xampl ec 06  the Vecla�at�ve Top�c- Comment Clau4 e 
1 .  Conunent 
m a m b u g a-(6 
bOBs -nom 
2 .  
' (He i s ) the boss . '  
Conunent • 
mamb u g a-(6 n a n a - n g a n j i 
boss-nom tha t-refr 
' (He is ) the bOQs of those (peop l.e ) . ' 
3 .  Comment • • •  
Q a n j i - Q g a n j i ma d j u Q a n j d j a - n j i g u l u Q a n j d j a-(6 
you : s : poss-refr o l.d : s i s te�- refr c h i l. d-nom 
Topic • •  
n a y i n da-(6 wa n g u l u-(6 
this-nom boy -nom 
'This boy is you� o l.de� e is te� ' s  chi l.d . ' 
4 .  Conunent • •  ( Topic) 
wa l g u r a -(6 n a n d a-(6 m a m b u ga-(6 
b ig-nom that -nom boss -nom 
' That ( man)  i s  the big boss . '  
5 .  Topic Conunent 
6 .  
b a y i r a-(6 m a � b I Qg a fd-(6 
Pha�oah-nom expe �t : dugong : hun te�-nom 
' Pha�oah i s  an expe�t dugong hunte� . ' 
Topic . . . . . . . . Conunent Re fr . . . . . . . . . 
n i mb a l a -(6 ma l b u-(6 mamb u g a -(6 n a n i - n g a n j i y a dj l - n J i 
7 .  
y o u : d-subj o l.d : man-nom boss-nom this-re fr count�y-re fr 
' You 
Con 
Q a l a  
b u t  
two men a�e the bosses  of this  coun t�y . , 
TOpic Conunent Manner Topic 
a n a d a l a d -(6 g u n s i l a-(6 b u ga m b a  y a l u -(6 
anothe� : l.o t-nom counci l. l.o�s -nom a l. l.  they : pl-subj 
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' B u t  q u i te a lo t of them al'e aounai Hors . ' 
8 .  Comment Topic • 
y a l u-� 
9 .  
10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
1 3 .  
14 . 
g a � i g a � i -� g a d j a-� n a n d a -� 
nephew-nom many-nom they : pl-subj mo ther-nom that-nom 
m i m i n j a-� ga � i � i -� 
grandfa ther-nom una le -nom 
' Nephew, they are many peop l e ,  tho s e  mo thers,  grandfa thers , and 
unales . ' 
Topic . . . . . . . Comment . . . . . 
n a y i n da -� g u d j a f a-� n a y i n d a -� g u d j a f a-� 
t his -nom two-nom this -nom two-nom 
' These two (peop l e )  are these ( same ) two . , ( Remark made when 
comparing two photographs . )  
Time Tense-Topic Comment 
b a g u  b a  r i d j a - n j u l u-� I) a r awa-� 
after um f-he-subj s a l t-nom 
, Later i t  ( the river)  wi H beaome s a l ty .  ' 
Asp Topic Comment 
y uw a d j  i y a l a-� wa n g a - n l) a  
s ti 7,7, they : pl-subj a Li ve-animate 
' They are s ti L  L a Live . ' 
Note : The suffix -nl)a i s  obligatory with yuwadj i when speaking of animate things 
without using a verb in the clause . Although we have stated that aspect does not 
occur in the Topic-Comment Cla\.:Se , this use of "yuwadj i "  i s  really part of a 
combination of words that form an adjectival expression; hence we feel that 
yuwadj i loses its aspect meaning here . 
Con Topic Comment Time 
I) a l a  n j u l u-� n a n am a n j i -� wa b u l a . . .  
when he-subj young-nom before 
' When he  was y oung long ago . . . , 
Topic Con Comment 
• • •  n a n d a-� dj a ·1 a l un j d j i -� 
that-nom when s iak-nom 
, . . .  (01')  when he is s iak . ' 
Comment 
I) a l u r -� 
s iak-nom 
7 6  
15 . 
1 6 . 
1 7 .  
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' ( He i s )  s i ck . ' 
Topic Conunent 
y i l) g a-¢ b a y a g a � a-!1J 
o ther-nom sma t t-nom 
' The other is  sma t z .  ' 
Conunent Topic • •  
ma g i r a - y u d i -¢ n a n d a-¢ l) i l a -!1J 
paint-concom-nom that-nom g i r t -nom 
' That gir t has pain t .  ' 
Topic Conunent Topic Conunent 
y i l) g a n -!1J g u � a  I I  f 1 -!1J y l l) g a n -!1J w u n a n j b a l a-!1J 
o ther-nom s h ort-nom o ther-nom tong-nom 
' One is s hort. the o ther is tong .  ' 
1 8 .  Topic . 
n a n d a -!1J d j a m b a n -!1J 
Conunent 
b i n d a - y ud i -!1J 
19 . 
that-nom ground-nom burn t : grass-concom-nom 
' That ground is covered wi th b urn t gras s .  ' 
Man Conunent 
I)awamba  dj i � i  l am a - n J I b a g l w l ,:,mu f - a n j i 
on ty with  aze-re fr and wire : spear-re fr 
' ( We had) o n ty azes and wire spears . ' 
5 . 2 .  I NTERROGAT I VE  C LAUSES 
5 . 2 . 1 . I n te r r o g a t i ve I n fo rma t i o n  C l a u s e  
Interrogative Information clauses are formed from any Declarative 
clause , by expounding any one clause tagmeme with an appropri ate i nter­
rogative pronoun and permuting that tagmeme to a clause-initial position , 
or , rarely , to a clause final positi on . The only clause tagmemes that 
may not be expounded by an i nterrogative pronoun are Reflexive Subject , 
Tense Aspect , Connector , Negative and Translocati ve . Generally , the 
interrogative pronoun is i nflected for case though there is a series of 
interrogative pronouns which are not inflected. ( See ' The Pronominal 
System of Garaw a ' , Section 7 . )  
The Interrogative Clauses formed with the use of the Interrogative 
Partitive Pronoun or the Interrogative Adjective may take the imperative 
cli tic - g i y i , but the clause remains basically Interrogative Informa­
tion. The imperative marker appears only to emphasise the i nterrogation . 
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For a full exposi tion of the interrogative pronoun and adjectives, 
see ' The Pronominal System of Garawa' (Sections 5 and 7 ) . 
Exampie4 0 6  the I nte��ogatlv e I n 60�matlon  Ciau4 e 
1 .  Conunent TOpic 
w a n j i -� n a n d a-� 
interrog : s-nom that-nom 
' Who is  tha t ? ' 
2 .  Obj 
w a n j d j a - m u g u-� 
T . Pred 
n a d j ba - y i 
3 .  
interrog-pl-nom s ee-p 
' Whiah ones did (he) B ee ? '  
T . Subj T . Pred Obj . . . . . . . . . 
wa n j dj a - I) i n i  r a l) i m ba - y i n a n d a-� d j i g uwa r a -� 
interrog : s-erg s hoot-p that-nom wa U aby-nom 
' Who s h o t  that wa l laby ? ' 
4 .  T . Subj T . Pred Subj 
w a n j i - n g u d j a r a - n j i man g u  b u l  i -� 
interrog-d-erg hear they : d : p-subj 
' Whiah two (peop le ) heard them? ' 
5 .  Refr I . Subj I . Pred 
6 .  
wa n j i - I) g a n j i n j u l i -� b a �a d j ba  
interrog : s- refr he : p-subj aome 
' Why did he aome ? '  
Refr T . Pred Obj 
wan j d j a - g uy a - j l) j g a y a b i m b a - dj a b a rawu-� 
7 .  
interrog-d-refr 
' Why wi l l.  t he 
Conunent 
w a n j d j a - ga n j i 
two 
make-f hu t-nom 
of them bui ld the  house 
Topic . • •  
n a y i n d a-� dj a r awa d j a -� 
interrog : s-refr this : s-nom trousers -nom 
' Whose are these trousers ? '  
8 .  Conunent 
w a n j i - n m u g u - j l) j g a 
interrog-pl-refr 
Topic 
b a d j a l) u - m u g u-� 
dog-pI-nom 
' Whose are the dogs ? '  
Obj 
y a l u - n j a  
they : pl-obj 
Loc 
n a n a b a  
there 
there ? ' 
7 7  
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9 .  Loe R. Subj I . Pred 
wa n j l - n a  y a l u - Q g a  y a n j ba  
interrog : s-1oe they : p1- refl ta L k  
' Where are they ta L king ? ' 
1 0 .  Loe Loe I . Subj 
w a n j i - nm ug u - n j l n a y a l u - n d u  n l n j d j i -¢ 
interrog-p1-1oe they : p1-1oe you : s-subj 
' Wi th which one8 did you 8 i t ? '  
1 1 .  A1 I . Subj I . Pred 
wa n j d j a - b l y u r i  n l n j d j l -¢ d j l l a d j b a  
interrog : s-a1 you : s-subj go 
' To where are you going ? ' 
12 . A1 I .  Pred 
1 3 .  
14 . 
w a n j l - nm u g u - j Q j g u r l  d j l l a d j b a - d j a 
interrog-p1-a1 go-f 
' To which one8 wi L L  (he ) g o ? ' 
Ab I . Subj I . Pred 
w a n j d j a - b i n a n j l n j u l i -¢ b a � a d j b a  
interrog : s-ab he : p-subj come 
' From whe re did he come ? '  
I . Pred 
d j u Q g u - y i 
8 i t-p 
wa n j d j a - r u d a - g l y l  wa d j b a - y i g a Q a Q a n j d j a - n j l 
interrog-part- imp give-p kangaroo -refr 
' Wha t par t of the kangaroo did ( h e )  give (you) ? '  
5 . 2 . 2 .  Y e s / N o I n t e r r o g a t i v e  C l a u s e  
The Yes/No Interrogative Clause may be formed from any Declarative 
clause either by the addition of interrogative intonation, or by inter­
rogative intonation and the nuclear interrogative tagmeme expounded by 
the interrogative particle g u na , which may permute to any position in 
the clause. There is, however, a preferred word order in which Predicate 
is p laced first, fol lowed by g u n a , and other tagmemes permute to any 
order. A frequently occurring alternative order is to place the inter­
rogative particle final ly in the clause. Occurrence of peripheral 
tagmemes is generally limited to no more than two in any clause. 
The interrogative particle also occurs with paragraph and sentence 
level tagmemes as illustrated j.n Example 1 0 . 
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Interrogative intonation is carried over the whole clause by commencing 
at a mid-high register and sharply rising to high register on the final 
stressed syllable , and falling again to mid-high over the rest of the 
word . ( Garawa words carry stress on the i nitial syllable . )  
Example4 0 6  th e Ye4 / No I ntennog ativ e  Clau4 e 
I n t e r rogat ive T ra n s i t ive : 
1 .  T . Pred Obj Interrog 
2 .  
w u d u m b a  n a r i -� g a g u-� g u n a  
g e t  yo u : pl-subj fish-nom interrog 
'Did you ge t (any ) fis h ? '  
T . Pred Interrog Subj 
b a d j a g u na d j a - n l n j d J i -� I) l l a-� 
p 'lay interrog f-you : s- subj gir'l-nom 
' wi 'l 'l  y o u  p 'lay (now) , gir'l ? '  
I n t e r r o g at ive I n t rans i t ive : 
3 .  T . Pred Interrog Subj Al . . . . . 
d j i l a d j b a  g u n a  n j u l  i -� n a l) a l) i - I) g u r i  
go interrog he : p-subj he : poss-al 
'Did he  go to his camp yes terday ? ' 
4 .  Man Interrog Lee I . Pred Loe 
m i  I I  g u n a  nawu  dj  u l) g u  g a l aw u n j i 
again interrog somewh ere s i t  ins ide 
' (Is i t )  s omewhere ins i de again ? ' 
I n t e r ro g a t ive Re f l ex i ve : 
5 .  R.Pred R. Subj Interrog 
w a g a  dj a - b u l a - I) g a  g u n a  
repea ted'ly : reprimand f- they : d-refl interrog 
' wi l 'l  they rep e a ted'ly reprimand you ? ' 
I n t e rro g at i ve Top i c - Comment C l aus e : 
6 .  Comment Interrog 
wa l g u r a -� g u n a  
big-nom interrog 
' (Is i t )  b i g ? ' 
. . . . . Time 
b a � � a - r l  w u l a n l  
camp-al y e s terday 
Re fr 
n a r l - I) I  
you : pl-refr 
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7 .  Topic . . . . . . . Comment Interrog 
n a y i n d a -S/J b a c;t a c;t a-S/J I) l l a-S/J g u n  a 
this -nom baby - nom girl-nom interrog 
' (Is thi s )  baby a girl ? '  
I n t e r r o g a t i ve D e l e t e d  P r e d i c a t e  T r an s i t i ve : 
8 .  Man Interrog Subj Obj Ab 
I) a b a l a  g u n a  n l n j d j i -S/J d j u g a-S/J d j u d j u - n a n j l 
o n : s hou lders interrog you : s-subj boy-nom long : way-ab 
, (Did) you ( carry ) the boy on (your) shou lders a l l  ( th a t )  way ? ' 
I n t e r r o g a t i ve De l e t e d  Predi cate I n tr an s i t ive :  
9 .  
10 . 
Subj Al Al Interrog 
n j u l u-S/J b a y u l) u  n a n ga wa - � I  g u n a  
he -subj wes t : al lagoon-al interrog 
, (Did he go) to the wes t  to the lagoon ?  ' 
Para . mkr Interrog Para . mkr Voc 
b a � i w a  g u n a  b a  r i ba i' i wa I) a c;t a n j a-S/J 
finish interrog um finish mo ther-nom 
, ( Is tha t )  enough, mo the r ? ' 
Note : As in the above example , ba r iwa is used at the end of a discourse and to 
mark the end of a conversation, a certain part of a story or to mark a change 
of subject and i s  tentatively analysed as a paragraph marker . Roughly , it 
carries the meaning of 'finish ' .  It is also used as a farewell when two people 
do not expect to meet again for some time . 
NOTE: In all the previous examples ,  the interrogative particle guna could have been 
omitted , as noted in the introductory paragraph of this section . 
5 . 3 . I M PERATI VE C LAUS ES 
All the Declarative Clauses except the Topic-Comment Clause may b e  
converted t o  Imperative clauses b y  the addition of a nuclear Imperative 
tagmeme manifested by the Imperative clitic , - g i y i ,  which is generally 
at tached to the first tagmeme in the clause , or to any tagmeme of the 
outer periphery of a sentence when this precedes the nucleus. Occasion­
ally this clitic is permuted to the second tagmeme in the sentence or 
clause. 
As stated above , the addition of the imperative clitic to the 
Declarative Clauses converts the lat ter to Imperative Clauses. However , 
though permutation rules and restrictions of the Declarative Clauses 
s till apply , there are further permutation and restriction as follows: 
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Pe rmutation Rules 
Nuclear and peripheral tagmemes permute freely though the predicate 
normally fo l lows the tagmeme in which . Lhe imperative clitic is mani­
fested . 
Restrictions 
'fhere is general ly only one peripheral tagmeme present in a clause. 
In the following examples all tagmemes are label led . 
Example� 0 6  the I mpe�at�ve  Clau� e 
Imp e r a t i ve Tran s i t ive C l aus e :  
1 .  Obj-Imp T . Pred 
d U Q a l a-�-g i y i  w u d umba  
s tone-nom-imp g e t  
' Ge t  a s tone ! ' 
2 .  Loc-Imp T . Pred 
3 .  
l a Q g u - g i y i  y a r i d j b a  
north : loc- imp p u t  
' Pu t  ( i t) i n  t h e  north ! '  
T . Pred-Imp T . Subj 
g a r u - g i y i  n a  r i -� 
Obj 
ya l u - n j a 
te n - imp you : pl-subj they : pl-obj 
' You te n them about me ! ' 
4 .  Neg-Imp T . Pred 
m i g u - g i y i  y a b i mb a  
neg-imp make 
' Don ' t  make ( i t ) ! '  
5 .  T . Pred-Imp Obj Al 
g u y u- g i y i  dj a n g u r-� n a Q a - n b u i' 1  
ta ke - imp words -nom he-al 
' Take words to him! ' 
6 .  T . Pred- Imp Ab Al 
g u y u - g i y i  w a j g a - I i n a  Q a g i - n b u r i  
take-imp down-from I-al 
'Bring ( i  t )  from down ( there ) to me ! '  
Re fr 
Q a g i 
I : refr 
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7 .  Obj - Imp T . Pred Obj 
y i n i n i - g i y i  w u d um b a  wa l g u f a-!/J-m i ra 
other-imp g e t  big-nom-intens 
' Ge t  another very big (one ) ! '  
I mpe r a t i ve Tran s i t ive D e l e t e d  P re d i cate C l aus e : 
S .  Lac-Imp 
I) a b a l a - g i y i  
o n : s hou 1-der-imp 
I) a r g a d a b a  
spear 
Obj . . . . . . . . . . 
n a n da-!/J d j u g a -!/J I) a n j i -!/J 
tha t-nom boy-nom you : s : poss-nom 
n ug a m i m u d a n j i -w a n J i 
fee t-nom burnt : grass-erg 
b a g i 
and 
, ( Carry ) that boy of yours on (your) shou 1-der or the burnt grass 
wi B spear his fee t .  ' 
Impe ra t i ve I nt ran s i t ive C l ause : 
9 .  I . Subj- Imp I . Pred A1 
n i n j d j i -!/J- g i y i  ba ! b a y i l) g a - r i  
you : s-sub j - imp go : baak ano the r-a1 
' You go away to ano ther p 1-aae ! ' 
1 0 .  A1 I . Pred- Imp 
I) a g i - n b u r i  d j i l a - g l y i  
I-a1 aome-imp 
' Come to me ! '  
11 . Man- Imp I . Pred 
12 . 
g a � a - g i y i  dj u l) g u  
quie t 1-y-imp s i t  
' Be quie t ! ' 
I . Sub j -Imp 
n l n j d j i -!/J- g l y l  
you : s-subj-imp 
I . Pred 
d j u l) g u  
s i t  
Subj 
y i l) ama l l -!/J 
one -nom 
, You ,  o n 1- y  y ou, s i t  ( down) ! ' 
1 3 .  Man-Imp I . Pred Acc 
d u l u- g i y i  dJ  i 1 a I) a g i - n d u  
quiak1-y-imp aome I-acc 
' Come w i t h  m e ,  quiak1-y ! ' 
14 . Lac-Imp I . Pred 
b a r a n j i - g i y i  dj i l a d j b a  
Z ong : way- imp go 
' Go away ! ' 
. . . . . . 
y a d j i - y u f i  
p 1-aae-a1 
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15 . I .  Pred-Imp 
b a ! b a - g i y i  
' Go baa k ! ' 
16 . AI- Imp I . Pred Al 
n a n a -w a - g i y i  d j i J a d j b a  I) u f b u - n g u r l  
tha t-way -imp go 
' Go that way to the 
1 7 .  Loc Imp 
n a n a b a  b a f i - g i y l  
there urn-imp 
' S tay there ! ' 
1 8 . Man-Imp I . Pred 
g a d a d a - g l y i  y a n j b a  
s Low L y - imp t a l k  
' Ta lk s Low Ly ! '  
gorge -al 
gorge ! ' 
I . Pred 
d j u l) g u  
s i t  
I mpe r a t i ve I n t ran s i t ive D e l e t e d  P r e d i c ate C l au s e : 
1 9 . Loc . ( Imp Al . . . . . 
wa j g a - g i y i  y a J u - n d u r l  wab u d a - n a  
down-imp they : pl-al water-loc 
' ( Go ) down to them a t  the 
I mpe rat i ve Re f l e x i ve C l aus e : 
20 . R. Pred- Imp 
wa g a � a b a - g i y i  
was h-imp 
Refl . Subj 
I) a n j i - I) g a  
you : s-refl 
' Was h yours e Lf! ' 
2l . Subj- Imp R. Pred 
ma Q i -S/5-g i y i  ma n j dj i d j b a 
water ! ' 
Re fl . Subj 
I) a n j i - I) g a  
Re fr 
y a J u - l) i  
hand-nom- imp wave you : s-re fl they : pl-refr 
2 2 . 
2 3 .  
' Yo u  wave to them ! ' 
Neg-Imp Re f l . Subj R. Pred 
m i g u - g i y i  n i m b a J a - g a  d j a b u b u J  i n j b a 
neg-imp you : d-refl argue 
' Don ' t  y o u  two argue ! ' 
R . Pred- Imp 
ba J a l) g a m b a - g i y i  
fork- imp 
Refl . Subj Subj  Loc • • •  
I) a n j i - I) g a  n u g a m i -S/5 muwa 9 a - n a  
you : s-refl fee t-nom boat-loc 
I) u r u - n a  
bow-loc 
8 3 
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' Spread your legs apart in the bow of the 
2 4 . Time-Imp Re f1 . Subj R. Pred 
m U l) a n a w a - g i y i  n a r l - I) g a  m u d amba  
tomorrow-imp you : pl-refl 8 ay : goodbye : to 
' Say goodbye to them tomorrow ! ' 
2 5 . Manner- Imp Refl . Subj R. Pred Ins 
g a d a d a - g l y i  n l mb a l a - g a  d a b a  I) u b u l) u - n a  
oanoe ! ' 
Obj 
b u l a - I) I 
they : pl-re fr 
quie t ly - imp you : d-re fl fig h t  boomerang-ace 
' Don ' t  figh t  8 0  hard with th08 e  boomerang8 ! ' 
5 . 4 .  OB L I GA T Z ON C L AUSE 
Certain constructions of the Interrogative Information c lause may 
also manifest the Imperative c liti c . When the interrogative word y a n ga 
and the Imperative c l itic - g i y i  occur together in the one c lause they 
carry the meaning of obligation. 
E xample� 0 6  the Obiig ato�y Clau� e 
1 .  Interrog ( ) -Imp T . Pred Obj Refr 
y a n g a - b a r i - g l y l  w u d u mba  mama-Ii' b a y a - mu g u - j l) j g a  
how - um- imp get food-nom ohi Zd-pl-re fr 
, ( You)  8ho u ld get food for the chi ldre n .  ' 
2 .  Interrog-Imp I . Pred Al Time Con T . Pred 
3 .  
y a n ga - g i y i  
how-imp 
d j i l a d j b a  s i s t a - y u f i  w u d j i n a b a g l w a d j b a  
go s i s ter-al few : days : ago and give  
Obj Refr 
n i n j a  m i d s i n - g a n j i 
you : s : obj medi oine-re fr 
' ( You)  should have gone to the s i s ter a few day8 ago and ( 8 h e )  
wo u l d  have g i v e n  y o u  medicine . ' 
Interrog-Imp I . Pred Time 
y a n g a - g i y i  d j i l a d j b a  g a mu 
how-imp go l.ate r : today 
, ( You)  8houl.d go l.ater today . , 
6 .  D E P E N D E N T  C L A U S E S  
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Dependent Clauses differ from Independent Clauses in that infinitive 
and participial forms of the verb are obligatory in Dependent Clause 
constructions . 
6 . 1 .  VE PENVENT PU R POSE C LA US E  
The Dependent Purpose Clause manifests the Purpose tagmeme of a 
Purpose sentence. A dependent Infinitive verb fil ls the Predicate 
tagmeme . This infinitive form comprises the verb stem and one of the 
suffixes - n g a n j i ,  - d j l ,  - d j i wa ,  or - n g a . No distinction has been found 
either in distribution or meaning of these four suffixes, though further 
investigation may make a distinction apparent. 
The nuclear tagmemes are the same as in the Declarative Transitive, 
Intransitive and Reflexive clauses, except that neither Tense nor 
Aspect occur. Peripheral tagmemes possible are also the same, but are 
more limited in number, and distribution is restricted. Connector and 
Negative may occur before the nucleus, and all other tagmemes occur 
fol lowing the nucleus and are limited to two in number, though more than 
one i s  unusual. 
Both nuclear and peripheral tagmemes are label led in the fol lowing 
clauses . 
E x�mp!e6 0 6  Vependent Pu�p06 e C!�U6 e 
1 .  T . l f . Pred Obj Time 
2 .  
3 .  
n j u l u-� y a b l mba  g a l  I Q l r i -� w u r g ud l - j ga n j l Q u b u Q u-� w a b u l a  
he -subj make s h i e L d-nom b Lock-infin boomerang-nom before 
' He (wou Ld) make a s h i e L d  to b Lock boomerangs in the earLy day s . ' 
w u d um b a  
g e t  
Obj 
g u n j b a  
y a l u-� 
they : pl-subj 
mama-� 
good-nom food-nom 
ma l b uma l b a - w a n j l 
o L d : men-erg 
T . l f . Pred 
y a b i mb l - g a n j l 
make- infin 
' They,  the o L d  peop L e ,  g e t  (yeas t )  to mak e  good bread. ' 
R . l f . Pred 
w i d j b a n u r i -� w a � amb l - d j l 
go : back we : pl : ex : p-subj fee d- infin 
' We went back to e a t  a t  mid-day . ' 
Time 
m u g u n J d J a - n a  
mid : day-loc 
Refl . Subj 
n u r u - Q g a  
we : pl : ex-re fl 
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7 .  
8 .  
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Refr T . I f . Pred 
g u d j b a  n u ' u-� dj a n d j a -wa l a  w a l l d j l - n j i Q a ' g a d a - j g a n j i 
s e arch we : pl : ex-subj rain-season kangaroo-refr spear- infin 
' During the "We t "  we hunt to  spear kangaroo . ' 
T . Subj 
g a r u  n u r u-� n a n d a -� m a � a n j d j a Q u-� n u ' u-� 
ca � �  we : pl : ex-subj tha t-nom name : of : rope -nom we : pI : ex-subj 
T . I f . Pred Obj 
d l d i g u - j g a n j i dj i d i mb i -� 
tie : up- infin tai �-nom 
' We ca Z Z  that (rope ) "mardanjanjangu " - we (use i t )  to tie up the 
tai Z .  ' 
b u fa n d i dj b a 
T . Subj 
n u h-� 
T . I f . Pred Obj 
d l d l g i - j g a n j l n a n l Q g l  
be : in : the : middZe we : pI : ex-subj tie : up - infin Z i ke : this 
' (The rope ) is in the middZe  - we (use  iti to tie  up the tai Z Z i k e  
this . ' 
g a ga l l d j b a  y a l  I -� 
Zaugh : a t  they : pI : p-subj 
T . I f . Pred Obj 
Q a r a - d j i wa w a b u d a-� 
drink- infin water-nom 
Con 
n a n d a-� b a g l 
that-nom and 
T . Subj 
y a l u-� 
they : pI-subj 
' They Zaugh at that man ( un t i Z )  they (have ) to drink water . ' 
1 .  I f  . Pred 
m l g u  g a d j a - m u g u-� y a l l -� d j l l a  b a d j a - n g l 
neg many-pI-nom they : pI : p-subj go dance-infin 
' No t  many went to dance . '  
9 .  b a g i n a n a - n j i n a -wa  n u h -f2I g a m a mb a - w u ' l  g u d l y a -� 
and tha t : p �ace-loc-cont we : pl :ex-subj s unrise-loc s ome-nom 
T . I f . Pred Al 
l a Q g i d j i l a g a n d l mb l - dj i l a Q g u - ' i - dj i b a ' i  
north : al go a ccompany-infin north-p Zace -al um 
T . I f . Pred Loc 
Q a r g a d a b a - dj l n a n a b a  
spear-infin there 
'A nd s ome of us kept going to that p Zace in the north a t  sunrise to 
accompany ( them) to spear (dugong) there . ' 
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6 . 2 .  VEPENVENT PARTI C I PI A L  C LAUSE 
The Dependent Participial clause is the exponent of the Attributive 
tagmeme of a merged sentence. The Predicate is manifested by the 
participial form of the verb which comprises verb stem + participial 
suffix, either - d j i n a  or - g u r i . When the Predicate refers to the Subject 
of the previous clause, the suffix - dj l n a is used, and - g u r l  when the 
reference is to the Obj ect of the preceding clause. The Participial 
clause always occurs finally in the sentence. The bidimensional arrays 
shown in Charts 21 to 2 3  illustrate the tagmemes of the Transitive, In­
transitive and Reflexive Participial C lauses. 
6 . 2 . 1 .  T ra n s i t i ve P a r t i c i p i a l C l a u s e  
CHART 2 1 . B I D IME N S I ONAL ARRAY FOR TRAN S I T IVE PART I C I P I AL CLAUSE 
T�an�izi v e  Pa�zic�pial Clau� e 
r Per iphery r Subject r Obj ect + Predicate r Periphery 
Pronoun Modified NP Transitive 
Participle 
Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
Appositional 
Phrase 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear tagmemes may permute to any order, though Subject, 
Predicate, Obj ect is preferred. 
2 .  I n  the periphery, Negative and Connector occur before the 
nucleus and all other tagmemes fol low the nucleus. 
Restrictions 
1 .  No more than two peripheral tagmemes occur after the nucleus . 
Ex ample� 0 6  �he T�an� ��ive Pa�zic�p�al Clau� e� 
Sub j e c t  Refc rence Trans i t ive Part i c i p i a l  C l au s e : 
8 8  
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
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T . SP . Pred Obj • . • • 
d j u Q g u  y a l i -� n i Qg i - dj i n a b a y a g a � a -� dj u g a -� 
s i t  they : pl : p- subj loo k : a t-subj : part sma l l -nom boy -nom 
' They s a t  looking a t  the sma l l  boy . ' 
T . SP . Pred 
g u d j a � a-� ma l umba  dj l l a d j ba  b u l a -� y a � i - d j l n a 
two-nom together go they : d-subj p u t-subj : part 
Obj Lac 
d j a Q g u f-� n a d j a - n a  
words-nom papel'-loc 
' They s i t  toge ther, p u t t ing words on pap e r .  ' 
n u r u-� ba r i  dj  U Q g u  n u � u -� 
we : pl : ex-subj um s i t  we : pl : ex-subj 
T . SP . Pred Obj 
w a Q a r - l n a n a - d j i n a  y a l u - n j a  
n a n a - n j l n a 
tha t - lac 
T . OP . Pred 
b a d j a - Q g u r l 
corrobore e - lac s e e -subj : part they : pl-obj dance-obj : part 
' We a l l  s i t  a t  the corroboree wa tching them dancing . ' 
T . SP . Pred 
d j i l a d j b a  y a l l -� m i g u w U Q u mb l - d j l n a 
go they : pl : p-subj neg co l le ct : firewood-subj : part 
Obj Lac 
d j a Q u-� m u n j dj i mu n j dj i 
firewood-nom bus h : loc 
' They w e n t ,  but  they did not co l lect firewood in the bus h .  ' 
Ob j e c t  Re ference Tran s i t ive Part i c i p i a l  C l aus e : 
5 .  T . OP . �red Lac Lac . . . . . . . . . 
ma n g u  Q a y u-� b r l - j g u r i  l a Q g u  n a Q a Q i - n j i n a b a � � a - n a  
hear I-subj sing-obj : part north : loc he : poss-Ioc camp-lac 
' I  hear ( them) singing at his camp in the north . ' 
6 .  T . OP . Pred Obj 
w u d um b a  d j a - Q a y u-� b uwa n j a-� y a b l mb l - g u r l  Q a n d u-� 
ge t fut-I-subj bro the r-nom make -obj : part shade -nom 
' May I ( ta ke a photo of my ) bro ther making a s he lter ? ' 
7 .  T . OP . Pred Obj 
n a d j b a  n u r u-� d j u g a -� ma r i mb l - g u r i  b u dj i g a-� 
see we : pl : ex-subj boy-nom ho ld-obj : part cat-nom 
a .  
9 .  
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Tac 
b u r g a - na n J I 
taH -tac 
' We see  the boy ho lding the ca t by the tai l . ' 
T . OP . Pred Re fr 
ma n g u  l) a y u -j1J w i ! i n a yan j ba - g u r l  y a l u - I) I 
hear I-subj outside ta l k-obj : part they : pl-refr 
'I hear ( them) tal king to them outside . ' 
T . OP . Pred Obj 
n a d j b a  l) a y l -j1J l) a n a n j i -j1J d a - j g u r l  d j l b a r l -¢ g u l a d J I -j1J 
see  I : p-subj man-nom h i t -obj : part woman-nom head-nom 
Ins Loc 
g u � � a - n a  b a Q � a - n a  
s t ick- ins camp - loc 
' I  saw the man hit ting the woman on the head w i t h  a s ti c k  a t  the 
camp . ' 
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6 . 2 . 2 . I n t r a n s i t i v e P a r t i c i p i a l  C l a u s e  
± 
CHART 2 2 .  B I D IMENS IONAL ARRAY FOR I NTRAN S I T IVE 
PART I C I P IAL CLAUSE 
I n.tlLan� Lti v e  PalL.ticipial C lau� e 
Periphery ± SUbj.ect + Predicate ± 
Pronoun Intransitive Participle 
Periphery 
Permutation Rules 
1 .  Nuclear tagmemes may permute to either order though Subj ect fol­
lowed by Predicate is preferred. 
2 .  In the periphery, Negative and Connector occur before the 
nucleus, and all other tagmemes follow the nucleus. 
Restrictions 
1 .  The peripheral tagmemes Instrument and Tactile do not occur . 
2 .  No more than two peripheral tagmemes occur after the nucleus. 
3 .  If the Subj ect of the previous clause is manifested by a 
personal pronoun, the same pronoun may manifest the subj ect 
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tagmeme of the Participial clause when it is a Subj ect Reference 
clause . When reference is to the Obj ect, then Subject is 
obl igatorily absent. 
E xampte� 0 6  �he I n��an�i�i v e  Pa��icipiat ctau� e 
Subj e c t  Re ference I n t r an s i t ive Par t i c i p i a l  C l ause : 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
1 . SP . Pred Loc 
n a d j ba  Q a n a  d j u g a -w a n j i l a Q a - n g i n a g l Q g a r i  
see  me : obj boy-erg hang-subj : part up 
' The boy, hanging up ( in the tree ) ,  sees  me . ' 
Con Subj 1 .  SP . Pred 
n a d j b a  Q a y i -� d j u g a-� Q a l a  Q a y l -� g a r l n j d j a - n a  
see  I : p-subj boy-nom whi te  I : p-subj s tand-subj : part 
'I s aw the boy whi ],e I (was ) s tanding . ' 
1 . SP . Pred 
b a g i Q a y u-� d a y a  n a n d a -� g u � �a-� b a r a r i n j dj a - n a  
and I-subj ohop tha t-nom tree-nom s tand : i n : tree -subj : part 
'And I, s tanding in the 
n a n d a -� g u � � a -� d a y a  
that-nom tree -nom out 
Loc 
b u n da l - i n a 
river-Ioc 
tre e ,  ahop 
n j  u I i -� 
he : p-subj 
i t .  ' 
I . SP . Pred 
b a r a r i n j dj a - n a  
s tandi ng : in : tree-subj : part 
' He,  s tanding in the tree at the river, ohopped i t .  ' 
Ob j ec t  Re ference I nt rans i t ive P a r t i c i p i a l  C l ause : 
5 .  
6 .  
1 . OP . Pred 
n a d j b a - Q g a  
s e e-pres 
wa j g a  
down 
wa l u Q g a n a �a -� g u l u - g u r i  
my tho logioa ], : sea : oreature -nom s ],eep -obj : part 
Loc • 
g a n j dj a - n a  g a l a w u n j l 
sea-Ioc ins ide : loc 
' (He ) sees  the my tho],ogioa ], s e a  orea ture s ],eep ing deep in the s e a .  ' 
n a d j b a - y i  n a r i -� 
I . OP . Pred 
wa l a - j g u r l  
Ab 
g u l a - n i  
s e e-p you : pl : p-subj come-obj : part s ou th-ab 
' We saw ( them) ooming from the s o u th . ' 
7 .  
8 .  
9 .  
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wa ga r a m b a - y i  d j u g a - w a n j l 
find-p boy -erg 
I . OP . Pred Loc 
b a d j a - n g u r i  w a b u d a - n a  
p tay-obj : part water-loc 
' The boy found ( him) p taying in the wa ter . ' 
I . OP . Pred Loc 
n a d j b a  Q a y i -� dJ u g a -� d j i l a - j g u f i  b u n da l - i n a 
8ee  I : p-subj boy-nom go-obj : part river-loc 
'I 8 aw the boy going to the rive r .  ' 
w a ga ramba  n u r u-� 
catch we : pl : ex-subj 
Loc 
d U Q a l a - n a  
rock-loc 
I . OP . Pred 
n j l n b u-� g u l u - g u f i  
8piny : ant : ea ter-nom 8 teep-obj : part 
' We ca tch the 8 piny ant-eater 8 teeping on a roc k .  ' 
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6 . 2 . 3 .  S u b j e c t  R e f e r e n c e  R e f l e x i v e P a r t i c i p i a l  C l a u s e 
CHART 2 3 .  B I D IME N S IONAL ARRAY FOR SUBJECT REFERENCE REFLEX I VE 
PART I C I P IAL CLAUSE 
Subj ec.:t R e 6 eltenc.e R e 6.tex.<.ve Palt:t.<.c..<.p.<.a.t C.tau� e 
± Periphery + Reflexive Subj ect + Predicate ± Referent ± Periphery 
Reflexive Pronoun Reflexive Modified NP 
Participle 
-dj l na Co-ordinate 
Phrase 
Appositional 
Phrr.se 
Permutatjon Rules 
Nuclear tagmemes may permute to any order though Predicate, Reflexive 
Subj ect, Referent is preferred. 
Restrictions 
1 .  Peripheral tagmemes, Connector and Negative, occur only at the 
beginning of the clause, while other periphery occurs after the 
nucleus. 
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2 .  As Referent has been placed in the clause nucleus, it must be 
excluded from the periphery . 
Additional Note 
Examples of this clause are extremely scarce in text, and to date, 
only one item o� clause periphery following the Predicate has been 
found, though others should be permissible as in other clauses of this 
group . 
Example� 0 6  Subj ect R e 6 e�ence R e 6lexive Pa�ticipial Clau6 e 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
d j u l) g u  
s i t  
n j  u I I -f/J 
he : p-subj 
Refr 
b a � n j i - j l)j ga n j l 
meat-refr 
b a � � a - n a  
camp-loc 
R . SP . Pred 
w a �amb l - d j l na 
fe ed-subj : part 
Refl . Subj 
n a l) g a  
he : refl 
' He s a t  a t  the camp feeding himse Zf lJJi th mea t .  ' 
g u l u g a  
s Zeep 
n l n j d j i -f/J 
you : s-subj 
R . SP . Pred 
b Ul) u mb i - d j l na 
Zoaf-subj : part 
Refl . Subj 
l) a n J- I - l) g a  
you : s-re fl 
' You s Zeep.  Zoafing (on the job) . '  
R . SP . Pred Refl . Subj 
b a ! b a - d j a n j u l u-f/J d a rw l n - y u r i  d j a n j b l - d j l na n a l) g a  
go : back-f he- subj DarlJJin-al die-subj : part he : refl 
' He lJJi Z Z  go back to DarlJJin to die ( there ) . '  
6 . 2 . 4 .  O b j e c t  Re f e r e n c e R e f l e x i v e  P a r t i c i p i a l  C l a u s e  
The Bidimensional Arpay for the Obj ect Reference Reflexive 
Participial clause is the same as for the Subj ect Reference Reflexive 
Participial clause, except for the obligatory absence of the Reflexive 
Subj ect . 
Example6 0 6  the Obj ect R e 6 e�ence R e 6 l e xi v e  Pa�ticipial Clau6 e 
1 .  R. OP . Pred 
ma n g u  I) a y i -f/J b u l a - n j a  maj g a r a-f/J d a - j g u r i 
hear I : p-subj they : d-obj married : coup Ze-nom h i t-obj : part 
2 .  
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Time-loc 
g u � � a - y u d i - n j i m U l)a - n a 
s ti a k-concom-erg night-loc 
'I heard tha t ma rried ao up Z e  fighti ng wi th s tiaks  a t  nigh t .  ' 
Note : In the above example the Subject of the Parti cipial clause , maj gara 
gu��a-yud i - nj i ,  i s  interrupted by the Predicate of that clause . 
g a y a  
aa Z Z : ou t  
n j  u 1 i -!2J 
he : p-subj 
n i mb a l a - n j a  
y o u : d-obj 
I) a b a y a -w a n j i 
whi t e : man-erg 
' He aa Z Zed o u t  to you, tha t white man, arguing . ' 
R . OP . Pred 
d j a g a g a - j g u r i 
argue -obj : part 
6 . 3 .  ATTR I B UT I V E  NOUN C L AUS E  
The Attributive Noun Clause i s  very restricted i n  construction, 
ow ing to the small number of possible tagmemes, as shown in Chart 24 . 
It comprises an obligatory Predicate which is formed by the addition 
9 3  
o f  a n  adj ectivisi ng suffix -wa r to a verb stem. The only other tagmeme 
is an optional Obj ect, the mani festation of which is l imited to one 
particular type of phrase. This clause functions as the exponent of the 
Mod i fier slot of a Modi fied Noun Phrase or the Comment tagmeme of a 
Topic-Comment Clause. 
CHART 2 4 . B I D IMENST I ONAL ARRAY FOR ATT R I BU T I VE NOUN C LAUSE 
Attltibu.tive No u.n Cla.u.� e 
+ Adjectivised Predicate :!: Object 
Adjectivised Verb Mod i fied Noun Phrase 
Permutations 
Predicate and Obj ect may be permuted to the alternative order . 
Restrictions 
1. Transitive, Intransitive and Reflexive Verbs may mani fest the 
Predicate tagmeme, but no reflexive pronoun occurs with the 
Reflexive Predicate. 
2 .  No clause peri phery occurs in this construction. 
3 . Obj ect Tagmeme is optional with Transitive or Reflexive 
Adj ectivised Verb . 
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4 .  Obj ect Tagmeme is obligatorily absent with Intransitive 
Adj ectivised Verb. 
5 .  Only a variant of the Modified Noun Phrase can be the exponent 
of the Obj ect tagmeme. This variant has the Head marked for 
Referent Case only, and no more than one modifier is manifested. 
When the Reflexive Predicate is manifested, the modifier is 
marked for Referent Case. With the Transitive Predicate, the 
modifier takes Nominative Case. 
In the following examples only the tagmemes of the Attributive Noun 
Clause are labelled. 
E xample6 0 6  A��Aib u�ive  Noun Clau6 e 
1 .  I . Adj . Pred Obj 
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
I) u r u n ba - w a r -!/I muwa�a - n j i 
drown-ad j r-nom aanoe-refr 
n a n d a-!/I wa l u l) g a n a r a-!/I 
that-nom my thoZogiaa Z : s ea : area ture -nom 
' That s ea area ture is one whiah s inks boats . ' 
g u d j  b a  n a l) g l n a n a - n g a n j  i 
s e arah he : re f l : p  tha t-re fr 
R . Adj . Pred 
b a � a � a - n j l y l g l d j b a -w a r a - j l) j g a  
baby-re fr bush-adj r-refr 
' She searahed for that baby Zos t in the bush . ' 
I . Adj . Pred 
n a n da-!/I I) a g i -!/I b a � a � a-!/I I) i n d u -wa r-!/I 
tha t-nom I : poss-nom baby-nom ary -adj r-nom 
' Tha t baby of mine ( i s )  a arying (one ) . '  
Obj • .  
n a y i - n d a-!/I d j u g a-!/I I) a g l -!/I g ud ug ud u - n j l g a g u - n j l 
this -nom boy-nom I : poss-nom many-re fr fis h-refr 
R . Adj . Pred 
wa�amba -wa f-!/I 
feed-adj r-nom 
' This is my boy who e a ts many fis h .  ' 
w i  ! g u  n j u l l -!/I b a d j a l) u - n a n j  I 
run he : p-subj dog-ab 
' He ran from the bi ting dog . ' 
T . Adj . Pred 
b l d j b a - w a � a - n a n j i 
bi te -adj r-ab 
" 
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
w i j g u n u mba - y l  
broing : back-p 
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b a � �a - r i  
camp-al 
T . Adj . Pred 
Q a r g a d a b a -wa r a - n j i 
spe ar-adj r-erq 
Obj 
g a � a Q a n j d J a - n j i 
emu-re fr 
' (The one who is adep� a t )  spearoing emus brought ( i t )  back to 
camp . ' 
n a d j  ba  Q a y i -!/l 
I : p-subj see 
dj a g uwa n d a - n a  
croee k-loc 
n a n da-!/l 
tha t-nom 
Obj 
wa � a � a -!/l 
buffa Zo-nom 
T . Adj . Pred 
ma l i d j b a - w a i'-!/l 
fo Z Zow-adj r-nom 
' A t  the creek,  I saw the buffa Z o  (which hab i tua Z Z y )  fo Z Zows 
( peop l- e ) . ' 
R . Adj . Pred 
n a n a b a  d j i b a i' i -!/l g u l i i' a d J b a -wa r-!/l 
theroe woman-nom cu t : he ro : head-adj r-nom 
' There i s  the woman cutting her head ( i n  mourn ing ) . '  
7 .  C L A U S E  F R A G M E N T S  
9 5  
A special feature o f  the Garawa language is the tendency to repeat 
the important parts of clauses or sentences . and the consequent ability 
of the speaker to omit tagmemes that may be understood from the context 
if these are not the important semantic parts of the clause. This is 
re flected in the omission of Subj ect or Obj ect in many case s .  or of 
both these tagmemes where the Predicate is the most important semantic­
ally. Similarly . large sections of clauses .  often including all parts 
of the nucleus . are omitted .  resulting in what we have termed "Clause 
Fragments". These fragments are generally one or two tagmemes such as 
Allative . Time . etc . •  repeated from a previous clause . 
Phonological breaks determine the 3eparation of the fragmented 
speech and thus distinguish them from reduplication of tagmemes within 
the clause . The breaks are often of longer duration than is usual 
between complete clauses. 
Examples of Clause Fragments are found in the ne xt section in the 
sample te xt. 
8 .  S A M P L E  T E X T 
The following text is an e xcerpt from the description of the proceed­
ings of a meeting of both Yanyula and Garawa people held at Borroloola 
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to e l ect a new Council, represe ntative of both tribes . The two tribes 
live on opposite sides of the Mc Arthur River, and a proposal had been 
made to build a new camp for both Garawa and Yanyula people on the 
Yanyula side of the river. Rorie, the narrator of the proceedings, 
is the most influential member of the Garawa tribe. 
Clause breaks are signified by a bar, / , and the breaks have been 
made according to phonological and grammatical considerations . Clauses 
are numbered and labe lled above , and clause fragments designated by the 
abbreviation "Cl . Frag" . 
. . .  / g a� i g a � I -j1J ba r i  
Nephew-nom um 
/ Q a y  u··j1J 
I-subj 
( l ) Intrans . Cl 
Q a r a n b a  l) a g l -j1J 
s tay I : pos s-nom 
Nephew, I - my ( chi Zdren) s tay (where we are ) . 
I) a n j i 
you : s : refr 
/ 
( 2 )  Intrans . C l  
b a r i  l) a y u-j1J d j u l) g u  
um I-subj s i t  
I s tay (here ) . 
( 4 )  Del . Pred . lntrans . Cl 
/ 
( 3 ) Intrans . Cl 
ma n J d j a l ma n j d j a l l d j ba 
Zose : fZ e s h  
(I) a m  g e t ting o Z d .  
ma n g a n j i -j1J 
body-nom 
/ Q a l a  Q a g i -j1J y a d j i -j1J ga r u - r i  
con I : poss-nom country - nom eas t -p Zace : loc 
Uy home is i n  the eas t .  
( S )  Del . Pred . lntrans . Cl 
Q a � a n j a-j1J ga � i � i -j1J y a l u-j1J Q a g l -j1J b a � � a - n j i 
mo ther-nom una Ze-nom they : pl-subj I : poss-nom camp-re fr 
( Your) mo ther and unc Zes,  those many (chi Zdren)  of mine, 
n a n a - n g a n j i g a r u - r i  g a d j a - m u g u-j1J / 
tha t-re fr eas t-p Zace : loc s ome -pl-nom 
be Zong to that camp in the e as t .  
( 6 )  Trans .Cl 
n a n d a-j1J g a r u - r i  m l g u Q a y l -j1J y i Q i d j b a -wa  / 
tha t-nom eas t-p Zace : loc neg I : p-subj Zeave -cont 
I did no t Zeave that eas t p Zace . 
/ 
/ 
( 7 ) Trans .Cl 
Q a y u-¢ y i Q i dj ba m i g u 
I-subj leave neg 
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n a n d a-¢ d j a mba-¢ Q a g i -¢ 
that -nom ground-nom I : poss-nom 
I do no t leave that l and of mine, that ea8 t p lace . 
Q a g i -¢ g a r u - r i  
I : poss-nom ea8 t-p lace : loc 
( 8 ) Reflexive Cl 
/ g a � i g a � i -¢ 
NopherJ-nom 
NepherJ, 
n a n a b a  Q a g a - d j a  d j a n j b a  g a r u - r i  
there I : re fl-f die ea8 t-p lace : loc 
I in tend to die in that p lace,  in the ea8 t .  
( 9 )  Trans .Cl 
y a n j b a  Q a y u-¢ Q a n j i b a f  i n a n d a -¢ 
ta l k  I- subj you : s : refr um tha t-nom 
Tha t  i8  rJhat I 8ay to y o u .  
( 10 )  Trans . Cl 
/ 
/ 
/ b a  r i wa 
para : mkr 
b a g i n a n d a -¢ b a  r i n i n j d j l -¢ Q a g l  g a r u - y i / 
and that-nom um you : s-subj I : re fr te l l-p 
And y o u  te l l  me thi8 
( 11 )  Cl . Frag ( 12 )  Cl . Frag 
n a n a - n g a n j i d j u n u  wag uwag u - nj i / wa g uw a g u -¢ 
that-refr perhap8 p ine : tre e-re fr pine : tre e-nom 
"Perhap8 (rJe ' I I  have)  8 h rub8 thoae 8hrub8 
( 1 3 )  Cl . Frag ( 1 4 )  Trans .Cl 
w a g uw a g u-ji5 n a n da-ji5 / Q 3 1  a y u g u  ba r i n a n da -¢ 
pine : tree-nom that-nom rJhi l e  ye8  um tha t-nom 
/ 
n a n da-ji5 
that-nom 
th08 e 8hrub8 A nd y e 8 ,  (you ) to ld about th08 e 8 hrub8 . 
w a g uwa g u - n j l ma � a  g a r u - y l 
p i ne : tree-re fr a l 8 0  te l l -p 
/ 
( 1 5 )  Trans . Cl 
b a y a n g a  1 1  dj ba - y  i 
have : a : co l l e c t io n : of-p 
/ 
( We cou l d) have a co l lection of 
( 8 hrub8 ) . 
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( 1 6 )  Trans . Cl 
g a r u - y i  
te l. l. -p 
n a n a - n ga n j i dj u n u  
tha t-re fr pe rhaps 
/ 
( You)  told those peop le perhaps ( this coul.d b e ) ! "  
( 1 7 )  Trans . Cl 
m l g u n u r i -S/l- y a 
neg we : pl : ex-subj -abil 
ma n g u  
hear 
n a n da -S/l d j a n g u r-S/l wa b u l a  
tha t-nom words -nom before 
Perhaps we did not hear a l. l.  he  said before . 
( 18)  Re flexive Cl 
y a � a � a g a r l n J dj a  n a Q g i - 1  I 
not : be ing : exp l. ic i t  he : re fl-hab 
(He)  had n o t  made hime e l.f very c lear . 
( 1 9 )  Intrans .Cl 
n a n d a -S/l y a � a � a g a r i n j d j a  / 
tha t-nom i s : no t : exp li c i t  
Tha t  o n e  is  no t very exp lic i t .  
( 20 )  Interrog . lnform. Cl 
wa n j d j a - n i  g u d l y a n-S/l ma f a r g a - y l 
wha t-nom some -nom no t : know-p 
Some - who were they did no t know . 
( 22 )  Intrans . Cl 
n a n a ma-S/l l a Q g u - r i n j b a ba f i  
tha t : o ther-nom north-s ide : loc urn 
/ 
( 2 1 )  Intrans . Cl 
ma f a f ga - y i g u d i y a -S/l 
not : know-p some - nom 
Some did not  know . 
d j u Q g u - y i  
s i t-p 
/ 
The o thers ( Yany u l.a)  sat on the north s ide . 
( 2 3 )  Del . Intrans . Pred . C l  
b a g u  n u r u-S/l-ma 
later we : pl : ex-subj-lim 
/ 
Later we ( arri v e )  by ours e lves . 
( 25 )  Trans . Cl 
g a y a - n g i l i  y l Q a ma l i - Q ga / 
ca l l : ou t-hab one -re fr 
(He ) ca l ls out for one ( nomination) . 
( 2 4 )  Intrans . Cl 
d j l l a n u r i -¢- l i 
go we : pl : ex-subj -hab 
We come ( i n  groups ) .  
/ 
/ 
/ 
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( 2 6 ) C1 . Frag 
m i  1 i y i f) g a -� / 
again o the r-nom 
(He ca L L s  for )  ano ther (nomina t ion) again . 
( 2 7 )  Trans . C1 
g a y a - n g  i i i  y i f) a ma 1 i - f) g a  / 
ca U -hab one -refr 
( He )  kep t o n  ca L L i ng for one (nomina t ion ) . 
( 2 8 )  Trans . Cl 
g a y a - n g i l i  y i f) a ma l i - f) g a  / 
c a U-hab one -re fr 
(He)  kept ca L Li ng for one (more ) . 
( 2 9 )  Intran s . C1 
9 u � a d  i n u r i  -� b i n  j d j u / 
neg we : p1 : ex : p- subj speak : ou t : of : turn 
We didn ' t  speak out  of turn . 
( 30 )  Trans . C1 
f) awamba  n u r i -�- l i b a r i  n a d j b a  
o n Ly we : pl : ex- subj -hab um see  
We  o n Ly kep t on wa tching . 
/ 
( 31)  Topic-comment C1 ( 32 )  Topic-Comment 
n j u l u b a  r i m a m b u g a -� / m a m b u g a -� / 
he : subj um boss -nom bos s-nom 
He ( is )  the bos s .  (He i s ) the bos s .  
( 3 3)  Trans . C1 
m i  1 i g ay a - n g  i i i  y i f) g a - n j i b a g u  / 
again caU-hab o ther-refr Later 
Later he was s t i U  ca L L ing o u t  for anothe r .  
( 34 )  Trans . Cl 
b a g u  g a y a - n g i l i  y i f) g a - n j i / 
Later ca U -hab o ther-re fr 
Later (he)  kept on ca Uing for ano ther . 
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( 35 )  Intrans . C l  ( 36 )  Intrans . C l  
m i g u h a ! b a - I) g a  y l l) a ma l l -¢ / m a � a  y u r m b a  n a l) g l - ya n a n a - wa 
neg go-pres o ne -nom a ls o  move he : refl-did that-b1ay 
No t one (person) goes ,  nor moves in  any 
( 37 )  Intrans . Cl 
b a  r i dj u l) g u  n a n l b a r- I n a n l d j a ma n g l - n a  
um S 1: t  this l i ke : this dancing : ground- loc 
They s i t  l i ke this at the corroboree . 
( 3 8 )  Cl . Frag 
n a n da-¢ b a  r I m u s i l l n a-¢ n a l) a - I) I  / 
tha t-nom um Mus so lini -nom he -re fr 
For that o n e ,  Mus s o lini . 
( 39 )  Reflexive Cl 
ma n g uma n g u  n u r u - I) g l n a l) a l)  I d j a l) g u r - a n j i 
think b1e : pl : ex-re fr he : poss b1ord-refr 
dire c t i o n .  
/ 
/ b a r l wa b a r !  
finish um 
/ 
We think abou t  his b1ords . (Paragraph ending) 
( 4 0 ) Trans . C l  
I) a y u-¢ I) a y u-¢ y a n j ba  
I-subj I-subj ta lk 
I s ay to him, 
( 4 2 )  Topic-Comment Cl 
g a � l g a � I -¢ g a d j a -¢ 
Nepheb1-nom many-nom 
n a l) a - I) I 
he- re fr 
y a l u-¢ 
they : pl-subj 
/ 
( 41 )  Cl . Frag 
I) a y u  n a l) a l) i -¢ 
I-subj he : poss-nom 
I, his unc l e ,  (said) 
l) a � a n j a -9.I 
mother-nom 
n a n d a -¢ 
that-nom 
d u d J,u-¢ / 
unc l e-nom 
m i m l n j a-¢ 
grandfa ther-nom 
"Nepheb1, they are many peop le,  (your) mothers, gradfa thers,  
( 4 3 )  Intrans . C l  
g a � i � i -9.I 
unc l e-nom 
I � a r a n b a  � a ga - d j a  n a n a - n j i na d j a mb a - n �  
and unc Ze s . 
( 4 4 )  Trans . Cl 
n a  n I d j  a mb a-9.I 
s tqy I : re fl-f tha t-loc 
I b1i l l  s tay at that p lace . 
I) a y l -¢ m a r i mb a  w a b u l a  
like  this : ground-nom I : p-subj h o l d  before 
I h e ld on to that ground before l ike this . 
ground-loc 
/ 
/ 
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( 4 5 )  Cl . Frag 
wa J uwa Q a J i -�- ya g u g u� i - y u r u - n j  i / 
firs t we : d : ex-sub j -ident grandmo ther-deceased-erg 
Firs t.  we two. (your) dead grandmo ther and I ( h e l d  tha t land) . 
( 4 6 )  C1 . Frag 
d j a ba r i  Q a y u-� ba r i Q a y u-�-ma b a r i / 
again I-subj um I-sub j -lim um 
Again I.  my se I f. ( h e l d  that land)  . 
( 4 7 )  Re flexive C1 
Q a J a  n j u J u-� g u g u � i -� d j a n j b a n a Q g i / 
wh i l e  she -subj grandmo the r-nom die she : ref1 
Then she . grandmo ther. die d .  
( 4 8 ) C1 . Frag 
g u g u � i - y u r u  
grandmo ther-deceased 
( 5 0 )  Cl . Frag 
Q a y u-� 
I : subj  
Q a n j i 
y ou : s : refr 
I ( say this )  to y o u .  
( 5 1 )  Trans . C1 
ga r u  Qa - n i n j d J i -� 
/ 
te n I : ob j -yo u : s- subj 
A nd you are 
( 5 3 ) Cl . Frag 
b a r i w a  / 
fi nish 
te n i ng 
( e nd of dis cours e ) . ' 
me 
( 4 9 )  Intrans . C1 
/ Q a i a  Q a y u-�-ma 
then I-subj-lim 
So. I mys e l f. w i n  
( 52 )  C1 . Frag 
/ n a n d a -� b a r i  
that : nom um 
(what to do ) ! "  
ba  r i 
um 
s tay . 
/ 
Q a r a n b a  
s tay 
/ 
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